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Abstract
Many keyword queries issued to Web search engines target information about real world
entities, and interpreting these queries over Web knowledge bases can allow a search system
to provide exact answers to keyword queries. Such an ability provides a useful service to end
users, as their information need can be directly addressed and they need not scour textual
results for the desired information. However, not all keyword queries can be addressed
by even the most comprehensive knowledge base, and therefore equally important is the
problem of recognizing when a reference knowledge base is not capable of modelling the
keyword query’s intention. This may be due to lack of coverage of the knowledge base or
lack of expressiveness in the underlying query representation formalism.
This thesis presents an approach to computing structured representations of keyword
queries over a reference knowledge base. Keyword queries are annotated with occurrences
of semantic constructs by learning a sequential labelling model from an annotated Web
query log. Frequent query structures are then mined from the query log and are used along
with the annotations to map keyword queries into a structured representation over the
vocabulary of a reference knowledge base. The proposed approach exploits coarse linguistic
structure in keyword queries, and combines it with rich structured query representations
of information needs.
As an intermediate representation formalism, a novel query language is proposed that
blends keyword search with structured query processing over large Web knowledge bases.
The formalism for structured keyword queries combines the flexibility of keyword search
with the expressiveness of structures queries. A solution to the resulting disambiguation
problem caused by introducing keywords as primitives in a structured query language is
presented. Expressions in our proposed language are rewritten using the vocabulary of the
knowledge base, and different possible rewritings are ranked based on their syntactic rela-
tionship to the keywords in the query as well as their semantic coherence in the underlying
knowledge base.
The problem of ranking knowledge base entities returned as a query result is also
explored from the perspective of personalized result ranking. User interest models based
on entity types are learned from a Web search session by cross referencing clicks on URLs
with known entity homepages. The user interest model is then used to effectively rerank
answer lists for a given user. A methodology for evaluating entity-based search engines is
also proposed and empirically evaluated.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
If Edison had a needle to find in a haystack, he would proceed at once with the diligence of
the bee to examine straw after straw until he found the object of his search... I was a sorry
witness of such doings, knowing that a little theory and calculation would have saved him
ninety per cent of his labor.
Nikola Tesla (1857 - 1943),
New York Times, October 19, 1931
1.1 Search in Information Systems
Consider a person who searches an information system using the keywords “toronto restau-
rants”. The person types their query and clicks the search button, anxiously awaiting their
results. But what information should a search system return in order to satisfy this user’s
information need? Certainly a Web search engine, such as Google or Bing, has many
choices. There are millions of documents on the Web that mention the terms “toronto”
and “restaurant”1. There are also structured databases encoding information about vari-
ous restaurants, some of which are likely located in the city of Toronto. Whether a search
engine returns documents relevant to the query terms or structured results showing restau-
rants in Toronto, we cannot say that the search engine has done something right or wrong.
Since the intent of the query is underspecified – that is to say, we cannot know exactly
what it is the user is looking for due to the inherent ambiguity of keyword queries – there
1According to http://www.google.com, there are 156,000,000 documents matching the query “toronto
restaurant” at the time of writing. Retrieved April 27, 2013
1
is no definition of a “correct” query answer. However, it seems clear that some answers
may be better than others. Results providing information about restaurants in Toronto
would be considered more relevant than results that coincidently mention those two terms
together, but do not provide information explicitly about restaurants that are located in
Toronto.
1.1.1 Query Interpretation in Search Systems
The nature of search in information systems – be it the traditional information retrieval that
searches document collections given keyword queries, or more recent adaptations of search
that integrate large structured data repositories – is one of uncertainty and ambiguity.
Results are judged by their quality, not by a formal definition of correctness. At the time
of writing, a Bing2 search for our example query “toronto restaurants” returns a list of
documents relevant to the query terms. Among them are various Web pages describing
restaurants in Toronto. A Google3 search for the same query terms however, produces a
fundamentally different search result: a list of structured data items, each item describing
a particular entity that is a type of RESTAURANT with a location of Toronto. The difference
in the two results is not about access to data, indeed a search initiated from Bing’s local
page4 returns a similar structured result as Google. The difference is in the understanding
and representation of the query. While Bing views this query as a collection of terms
describing textual documents of interest, Google views the query as having a more explicit
structure: a search for particular restaurant entities that are located in Toronto.
Special handling of queries for vertical domains is a common way of integrating domain
knowledge into search engines. Examples include the local business search provided by
major search engines, which aims to interpret queries over locations and business types;
the book search facility provided by Amazon, which aims to interpret queries over author
names, book titles, and ISBN numbers; or the job search from Monster.com, which aims to
interpret queries over locations, companies, and job types. While building domain specific
vertical search engines achieves the goal of integrating domain knowledge into the search
process, it comes at the expense of engineering a specific solution for each target domain.
2www.bing.com
3www.google.com
4www.bing.com/local
2
1.1.2 Semantic Search
A general search architecture that can integrate arbitrary external knowledge sources,
interpret keyword queries over these knowledge sources, and provide exact answers to
keyword queries is a highly desirable goal, and the focus of this thesis. This process
is often referred to as the semantic search problem – the problem of integrating reference
semantic information in the search process. A semantic search system allows the integration
of domain knowledge into the search process in a generic way. For example, a product
catalogue could be used as a reference knowledge base, allowing queries to be interpreted
in terms of products (attributes of products, brands, product types, etc. . . ) enabling a
powerful vertical product search with an underlying understanding of the concepts and
entities in the reference knowledge. A query for “10mp canon digital cameras” could be
modelled as a query for entities with a megapixel value of 10, the brand Canon, and an entity
type DIGITAL CAMERA. This semantic, or structural, understanding of the query allows the
retrieval of specific entities and information about those entities.
The semantic search approach also allows one to incorporate general knowledge, or fact
collections, into an open domain search engine as well. Similar to recent advances in the
Google search engine5 which aims to answer simple factual queries like birthdays of famous
people or authors of popular books, a semantic search engine allows the integration of large
amounts of reference knowledge in the search process. The potential for semantic search
however is much greater than answering simple factual queries, as formal representations
of knowledge and queries can enable more complex query interpretations. For example, a
query for “grammy award winning guitarists” requires not only a structural understanding
of the query (i.e., entities of type GUITARIST that have hasWonPrize relation to entities of
type GRAMMY AWARD), but also complex reasoning over the knowledge base to determine if
an entity can be inferred to be a GUITARIST that has won some entity that can be inferred
to be a type of GRAMMY AWARD.
Modelling possible query interpretations also poses a difficult problem. Following
our previous example query “grammy award winning guitarists”, how does a search sys-
tem identify that “winning” denotes the relation hasWonPrize? Similarly, for the query
“toronto restaurants” having an interpretation of RESTAURANTS that are locatedIn the city
of Toronto, a search system must infer the relationship locatedIn which is not explicitly rep-
resented in the query. Furthermore, even if a query understanding algorithm can compute
probable mappings of query terms to knowledge base items, how can a system determine
that a query is looking for entities of type RESTAURANT that are locatedIn Toronto, as
5See for example, the Google result of the query “moby dick author” which provides the exact answer
to the query, “Herman Melville”. Retrieved April 27, 2013.
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opposed to the query looking for information about the entity Toronto which is the loca-
tion of various RESTAURANTs? As queries become more complex, the problem of modelling
their interpretations becomes more complex as well. We discuss the problem of search
in information systems, from the point of view of query understanding and knowledge
incorporation in Chapters 2 and 3.
1.2 Representing Knowledge
In this section we describe the data model used for representing factual world knowledge
about real-world entities, as well as linguistic knowledge that describes how the terms used
to encode a knowledge base are related to each other. The world knowledge acts as a
repository of searchable information, while the linguistic knowledge determines how query
terms can match against knowledge base items. We adopt of formal model of knowledge
representation based on an existing dialect of description logics, allowing us to give explicit
semantics to the often vaguely used terms knowledge base, knowledge graph, and concept.
1.2.1 Representing World Knowledge
We represent factual world knowledge as a collection of assertions about real-world entities.
Such assertions encode relationships between entities, such as
〈Jimi Hendrix, hasWonPrize, Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award〉,
as well as relationships between entities and the types they have, for example
〈Jimi Hendrix, type, GUITARIST〉,
and sub-class relationships between types
〈GUITARIST, subClassOf, MUSICIAN〉.
Knowledge bases are often represented as collection of subject, predicate, object triples
following the RDF model. However RDF alone is not sufficient to describe the underlying
semantics of the data. Missing are constructs that allow one to express semantics such
as class hierarchies. There are a variety of proposals to extend triple-based models with
richer schema-level semantics such as RDFS [15] and the family of OWL languages [120].
We adopt a formal model of knowledge representation as a collection of assertions based on
4
the OWL2 EL Profile 6 extended with unary entity sets (allowing an entity to represent a
class containing only itself), with attributes that map to values in a concrete domain such
as strings or dates, and with inverse relations. This model of knowledge representation
allows us the expressiveness to encode a wide variety of knowledge sources (including
many publicly available knowledge bases), formalize constraints in the data as inclusion
dependencies, and issue expressive concept-based search queries against the knowledge
base. At the same time, the OWL2 EL Profile is simple enough to allow efficient concept-
based search query processing over very large data sets with query-time inference.
The syntax and semantics of concept expressions are given as follows.
Definition 1 (Concept) Let {A,A1, . . .}, {R,R1, . . .}, {f, f1, . . .}, and {e, e1, . . .} be
countably infinite and disjoint sets of entity type names (a.k.a, entity class or primitive
concept), relation names, attribute names, and entity names respectively. Let R− denote
the inverse of relation R, and f− denote the inverse of attribute f . A concept is given by
the following.
C ::= A
| ∃R(C)
| ∃R−(C)
| f(k)
| f−(C)
| C1 u C2
| {e}
Instances of concepts are specified using a knowledge representation interpretation func-
tion (KR-interpretation) which maps concept expressions to sets of items in given domains.
An KR-interpretation I is a 2-tuple (4 unionmulti S, ·I) in which 4 is an abstract domain of
entities and S is a disjoint concrete domain, and ·I a KR-interpretation function. The
KR-interpretation function ·I maps
• each concept name A to a set (A)I ⊆ 4;
• each relation name R to a relation (R)I ⊆ (4×4);
• each attribute f to a relation (f)I ⊆ (4× S);
6http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-profiles/#OWL 2 EL
5
• each nominal entity set {e} to itself ({e})I = {e} ⊆ 4;
• a finite string k to itself (k)I = k ∈ S;
The KR-interpretation function is extended to all concepts as follows.
• (C uD)I = (C)I ∩ (D)I
• (∃R.C)I = {x ∈ 4 | ∃y ∈ (C)I : (x, y) ∈ (R)I}
• (∃R−.C)I = {x ∈ 4 | ∃y ∈ (C)I : (y, x) ∈ (R)I}
• (f(k))I = {x ∈ 4 | (x, k) ∈ (f)I}
• (f−(C))I = {k ∈ S | ∃x ∈ (C)I : (x, k) ∈ (f)I}
2
An example of an entity type is GUITARIST, which denotes the set of all entities that are
a type of guitarist. An example of a relation is bornIn, which maps entities to the places
in which they were born. The inverse bornIn− maps places of birth to entities (which
intuitively would represent a “birthplace of” relation). An example entity is Jimi Hendrix,
with an attribute dateOfBirth that maps Jimi Hendrix to the constant “1942-11-27”. The
inverse attribute dateOfBirth− would map the concrete value “1942-11-27” to the set of
all entities known to be born on that day.
We allow all constructs to be used when defining concepts for queries (see Section 1.3),
and omit use of inverses and nominals when defining knowledge bases to ensure tractability
of reasoning.
Definition 2 (Knowledge Base Constraint) Let C1 and C2 be concepts free of nom-
inals and inverses, A be an entity type, R a relation, f an attribute, e an entity and k is
an element of a concrete domain. An inclusion dependency is expressed as follows.
C1 v C2
An assertion has one of the following forms.
A(e) | R(e1, e2) | f(e, k)
A KR-interpretation I satisfies a knowledge base constraint of type:
6
• inclusion dependency C1 v C2 if (C1)I ⊆ (C2)I ;
• entity type assertion A(e) if e ∈ (A)I ;
• relation assertion R(e1, e2) if (e1, e2) ∈ (R)I ; and
• attribute assertion f(e, k) if (e, k) ∈ (f)I .
2
An inclusion dependency describes a subset relationship between all of the entities in the
KR-interpretation of the left hand side, and all of the entities in the KR-interpretation of
the right hand side. This construct can be used to encode subclass hierarchies, for example
GUITARIST v MUSICIAN
expresses the fact that all guitarists are also musicians. Inclusion dependencies can also
describe more complex dependencies, for example the inclusion dependency
ARTIST v PERSON u ∃created(CREATIVE WORK)
defines the concept of an artist as any person that has created some thing considered to
be a creative work.
Facts about entities are represented as assertion constraints. The first assertion con-
straint asserts that an entity e has type A, e.g., GUITARIST(Jimi Hendrix). The second
assertion constraint asserts that a relation R holds between two entities, for example:
created(Jimi Hendrix, Little Wing). This also implies that the inverse relation holds:
created−(Little Wing, Jimi Hendrix). The last constraint asserts that an entity has a
particular value for a given attribute. This can be thought of as a special case of a relation
assertion, where the entity relates to a concrete value. For example, the attribute encoding
a date of birth: dateOfBirth(Jimi Hendrix, “1942-11-27”).
Definition 3 (Knowledge Base) An ontology O is a set of inclusion dependencies.
We use the symbol A to refer to a set of assertions. Given an ontology O, and a set of
assertions A, a knowledge base K is defined as a two-tuple:
K := 〈O, A〉.
A knowledge base K entails that a ∈ (4 unionmulti S) is an instance of concept C, written
K |= C(a), if a ∈ (C)I for all KR-interpretations I that satisfy all constraints in K. A
7
knowledge base K entails that a concept C2 subsumes a concept C1, written K |= C1 v C2,
if (C1)
I ⊆ (C2)I for all KR-interpretations I that satisfy all constraints in K.
A knowledge base K := 〈O, A〉 is a knowledge graph when all of the inclusion dependencies
in O are of the form A1 v A2.
2
An ontology (also known as a TBox ) defines schema-level constraints over the knowledge
base, while the set of assertions (also known as an ABox ) define concrete information about
entities and their relationships to entity types and constants.
A knowledge graph restricts inclusion dependencies to have primitive left and right
hand sides. The phrase knowledge graph comes from the fact that the knowledge base can
be represented visually as a graph where nodes represent entities, types, and constants;
and edges represent relations, attributes, and inclusion dependencies between entity types.
While most of the work in this thesis applies to general knowledge bases, our implementa-
tion of back-end knowledge base query processing exploits the knowledge graph nature of
the test data sets for efficiency. An example knowledge graph is shown in Figure 1.1. We
represent entity type assertions using the edge label type and inclusion dependencies using
the edge label subClassOf. Entities are represented as ovals, entity types as shaded boxes,
concrete domain values as rectangles, and relations as solid lined arrows.
Throughout this thesis, we adopt the following notational conventions.
• Entities are written in a typed font with leading capitals (e.g., John Lennon, Canada).
• Entity types are written in a typed font in all capitals (e.g., COUNTRY, GUITARIST).
• Relations and attributes are written in italic camel caps (e.g., hasWonPrize, dateOf-
Birth).
• Keyword queries and concrete values (or constants) are written in quoted italic lower
case (e.g., “guitarists”, “toronto restaurants”, “1940-10-09”).
We now present a lemma concerning the constraints that must occur in a knowledge
graph in order to determine if a knowledge base entails that an entity has a given type.
We use the syntactic abbreviation {A1 v A2 . . . An v A} to denote the set of inclusion
dependencies {A1 v A2, A2 v A3, . . . , An−1 v An, An v A}.
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Lemma 1 (Entity Type Inference) Given a knowledge graph K = 〈O,A〉, an entity
type A, and an entity e, K |= A(e) if and only if either of the following sets of constraints
exist in the knowledge graph K:
1. {A(e)} or,
2. {A1(e)} ∪ {A1 v A2 . . . An v A}.
(1.1)
Proof: See Appendix B.1.
2
1.2.2 Sources of Web Knowledge Bases
Knowledge bases on the Web are created both manually and in automated ways. In-
terestingly, both methods tend to produce very large and heterogeneous data sets. For
example, DBpedia is automatically extracted from various structured parts of Wikipedia,
and produces a KB of over 500 million assertions for ∼3.64 million entities (as of DBpedia
3.7). Freebase on the other hand is built from user contributions (in the same style as
Wikipedia), and it also yields a large heterogeneous KB consisting of hundreds of millions
of assertions ∼20 million entities.
Automatically extracted knowledge bases come from various sources. Some are built by
directly extracting facts from natural language text with predefined target schemas (e.g.,
[23, 53]). Others extract arbitrary facts from text without a fixed target schema by a
method known as open information extraction [5, 17, 19, 37]. Knowledge bases extracted
from text can be very large due to the vast amounts of text available for extraction, however
achieving high extraction accuracy can be difficult. Textual extraction frameworks are
also left with a very difficult resolution problem – the problem of determining when two
different strings reference the same entity, entity type, attribute, or relation. For example,
such knowledge bases may contain redundancies encoding “Einstein’s birthday”, “Albert
Einstein’s date of birth”, and “Dr. Einstein’s birth date.”
To exploit existing structure on the Web, some projects have aimed to extract high
precision knowledge bases from semi-structured sources. Two prominent examples are
DBpedia [11] and YAGO [96]. The DBpedia knowledge base uses custom scripts to ex-
tract structured facts from Wikipedia infoboxes and categories. Measures are taken to
resolve common rewording of relations to represent facts of the same type using a com-
mon schema (e.g., “dateOfBirth” to represent the many ways of expressing the birthday
relation). This produces a very large and high quality collection of facts over real world
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entities, with categorical types for entities. The extraction of the YAGO knowledge base
uses a similar methodology as DBpedia, but exploits Wikipedia categories to a greater
extent. In YAGO, Wikipedia categories are cross-referenced with WordNet concepts to
produce a rich taxonomy over entities. For example, using the YAGO knowledge base one
can deduce that Jimi Hendrix is a Musician, because the entity Jimi Hendrix is known
to be a Lead Guitarist, which is known to be a type of Guitarist, which in turn is
a type of Musician. Google’s WebTables project [18] is another example of a large KB
extracted from partially structured Web data. HTML tables on Web pages, which can
often encode structured data, are processed to build a collection of structured facts with
schema information extracted from table headers.
Manually constructing large scale knowledge bases is another possible method for cre-
ating Web KBs. While such a goal may seem infeasibly ambitious, several projects have
produced large scale high quality knowledge bases from manual labour. In particular, the
Cyc project [63] pioneered work in the manual construction of a general domain knowledge
base. However the limited number of contributors resulted in a rather small output. The
Freebase project [113] on the other hand took a community approach, similar in nature
to how Wikipedia was built. Freebase now consists of a large collection of general knowl-
edge facts over 20 million real world entities. Another interesting manually constructed
knowledge base is WordNet [76]. WordNet is a linguistic ontology, encoding linguistic rela-
tionships between words and grouping words into conceptual units called “synsets.” While
WordNet is a valuable resource, it should be noted that the type of information it contains
is substantially different than the Web knowledge bases we consider in this thesis, which
primarily encode factual assertions about real world entities.
There are also a number of smaller scale knowledge bases manually constructed for
particular vertical domains. These include, for example, SNOMED CT [125] for medical
informatics, the GENE Ontology [114] for genetics, the MusicBrainz ontology [119] for
musical works and artists, and many others.
With all of the individual efforts to construct knowledge bases, the question of how
an information system can use multiple KBs becomes an issue. The LinkedData [116]
effort aims to address this issue by linking (defining equivalences over) common resources
described in different data sets. The LinkedData Web consists of over 30 billion assertions
as of September 20117, and has been growing so quickly statistics about its current size are
difficult to estimate. Additionally, there are efforts to manually create small ontologies to
serve as high level classification or typing systems from which specific knowledge bases can
provide finer granularity types as well as data level instances of types. By using common
7http://lod-cloud.net/state/. Retrieved May 25, 2013.
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high level ontologies, integrating multiple knowledge bases into an information system is
easier. Such efforts include UMBEL [127] as well as schema.org [121], an effort jointly put
forward by industry search leaders Yahoo, Microsoft, and Google.
Independent of how a Web KB is created, they generally share a few common charac-
teristics. They are very large in terms of the number of assertions they contain, and they
are heterogenous in the types of information they encode. This makes search using a KB
a challenging task, as one cannot assume the user will have familiarity with the contents
of an underlying knowledge base.
We have found the formalism presented in Section 1.2 is sufficient to capture many
of these real world Web knowledge sources, such as the knowledge graphs DBpedia [11],
Freebase [113], and YAGO [96]; as well as the medical knowledge base SNOMED CT [125].
1.2.3 Representing Linguistic Knowledge
Web knowledge bases encode information about real-world entities. This information ul-
timately makes use of English labels to represent the entities, types, relations, attributes
and attribute values. Linguistic knowledge not only connects the knowledge base items to
their textual representations, but also encodes information about the linguistic relation-
ships between words in a vocabulary (e.g., synonymy between words, or one word being the
lemmatized form of another). Linguistic knowledge can also capture the roles words play in
expressing information (i.e., their parts-of-speech). For example, “city” is the lemmatized
form of “cities”, is a synonym of “metropolis”, and is a noun.
We encode linguistic knowledge by extending the formalism used to encode world knowl-
edge. We link constructs in a knowledge base to their textual labels by stating an assertion
over a label relation. For example,
label(GUITARIST, “guitarist”)
encodes the label for the type GUITARIST. Labels with multiple terms (e.g., “grammy
award”) can have a mapping to each term in the vocabulary (note that we need to retain the
order of the terms, we do this by using a term relation that maintains a count term1, term2,
etc. . . ). We can then encode various linguistic relationships between the term “guitarist”
and related terms by extending the knowledge base constraints defined in Definition 2 to
allow relations between constants,
RL(k1, k2),
where RL is a linguistic relation and k1 and k2 are constants. An example of such assertions
are given below.
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synonym(“guitarist”, “guitar player”)
lemma(“guitarists”, “guitarist”)
term1(“guitar player”, “guitar”)
term2(“guitar player”, “player”)
We can additionally encode part-of-speech relations by allowing assertions from constants
to a fixed set of part-of-speech tags.
part-of-speech(k, pos-tag)
where k is a constant and pos-tag is a part-of-speech tag from a reserved set of symbols
(disjoint from the abstract domain 4). For example:
part-of-speech(“guitarist”, noun)
part-of-speech(“guitar”, noun)
part-of-speech(“hendrix”, proper noun).
This model provides us with a formal way of describing how query terms map to knowledge
base items. It is ultimately the text representation of knowledge base items that we will
use to map keyword query terms into the knowledge base. Figure 1.2 shows a sample of
our example knowledge graph with the associated connections to an example linguistic
knowledge base. We abbreviate “part-of-speech” as “pos” in the example.
1.2.4 Sources of Linguistic Knowledge Bases
Linguistic knowledge bases can be created manually or automatically extracted from text
collections or query logs. WordNet is a manually constructed and expert curated collection
of linguistic knowledge [76]. It encodes a high precision collection of English linguistic
knowledge including a large English vocabulary, synsets which are relations among groups
of semantically synonymous terms, and part-of-speech annotations of terms. Vocabularies
can also be built automatically by analyzing text collections of interest, such as document
collections or query logs, and enumerating a set of terms. Synonyms can be discovered
automatically as well using statistical methods (see for example, [28]). Also, Web page
hypertext links can also be used to extract synonyms for entities on the Web [77]. For
example, if the text “The Great One” is often used to link to the Wayne Gretzky Wikipedia
page (and not often used to link to other pages), then it is likely that this label is a synonym
for the entity Wayne Gretzky.
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1.2.5 A Knowledge Graph with Textual and Linguistic Annota-
tions
We compile a number of publicly available resources to construct a knowledge graph con-
taining tens of millions of facts over millions of real-world entities. Our knowledge graph is
centred around the fact collection and type hierarchy compiled by the YAGO [96] project.
We make use of the entity labels extracted from the anchor text of cross-page links in
Wikipedia that are included in YAGO. We then integrate WordNet relations to model
synonymy among terms in the labels of the graph nodes and edges. We use a mapping of
terms to part-of-speech tags obtained from the well known Brown and Wall Street Journal
corpora (which have been manually annotated) by taking the most frequent tag for each
term as its part-of-speech. We compute the lemmatized form relations on-the-fly during
query processing using the Stanford natural language processing toolkit [126]. We also
cross-reference YAGO entities with DBpedia [11] (using existing Linked Data mappings)
in order to integrate integrate Wikipedia abstracts for each entity as a textual description
the entity.
Overall, the knowledge graph is built entirely from publicly available sources and con-
sists of ∼3.3 million entities, ∼300,000 entity types, ∼11 million constants (strings, numbers,
dates, etc. . . ), and ∼38 million assertions (edges) over these KB items.
Experiments conducted as part of this thesis make use of various subsets of this knowl-
edge graph depending on the nature of the experiment. In particular, some experiments
make use of only the core YAGO data set with linguistic annotations (Chapters 3 and
4). Other experiments make use of an entity database subset, consisting of the entity sets
of YAGO and DBpedia, along with the extracted entity labels, synonyms, abstracts, and
linguistic annotations (Chapter 5).
1.3 Representing Query Intentions
We will ultimately use concepts in the given KB formalism to represent the explicit inten-
tion or information need of an ambiguously specified user keyword query. We adopt the
following definition of a concept-based search query over a knowledge base, analogous to
instance queries over description logic knowledge bases.
Definition 4 (Concept Search Query) A concept search query is given by a concept
C expressed using the grammar in Definition 1. Given a knowledge base K and a concept
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search query C, the answer to the query C over K is the set of entities or constants inferred
to be instances of C by K,
answer(C,K) = {a | K |= C(a)}.
2
As an example, the concept
MUSICIAN u ∃hasWonPrize(GRAMMY AWARD)
is interpreted as a query for all entities that are of type MUSICIAN and that have a
hasWonPrize relationship to some entity that has type GRAMMY AWARD. Inferring which
entities are answers to a concept search query may require inference over the knowledge
base, as can be seen by considering the example query over the knowledge base illustrated
in Figure 1.1. A query processor must exploit the knowledge that a GUITARIST is a type
of MUSICIAN to infer that the entities Jimi Hendrix and John Lennon qualify.
This class of queries has a natural mapping to conjunctive queries (e.g., SPARQL
queries [87]). Concept search queries correspond to conjunctive queries with a single head
variable (hence the “search” or “retrieval” nature of the queries), with query bodies that
are directed acyclic graphs. (Note however, that the reverse is not necessarily true, i.e.,
not any directed acyclic graph query can be expressed as a concept search query.) The
example query above could be written in SPARQL the following way (assuming knowledge
base inference has been accounted for).
SELECT ?x
WHERE {
?x type GUITARIST .
?x hasWonPrize ?y .
?y type GRAMMY AWARD .
}
Concept search queries essentially define selection conditions over knowledge base enti-
ties. Such functionality could also serve as a component of a larger knowledge base algebra,
as explored in [85].
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1.4 Thesis Overview
1.4.1 Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions.
• At the core of this thesis is a novel method for interpreting keyword queries over Web
knowledge bases that computes mappings of keyword queries to formal concept search
queries over the vocabulary of a given knowledge base. The mappings form probable
interpretations of the user’s information need based on statistical models learned
from real user query logs (Chapter 3). The result of this process is a set of the top-k
structured concept search queries representing possible interpretations of a keyword
query, which can be evaluated over the knowledge base to produce precise answers
to the keyword query (Chapter 4). The latter process is able to exploit semantics
encoded in the knowledge base by performing reasoning during query evaluation. We
formalize the problem of mapping keyword queries to concept search queries over a
knowledge base in Chapter 2.
• We present the results of an analysis of a real Web search log, giving insight into the
types of entity-based queries asked by real users. Our analysis shows the importance
of addressing entity-based queries due to the large number of these queries issued
by users. The analysis also establishes relationships between linguistic structure and
semantic structure, and gives insight into the types of latent semantic structures that
repeatedly occur in keyword queries (Chapter 3).
• We propose a keyword-based structured query formalism that allows users to create
expressive descriptions of their information need without having detailed knowledge
of an underlying knowledge base vocabulary. The query formalism also acts as an
intermediate language for representing possible structure in users’ keyword queries.
We propose a model for efficient and effective mapping of these structured keyword
expressions into a large knowledge base (Chapter 4).
• We propose a model for re-ranking entity results produce by a baseline ranking
algorithm to increase the effectiveness of results based on learned user profiles. We
show that the re-ranking is effective for a number of popular baseline entity ranking
methods (Chapter 5).
• We propose a methodology for ad-hoc entity retrieval evaluation. We design a frame-
work for evaluating entity retrieval systems that builds upon existing evaluation ap-
proaches in document retrieval and maximizes the reusability of expensive human
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relevance judgments on query results. We deploy our proposed evaluation method-
ology on a real world data set and query workload. We show experimentally that
our proposal is stable for some popular evaluation metrics, and that it can reliably
distinguish among the effectiveness of systems with these metrics (Chapter 6).
1.4.2 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 formalizes the keyword
query understanding problem and gives an overview of our approach to semantic query un-
derstanding. The details of our approach to structuring keyword queries are presented in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 explores the problem of mapping structured graph queries with key-
word predicates into a knowledge base. Such queries form an intermediate representation
of keyword query interpretations in our system. Keyword queries interpreted and evaluated
over Web knowledge bases ultimately produce a list of entity results. Chapter 5 address the
entity ranking problem, with a focus on learning personalized user interest models from a
query log, and ranking entity results based on a user’s interests. Throughout the thesis, we
conduct a number of evaluations involving entity retrieval. The theory and validation of
the methodology used to evaluate entity retrieval is presented in Chapter 6. We conclude
in Chapter 7 and discuss directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
The Query Understanding Problem
As the amount of structured data on the Web continues to grow, the ability to exploit this
data for keyword search becomes increasingly important. Efforts such as DBpedia [11],
Freebase [113], and Linked Data [116] have produced large heterogeneous knowledge bases
that encode great amounts of information about many real world entities. Web search
queries seeking information about these entities could be better served by interpreting the
query over a knowledge base in order to provide an exact answer to the query, or to enhance
document retrieval by understanding the entities described by the query.
For example, consider a user searching for “songs by jimi hendrix.” While a text search
may retrieve relevant documents to the query terms, it leaves the user with the task of
scouring textual results in search of the information they are seeking. This user’s query
could be better served by returning a list of particular songs by the musician Jimi Hendrix
(precise answers to the query), possibly along with information about each song (e.g.,
structured facts from a knowledge base or documents resulting from a text search for the
particular song). Similarly, the keyword query “author of moby dick” could be better
answered if a search system understood that “moby dick” describes a particular book,
“author of” describes a relationship, and the query intent is to find the unspecified entity
that has an “author of” relationship to “moby dick.”
We refer to the process of interpreting keyword queries over a knowledge base as seman-
tic query understanding. This problem has the following characteristics that pose difficult
technical challenges.
• Ambiguity Keyword queries tend to be short, ambiguous, and underspecified. For a
given keyword query there may be multiple possible ways to interpret the underlying
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query intent. Semantic query understanding systems need to accurately interpret
entity-based keyword queries when the underlying reference knowledge base contains
the relevant information.
• Representation & Coverage Not all keyword queries have an entity focus (so
called, entity-based keyword queries). A query such as “corporate tax laws buyout”
may intentionally be seeking documents that mention the given query terms, and
an attempt to represent the query in terms of knowledge base entities may produce
an incorrect interpretation and harm the quality of results. Similarly, some entity-
based queries may seek information that does not exist in a given reference knowledge
base. A high accuracy semantic query understanding system will answer queries only
when the query intent can be represented and evaluated over the reference knowledge
base, and recognize when queries cannot be answered due to representation or KB
coverage.
• Scale Web knowledge bases tend to be very large and heterogenous, meaning ap-
proaches cannot be engineered to exploit domain specific regularities or depend on
small fixed schemas with complete data. Semantic query understanding techniques
must scale to large heterogeneous Web knowledge bases.
Query understanding is a broad phrase used to describe many techniques applied to
keyword queries in order to represent the underlying information need in a way that a
search system can exploit. Some popular approaches include topic classification, in which
the topic of a query is determined using a statistical classifier. Topic classification aids
a search system by giving it context, or by allowing the system to select the appropriate
data source to search. For example, the query
“songs by jimi hendrix” (2.1)
may be classified as a music query. However query classification does not give any insight
into precisely what the query is looking for within the domain of music.
Another query understanding approach that has received recent attention from re-
searchers is term annotation. Term annotation labels individual query terms with anno-
tations that describe the role these terms play with respect to an underlying information
system. Following our example query, the terms “jimi hendrix” may be annotated as a
name, and the term “songs” annotated as an entity type. While query annotations can aid
a search system in understanding the meaning of individual terms, the annotations do not
describe the underlying structure of the query as a single coherent query interpretation.
Continuing the example, we want to model the latent query structure that expresses the
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query intention as finding entities of type song that are created by an entity named “jimi
hendrix” (as opposed to finding, for example, information about the person named “jimi
hendrix” who is known to have written songs, or a song named “jimi hendrix”).
The goal of semantic query understanding is to compute a formal interpretation of
an ambiguous information need. The interpretation is represented using some underly-
ing structured query language. The information need is expressed as a keyword query, a
short and often underspecified string of natural language words. The query understand-
ing process is inherently uncertain, and approaches for semantic query understanding are
generally based on inexact matching and ranking using probabilistic models. Figure 2.1
shows our proposed semantic query understanding process for a variation of our running
example information need.
A formal modelling of semantics can aid in returning more relevant results, and can also
allow the search system to decide on the type of results and the format for returning an
answer. For example, a query for digital cameras can return structured shopping results,
rather than (or in addition to) text documents. A query for a particular fact such as a
celebrity’s birthday can be better served by returning the exact date value, rather than a
list of documents. Thus the more a search system understands about a query’s intent, the
more possibilities there are for addressing the user’s information need.
Our example keyword query can be structurally understood as finding all entities of a
type described as “songs,” that have a “by” relationship to an entity described as “jimi
hendrix”. This is given as the following conjunctive query.
q(x):-∃y.SONG(x) ∧ createdBy(x, y) ∧ y = Jimi Hendrix (2.2)
Where the predicates SONG and createdBy, and the entity Jimi Hendrix are part of a Web
knowledge base. The difficulty in mapping a keyword query to a formal interpretation
lies in the inherent ambiguity in keyword queries, and the many possible mappings query
terms can have over very large reference data collections. For example, the term “hendrix”
matches 68 data items in our data set (see Section 1.2.5), the term “songs” matches 4,219
items, and the term “by” matches 7,179 items. This yields a space of over two billion
possible conjunctive queries constructed by mapping each query term to a syntactically
similar predicate. This does not count the possibility of additional predicates existing
in the underlying conjunctive query that are not explicitly represented by a term in the
keyword query. For example, the query “hendrix songs” shown in Figure 2.1 shares the
same logical structure as example query 2.2, even though the createdBy relation is not
explicitly represented by any query terms. It is the job of the query understanding system
to infer the existence of such latent relations.
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Another key challenge of the semantic query understanding problem is to determine
when a query cannot be modelled using a given collection of reference knowledge. Indeed,
no matter how large a data set is, it will always be possible to formulate a query that
describes information outside of the scope of the reference knowledge. Identifying when a
query’s semantics cannot be modelled using the available knowledge is equally important to
the problem of correctly modelling the query interpretation when the reference knowledge
captures the required information. We consider the importance of this component of
a query understanding system in the design of our approach and emphasize it in our
evaluation.
In this thesis we propose a method for interpreting keyword queries over Web knowledge
bases. We use an annotated Web search query log as training data to learn a mapping
between keyword queries and their underlying semantic structures. Because of the very high
cost in creating training data, we design an approach that maps high level representations
of keyword queries to schema-level representations of structured queries, greatly reducing
the amount of training data needed to accurately learn these mappings. Our approach
integrates state-of-the-art techniques in natural language processing with top-k search over
structured data and knowledge base query processing, bridging the gap between statistical
representations of keyword queries and database formalisms for structured representations
of information needs.
2.1 Formalizing The Query Understanding Problem
A surface keyword query is given by a user as a string. We define a keyword query as the
ordered set of individual terms from a concrete domain S occurring in the input string.
The only structure specified in a keyword query is the order of the terms.
Definition 5 (Keyword Query) A keyword query Q is a non-empty ordered set of n
strings
Q = 〈q1q2 . . . qn〉
such that qi ∈ S for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 2
We can think of a concept search query C as being composed of a number of items from
the vocabulary of a knowledge base, where each knowledge base item is either an entity,
entity type, relation, attribute, or constant. In order to express query interpretations
as concepts, we define a notion of admissibility of a concept search query for a keyword
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query in terms of the knowledge base items used and the coverage of keywords the concept
provides.
Definition 6 (Admissible Keyword Query Interpretation) Given a keyword query
Q over S, a knowledge base K, and a concept search query C, let item(K) denote the set
of knowledge base items occurring in a knowledge base K, let item(C) denote the set of
knowledge base items occurring in a concept search query C, and let L(i) ⊆ S denote the
set of textual labels in S that can be used to describe a knowledge base item i. A concept
search query C is an admissible keyword query interpretation for keyword query Q iff
∀i ∈ item(C), i ∈ item(K); (2.3)
∀q ∈ Q,∃i ∈ item(C), q ∈ L(i); and (2.4)
|answer(C,K)| > 0. (2.5)
2
Equation 2.3 constrains all predicates to be part of the given knowledge base, ensuring
the query is safe. Equation 2.4 ensures coverage of all keyword query terms. Equation 2.5
ensures that the query is consistent with the knowledge base and that the knowledge
base has sufficient data coverage to answer the query by only allowing concept search
queries with non-empty answer sets (refer to Section 1.3 for a definition of concept search
query semantics). In theory we expect that L(i) contains all possible representations of
i, including all possible synonyms and variations. In practice, we approximate this by
relaxing the constraint q ∈ L(i) to allow fuzzy and partial string matching. We also
consider segmenting keyword queries into sequences of keyword phrases, and allow partial
or fuzzy matching at the phrase level in Chapter 3 (e.g., match “President Obama” to
“Barack Obama”).
Definition 7 (Keyword Query Understanding Problem) Given a keyword query Q
and a knowledge base K, the query understanding problem is to find the most probable
concept search query C given the keyword query Q:
C = argmaxC′ Pr(C
′|Q) (2.6)
such that C is an admissible interpretation of the intention of Q with respect to a knowledge
base K. 2
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the query understanding process.
2.2 Solution Overview
Estimating the distribution in Equation 2.6 directly would require a large amount of la-
belled training examples. One would need to see each possible keyword in a vocabulary
enough times to model the different possible semantic mappings that word can take in var-
ious contexts. The space of possible keyword queries mapping to possible concept search
queries is very large, and estimating such a mapping directly is not feasible when train-
ing data is limited. Because of the manual effort required in creating labelled training
data, we need to design an approach that can maximize the utility of a small collection
of training examples. We propose to compute high level summaries of queries based on
annotating query terms with semantic annotations, and learn a conditional distribution
over structured query templates given these summaries.
Our semantic query understanding approach is summarized as a sequence of four steps,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
1. Keyword Query Annotation Queries are first annotated with the semantic con-
structs from the knowledge representation language defined in Definition 1 (i.e., en-
tity, type, relation, attribute, attribute value). We use part-of-speech tags as features
that suggest probable semantic constructs for each query term. The mapping from
part-of-speech tags to semantic constructs is learned from an annotated query log
(Chapter 3).
2. Keyword Query Structuring Annotated queries are structured by computing
the most probable structured query templates given the annotations as a semantic
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summary of the query contents. This relationship between annotations and query
structures is learned from an annotated query log. Learning a mapping directly from
keywords to structured queries would require large amounts of training examples.
By learning the mapping from semantic summaries to query templates, we take
advantage of the redundancy in the training data caused by many queries sharing
the same summaries and templates. For example, queries containing two entities
tend to be structured in particular ways, while queries containing a type followed by
an entity may exhibit different structures with regularity (Chapter 3).
3. Knowledge Base Mapping Semantically annotated keyword queries can be com-
bined with a structured query template to form a structured representation of the
keyword query known as a structured keyword query. This structured keyword query
is essentially a structured graph query (in the form of a concept search query) with
keyword predicates. We map structured keyword queries into concept search queries
over the vocabulary of the knowledge base. Our method computes mappings that
maximize syntactic similarity of query terms to KB items as well as semantic coher-
ence of the concept search query given the knowledge base (Chapter 4).
4. Knowledge Base Query Evaluation Concept search queries are then executed
over the knowledge base to find entities and values described by the query. This pro-
cess performs query-time inference, exploiting the semantics encoded in the knowl-
edge base to compute query answers using a custom knowledge base engine. Our
knowledge management approach also does closure path caching, taking advantage
of sets of queries that share query terms generated from the same keyword query by
the query understanding process (Chapter 4).
We also address the entity ranking problem in Chapter 5 from the view of personalized
entity ranking. In Chapter 6 we provide an in-depth analysis of evaluation of the entity
retrieval task.
Figure 2.2 gives a detailed visualization of the query understanding and evaluation
process for our example query “jimi hendrix songs”. The figure also illustrates the steps
in which query log and knowledge base data are used.
Note that at steps 1 and 2 of the process, we are not yet concerned with how query
terms map to particular knowledge base items as would be done in traditional keyword
search over graphs. Inferring probable structures of the query terms first will allow us to
constrain the possible mappings into the knowledge base. This can improve performance by
fixing the structure of possible mappings into the knowledge base, and improve effectiveness
by only allowing structures that have a high probability of being representative of query
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“jimi hendrix songs” User keyword query
↪→“jimi hendrix”:ent “songs”:type 1) Term annotation
↪→“songs” u * (“jimi hendrix”) 2) Query Structuring
↪→ SONG u ∃created− (Jimi Hendrix) 3) Knowledge base mapping
↪→ {Little Wing, Castles Made of Sand} 4) Knowledge base evaluation
“jimi hendrix birthplace” User keyword query
↪→ “jimi hendrix”:ent “birthplace”:relation 1) Term annotation
↪→ “birthplace”(“jimi hendrix”) 2) Query Structuring
↪→ ∅ 3) Knowledge base mapping
↪→ ∅ 4) Knowledge base evaluation
“john lennon birth city” User keyword query
↪→“john lennon”:ent “birth”:relation “city”:type 1) Term annotation
↪→“city” u “birth” (“john lennon”) 2) Query Structuring
↪→ CITY u ∃birthplace− (John Lennon) 3) Knowledge base mapping
↪→ {Liverpool} 4) Knowledge base evaluation
Figure 2.3: Examples of the query understanding process.
intentions. Inferring query structures also gives us the ability to know precisely what piece
of information is being requested, much like a projection in structured query languages.
At each stage of the query understanding process, we generate the top-k most probable
outputs as input to the next step. The expectation is that poor annotations will not
produce good structurings, which will then not find mappings into the knowledge base. On
the other hand, correct annotations (even if not ranked as the most probable), will produce
structured keyword queries that do map to coherent knowledge base queries. Similarly,
queries searching for information that cannot be modelled by the knowledge base (for
example, due to lack of coverage) will not resolve into concept search queries because
generated candidates will not have mappings that satisfy both the candidate structure and
keyword constraints.
Some examples of keyword queries, their semantically annotated forms, structures, and
proper knowledge base interpretations, along with the final results after KB evaluation are
illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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2.3 Baseline Approaches
In this section we give an overview of the most relevant techniques used for answering
keyword queries over knowledge graphs, and contrast it with our proposed approach for
interpreting and answering keyword queries. A detailed discussion of specific related work
is presented in Sections 3.5 and 4.8 and a detailed experimental comparison in Sections 3.4
and 4.7.
Existing methods that can be applied to the problem of answering keyword queries
over knowledge bases are all based on some form of keyword search over graphs. The
problem of keyword search over graphs is to find nodes in the knowledge graph who’s
labels match query terms, then find connections among these seed nodes. A connected
subgraph of the knowledge graph that contains nodes matching all of the keyword query’s
terms is considered a result. Often these result graphs are restricted in order to improve
performance. Some approaches restrict the result subgraphs to be trees, others also impose
maximum size conditions to constrain the search space.
Once a subgraph is found that contains all query terms, it may be directly returned
to the user as a result. Other approaches consider generalizing the returned graph, by
replacing nodes not containing query terms (i.e., nodes included only to connect other
nodes that do match query terms) with variables and then issuing the resulting graph as
a query against the knowledge base.
There are a number of drawbacks to using approaches for keyword search over graphs
for answering keyword queries over knowledge graphs. The first is that the result of the
keyword search over graphs techniques is a subgraph, not a specific answer to the query.
While the subgraphs will often contain the desired answer, this leaves the difficult problem
of how to communicate a graph answer to an end user in such a way that the user can
easily identify the answer to their query. An example is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The
query terms “john lennon birth city” produce an answer graph consisting of three edge
connections represented as three triples as follows.
〈John Lennon, birthplace, Liverpool〉
〈Liverpool, type, COASTAL CITIES〉
〈COASTAL CITY, subClassOf, CITY〉
Encoded in this answer graph is the query answer – Liverpool – and the task of locating
the answer is left to the user. The difficulty of such a task will largely depend on how
the search system manages to convey a graph as a result. An approach that can directly
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provide the answer to the user is likely preferable to an approach that produces potentially
large and complex answer graphs.
The second drawback to keyword search over graph techniques is that there are no
constraints on the shape of the answer graph, which can lead to meaningless interpretations
that coincidentally match query terms. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of this problem.
The query seeks to find the birthplace of Jimi Hendrix. While our example knowledge base
contains information about the entity Jimi Hendrix, as well as information encoded with
the birthplace relation, it does not contain the birthplace of Jimi Hendrix. This type of
sparsity is very common among automatically extracted knowledge graphs. Despite the
query answer not existing in the graph, an answer graph can quite easily be found by
linking the entity Jimi Hendrix to the entity Liverpool which is the birthplace of John
Lennon. The graph is connected via an award both entities have won (or alternatively by
both entities having the same type GUITARIST).
The third potential drawback is the efficiency of keyword search over graph techniques,
particularly in the case when the top-k answers are being queried and k answers do not
exist in the graph. The only way to confirm that k answers don not exists is to exhaust the
entire search space. There have however, been efforts to greatly improve the performance
of search over graphs, such as [98] by use of indexing graph summarizations.
The final issue with keyword search over graphs is the difficult problem of ranking
answer graphs. The answer graphs contain very little text making existing ranking meth-
ods from the information retrieval literature difficult to apply. Most approaches rely on
heuristics based on the similarity of query terms to node labels and the size of the an-
swer graph. Our proposed method for interpreting keyword queries over knowledge bases
also requires ranking graph structured query interpretations, however our formalization
leads to a natural probabilistic interpretation of candidate scoring. We are able to esti-
mate the probability of keyword query annotations and structuring directly from annotated
query logs, and while part of our ranking depends on heuristic scoring (mapping annotated
queries into the knowledge base), we are able to empirically validate the effectiveness of
these heuristics.
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Chapter 3
Semantic and Structural Annotation
of Keyword Queries
As a first step to modelling the semantics of a keyword query, we map keyword sequences
to structured keyword expressions representing possible intents, called structured keyword
queries. This corresponds to steps 1 and 2 of our query understanding process as illustrated
in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. A structured keyword query describes a query in two ways: it breaks
it into segments that represent particular semantic constructs, and it describes how these
constructs relate to each other. In order to form structured keyword queries from a given
keyword query, we will have to address these two problems. This chapter presents work
originally published in [80].
3.1 Query Segmentation & Semantic Annotation
Recall that a keyword query Q is a sequence of query terms Q = 〈q1q2 . . . qn〉 over a concrete
domain S (see Definition 5). A semantically annotated keyword query assigns semantic
constructs from a knowledge representation language to subsequences of keyword query
terms.
Definition 8 (Semantically Annotated Query) Given a keyword query Q, and the
knowledge representation language defined in Definition 1, a semantically annotated key-
word query AQ (or simply annotated query when clear from context) is a sequence of
keyword-phrase/semantic-construct pairs
33
AQ = 〈q1q2 . . . qi〉:a1 〈qi+1 . . . qj〉:a2 . . . 〈qj+1 . . . qn〉:an
where each qi ∈ S and each ai ∈ {ent, type, rel, attr, val} the set of semantic constructs
from the knowledge representation language.
2
A semantically annotated version of our example query is given by the following.
“songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi hendrix”:ent
An algorithm that annotates keyword queries with semantic constructs must solve both
the segmentation problem (the problem of determining the boundaries that separate multi-
term phrases) and the annotation problem. The resulting annotations indicate which sub-
sequences of query terms in a keyword query correspond to which semantic constructs. We
want to compute the probability of an annotated query given a keyword query, Pr(AQ|Q).
Research has shown that part-of-speech (POS) tagging can be accurately performed
over keyword queries [7]. Our approach to annotating queries exploits query terms, their
POS tags, and sequential relationships between terms and tags to concurrently infer a
segmentation and semantic annotation of a part-of-speech annotated keyword query. To
do this, we use a conditional random field (CRF) [59], a state-of-the-art machine learning
method for labelling sequence data. As a baseline method for comparison, we also try a
na¨ıve Bayes based technique that directly annotates terms independently with semantic
constructs. We then segment the query by joining any adjacent terms sharing the same
semantic construct.
3.1.1 Na¨ıve Bayes Annotation
Our baseline term classification aims to exploit the relationship between part-of-speech
tags and semantic constructs by using a term’s part-of-speech as a proxy for the term.
Intuitively, there is a relationship between semantic constructs (e.g., entities, relations)
and the parts-of-speech used in describing instances of those constructs. For example,
entities are generally expressed using proper nouns like “Jimi Hendrix” or “New York.”
Relations are often described by prepositions, such as “in” or “by.” The mapping be-
tween parts-of-speech and semantic constructs however, is not always so clear. Relations
can sometimes be described by parts-of-speech other than prepositions (e.g., the noun
“birthplace”); nouns can often describe many different semantic constructs, such as types,
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relations, and attributes; and perhaps the most challenging side of using part-of-speech
tags to infer semantic constructs is that many entities, types, and relations are made up of
multi-word phrases that can contain many different parts-of-speech (e.g., the relation “has
won prize,” or the type “Chancellors of Germany”).
We model an annotated query log as set of triples L = {〈Q, pi, σ〉}i where Q is a
keyword query, pi is a function mapping query terms to POS tags, and σ is a function
mapping query terms to semantic constructs. To classify terms via their part of speech
tags, we use the standard na¨ıve Bayes classification method. We perform na¨ıve Bayes
classification by directly estimating the joint probability distribution of POS tags and
their semantic constructs from the query log. The conditional probability of a particular
semantic construct C given a POS tag P is then the frequency of that query term’s POS tag
P mapping to C, versus the frequency of P mapping to any semantic construct, Pr(C|P) =
Pr(C,P)/Pr(P) which is estimated from the query log by the following frequencies.
Pr(C|P) = |{〈Q, pi, σ〉 ∈ L s.t.∃q ∈ Q, pi(q) = P, σ(q) = C}||{〈Q, pi, σ〉 ∈ L s.t.∃q ∈ Q, pi(q) = P}|
With a distribution over semantic constructs given the part-of-speech of a query term,
we can estimate the probability of assignments of semantic constructs to individual part-
of-speech tagged query terms for a whole query. Assuming independence of query terms
for tractability, this yields the following equation.
Pr(AQ|Q) = Πq:C∈AQ Pr(C| pi(q))
To illustrate the process, consider our example query:
“songs by jimi hendrix”
↪→ “songs”:NNS “by”:IN “jimi”:NNP “hendrix”:NNP
↪→ “songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi”:ent “hendrix”:ent
↪→ “songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi hendrix”:ent
Here, NNS denotes a plural noun, NNP a proper noun, and IN a preposition.
3.1.2 Conditional Random Field Annotation
A CRF is an undirected probabilistic graphical model for labelling sequential data. Given
a trained model and an input sequence, the Viterbi algorithm [101] over a CRF enables the
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computation of the most probable, or k most probable labellings according to the model.
Specifically, a labelling is an assignment of state labels y1, . . . , yn, to an input sequence
x1, . . . , xn, where each yi corresponds to a state in the model and each xi corresponds to a
feature vector.
We base our CRF model on the design for noun-phrase detection proposed by Sha
and Pereira [92] since our problem shares similarities. For input position xi corresponding
to query term qi, we define a feature vector containing the following features: all query
terms and POS tags in a size five window around position xi; all query term bigrams in a
size three window; all POS tag bigrams in a size five window; and all POS tag trigrams
in a size five window. We include the actual query terms as features to allow important
repetitive terms to be captured (e.g., “in” describing a relation such as “restaurants in
barcelona”), but discard any generated feature that appears only once to avoid over-fitting
the particular terms in the training data.
We deviate from the model of Sha and Pereira in label design. The labels must encode
both the semantic constructs we want to annotate as well as the boundaries between
multi-term semantic constructs. We create two output labels for every semantic construct
in our chosen knowledge representation language: a “begin” (B) and a “continue” (C)
label. This encoding allows us to annotate boundaries as well as semantic constructs.
To generate training data, we label each multi-term phrase in the training data with the
begin and continue labels corresponding the phrase’s semantic construct. For example, the
correct labelling of our running example is the following.
“songs”:type-B “by”:rel-B “jimi”:ent-B “hendrix”:ent-C
Here, the query term “hendrix” is annotated as a continuation of the entity starting with
“jimi”, yielding the following annotated query.
“songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi hendrix”:ent
Unlike the Na¨ıve Bayes classification approach, the CRF model can distinguish between
multiple instances of the same semantic construct occurring in succession. For example,
the query “park guell barcelona” contains two consecutive entities. The CRF output labels
can express the labelling that segments the entity “park guell” from the entity “barcelona”,
while the Na¨ıve Bayes approach would merge the three tokens as a single entity. Figure 3.1
shows three examples of the CRF-based query annotation and segmentation process as-
suming a single (most probable) annotation is used. In practice, we consider the top-k
most probable annotations when interpreting queries.
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“toronto restaurants”
↪→ toronto:ent-B restaurants:type-B
↪→ toronto:ent restaurants:type
“author of war and peace”
↪→ author:rel-B of:rel-C war:ent-B and:ent-C peace:ent-C
↪→ author of:rel war and peace:ent
“songs by jimi hendrix”
↪→ songs:type-B by:rel-B jimi:ent-B hendrix:ent-C
↪→ songs:type by:rel jimi hendrix:ent
Figure 3.1: Segmentation and annotation process of the CRF-based approach. Annotated
labels are used to recover latent structure of multi-word phrases, as well as their semantic
construct classification.
We train our model using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
(see [16]), a type of hill climbing approach for solving non-linear optimization problems.
To avoid over fitting we use L2 regularization. The probability Pr(AQ|Q) is then given
directly by the CRF model.
3.2 Structuring Annotated Queries
An annotated query reveals part of the latent structure of an entity-based keyword query
by indicating the semantic role represented by various parts of the query. However term
annotation alone does not describe how these various recognized semantic constructs relate
to model the underlying query intention. In our running example query, we know (after
annotation) that the query contains a type, a relation, and an entity. However there is still
ambiguity in what the query is seeking. Is it ultimately describing entities of the given
type that are related to the given entity? Or is it seeking information about the given
entity within the context of the given type?
To illustrate the ambiguity in query structure, consider the following two queries: “john
smith dentist” and “new york restaurants”. Both queries contain a two-term entity fol-
lowed by a single-term type. The first query seeks information about the given entity
(“john smith”), with a type (“dentist”) given as context to disambiguate among possible
interpretations of the entity. Whereas the second query is seeking instances of the given
type (“restaurants”), within the context of the given entity (“new york”). Despite both
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queries having the same semantic contents (an entity followed by an entity type), they
exhibit different semantic structures.
Once a keyword query has been annotated, we need to represent possible concept
search structures that can encode the underlying query intent. To model high level query
structure, we follow the logical connectives from the knowledge representation language.
Definition 9 (Structured Query Template) A structured query template T is a
schema-level description of the structure of a concept search query, expressed in the fol-
lowing grammar
T ::= node | edge(T ) | T1 u T2
where node ∈ {ent, type, val} and edge ∈ {rel, attr}. 2
A structured query template describes the overall graph structure of the query as well
as the node and edge types of the query predicates. For example, the structured query
template for our example query is type u rel(ent).
We want to estimate the probability of a query template given a semantically annotated
keyword query, Pr(T |AQ). We assume access to an annotated query log containing both
semantically annotated queries and their structured query templates, L = {(AQi, Ti)}.
Our structuring approach directly estimates the probability of a structured template
given an annotated query by aggregating over all queries in the training log that share the
same high-level summary of semantic annotations.
Definition 10 (Semantic Summary) Given an annotated query AQ = 〈q1:a1, q2:a2,
. . . , qn:an〉, a semantic summary is an ordered list of semantic constructs occurring in AQ,
and is given by the function S : AQ→ Cn s.t. S(AQ) = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 2
For example, S(“songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi hendrix”:ent) = 〈type, rel, ent〉.
We directly estimate Pr(T |AQ) from labelled training examples in our query log from
the definition of conditional probabilities, using the semantic summary as a high level
representation of the annotated query.
Pr(T |AQ) = |{〈AQ
′, T ′〉 ∈ L s.t.T = T ′, S(AQ) = S(AQ′)}|
|{〈AQ′, T ′〉 ∈ L s.t.S(AQ) = S(AQ′)}|
The probability of a query template given an annotated query is estimated by the propor-
tion of queries with the same semantic summary that are structured using that template,
versus the total number of queries with the same semantic summary and any structuring.
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Combining a structured query template with a semantically annotated query yields
a structured representation of the keyword query. Following the example query we have
“songs” u “by”(“jimi hendrix”). In Chapter 4 we explore how to exploit these semantic
and structural annotations to compute mappings to candidate concept search queries rep-
resenting a possible intention of the query over the knowledge base. We also describe
how semantic annotation and structuring fit into a probabilistic model of scoring query
interpretations in Section 4.4.
3.3 Analysis of a Web Query Log
We analyzed a sample of keyword queries available from the Yahoo WebScope program
[129]. This query log contains English queries issued to the U.S. Yahoo search engine in
January 2009. The log is filtered to ensure user privacy, in particular all queries in the log
have been issued by at least three different users and queries containing numeric values
longer than four digits are removed. We inspected queries keeping only those that have
a semantic construct as the primary query intention, following the classification proposed
in [83]. We annotated 258 queries with the part-of-speech tags and semantic constructs.
We did not consider misspelled, non-English, or other queries that were not clearly under-
standable. Among the annotated queries, 156 queries had some semantic construct as their
primary intention (entity-based queries). That is approximately 60% of queries having a
semantic construct as the primary intent of the query. This is consistent with the analysis
done in [83] which was performed over a different Web query log and reported 58% of
queries having a semantic construct as the primary intent. The sample of entity-based
queries have an average length of 2.94 query terms.
Our part-of-speech tag set is based on the analysis in [7], which is a reduced tag set
designed for annotating Web queries. Their tag set contains only 19 tags compared to
around 90 used by taggers for natural language text. Their tag set combines many tags
into one representative tag, e.g., one verb tag for all forms of verbs (past, present, etc...).
We extend their tag set to include a tag for plural nouns rather than group plural nouns
with all other forms of nouns. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of part-of-speech tags over
query tokens as well as the percentage of entity-based queries that contain that part-of-
speech. The figure also illustrates the distribution of terms with the given part-of-speech
over semantic constructs. This distribution captures the relationship between part-of-
speech tags and semantic constructs, which plays a key role in our annotation methods
described in Section 3.1. Not surprisingly, there is a very strong correlation between proper
nouns and entities. Interestingly, plural nouns are a strong indicator of a term representing
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a type, while regular nouns are split between denoting type and entity labels.
From the 156 entity-based queries, we also annotated the structured query template
underlying our interpretation of the intent of the query. In the cases where there were
multiple possible structurings, we annotated all of them and count them as individual
queries when computing the frequencies for the equations described in Section 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows the ten most frequent structured query templates in our training query
log, along with the percentage of queries exhibiting that structure (over all entity-based
queries). We see that many queries tend to repeat the same structures.
3.4 Evaluation of Keyword Query Understanding
In this section we evaluate the end-to-end system in interpreting keyword queries over a
large real-world Web knowledge base.
3.4.1 System Implementations
We implemented all of the techniques described in Chapter 3 for keyword query annotation
and structuring, and use the methods presented in Chapter 4 as a KB mapping tool and
backend knowledge base engine. In this section we treat KB mapping as a black-box
operation, and explore the impact of query annotation and structuring on overall quality of
query interpretation and answering. The process of KB mapping and scoring of candidate
mappings is explored in Chapter 4. In particular, the integration of annotation scoring and
knowledge base mapping scores is presented in Section 4.4.2. We use CRF++ [112] to learn
the CRF models. We implement a custom knowledge graph engine to support evaluating
the concept search queries produced by the query understanding approaches, as described
in Section 4.6. Each resulting concept search query produced by the procedure is evaluated
and only those with non-empty answers are kept as admissible query interpretations.
There are a number of threshold parameters that can be used to control the search
space considered by the query understanding process, including the number of seman-
tic annotations per keyword query, the number of structurings of annotated queries, the
number of knowledge base mappings of each structured keyword query, and the number
of candidate knowledge base items considered for each query term when mapping. We
consider all annotations with non-zero probability and the top-10 structurings unless oth-
erwise specified. For entity search, we union the results of the top-k KB mappings for
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each structure with k = 1 unless otherwise specified. We consider the top 30 knowledge
base items as candidates for query terms unless otherwise specified. For interpretations
resulting in unary structured keyword queries (which do not have multiple terms to per-
form disambiguation) we employ a heuristic requiring 0.95 syntactic similarity for a query
interpretation to qualify.
We create two system configurations, the first using the na¨ıve Bayes (NB) term classifier
for query annotation and the second using the CRF approach (CRF). Both systems use the
direct approach (Drct) to structuring (Section 3.2) and the same KB mapping tool to map
the computed structured keyword queries into the knowledge base. We omit structures
containing more than one unknown relation to avoid the exponential blow-up caused by
matching over all possible pairs of relations. We have found this does not have a significant
impact on the quality of results. We implement a simple POS-tagger that builds on the
Brown and Wall Street Journal POS tagged lexicon. Our tagger assigns the most frequent
POS tag for each known word (suitably mapped to our reduced tag set as described in
Section 3.3), and assigns proper noun to unseen tokens (the most frequent tag in our query
log). We find this to be sufficiently accurate for our purposes. Building and evaluating a
more sophisticated POS tagger is an orthogonal problem beyond the scope of this work.
For comparison, we also implement two alternative ways of mapping keyword queries
into knowledge bases. The first method implements traditional keyword search over graphs
as described in Section 2.3, with a number of heuristics taken from the literature. The
process of keyword search over graphs is to find all nodes and edges that match query
terms, then search among these seed matches to see if they can be connected. A result
graph is a subgraph of the knowledge graph that spans all query terms. This can be viewed
as an instance of the Steiner tree problem. Our implementation uses a breadth-first search
approach to finding Steiner trees. We use the same Lucene index and graph database
used by the KB mapping tool. Seed nodes are processed in order of syntactic similarity to
the query term they match. The graph search will generate a given parameter number of
results and return the k highest scoring. The parameter is set to 10,000 in the effectiveness
experiments and is set to 10 in the performance experiments. Scoring is based on the
same syntactic scoring (3-gram similarity) used by the KB mapping tool, normalized by
the answer graph size to promote more compact answers.
The heuristics used in our graph search implementation include traversal of outgoing
edges only, incoming edges only, bi-directional edge traversal [51], search depth limiting
as recommended in [98] (we use a depth of three), and a last heuristic that forces type
nodes to be leaves in answer graphs. The motivation for this heuristic comes from an
observation that type nodes form hubs in the graph that connect many nodes, allowing
query results graphs to spuriously match all query terms. Recall as an example the query
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“jimi hendrix birthday” discussed in Section 2.3. Forcing type nodes to be leaves in answer
graphs alleviates this problem in many cases.
Note that the graph search systems return subgraphs of the knowledge base, and cannot
precisely interpret queries in order to find specific answers. In our evaluation, we give this
system the benefit of considering any answer graph as correct if it contains the answer
anywhere in the graph.
The second comparison approach builds a text representation of each node in the knowl-
edge base, then performs traditional keyword search over the text representations. We use
the labels of all edges and nodes in a one hop radius around each node to form the text
representation, then index these text representations using Lucene.
3.4.2 Data and Workload
We use YAGO [96] as our knowledge base, a high quality fact collection with a rich type
hierarchy over entities and a part of the Linked Data Web. YAGO contains approximately
thirty million assertions over two and a half million entities. The knowledge graph contains
around thirteen million nodes including constants. Our training data is the Yahoo query
log described in Section 3.3. To evaluate our approaches, we use both queries from the
query log and a hand-crafted keyword query workload designed with specific properties we
wish to evaluate. The query workload consists of 96 queries, half of which are manually
created to have an underlying query intention that can be modelled with the data in
YAGO, and half taken from the Yahoo log that describe data not occurring in YAGO. The
half that have YAGO answers, called positive queries, are created to exhibit the 12 most
frequent structures found in our analysis, accounting for over 90% of entity-based queries.
We create four examples of each structure. The second half are entity-based queries taken
from the Yahoo log for which we have manually verified that no interpretation exists in
YAGO. We refer to these as negative queries.
The gold standard result for positive queries is defined by manually constructing a
structured query over YAGO, and the correct answer for negative queries is defined as
the empty set. This query workload explicitly exercises both of the problems of interpret-
ing queries when possible, and recognizing when an interpretation is not possible. The
workload intentionally places equal importance on both problems. We manually create the
queries to ensure all structures are represented, and to control for KB coverage. Finding
examples of queries with all of the desired structures in a Web query log, such that they
also have intentions existing in YAGO would require a huge manual effort, and possibly a
larger query sample. Existing benchmarks also do not capture all of the structures we want
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to evaluate while controlling for KB coverage. The positive queries from the workload are
available in Appendix A.1, the negative queries are available as part of Yahoo’s WebScope
program [129].
3.4.3 Effectiveness Results
To evaluate the effectiveness we conducted a direct evaluation of the query annotations,
an evaluation of the KB interpretations produced, and an end-to-end evaluation of the full
system in finding exact answers to keyword queries.
We employ a number of measures for our evaluation, based on the methodology pre-
sented in Chapter 6. Precision is defined as the fraction of returned results that are correct.
Recall is defined as the fraction of all possible correct results that get returned. MRR mea-
sures the (reciprocal) average rank where the (first) correct answer occurs. Given a set of
queries Q and a function rank(i) that returns the rank of the first correct answer for query
i, MRR is given by the following.
MRR(Q) = 1|Q|
|Q|∑
i
1
rank(i)
For all measures, we count a value of 0 if a system does not return any result for a positive
query or if any result is returned for a negative query. A system that always returns the
correct answer at rank one would have an MRR of 1.0, always returning the correct answer
at rank two would produce an MRR of 0.5, and so on.
Annotation Accuracy
Figure 3.4 shows the results of both the NB and CRF annotation approaches. Results are
averages using 10-fold cross validation over the 156 entity-based queries from the Yahoo
query log. We measure average query recall, the frequency in which the top-k annotations
of a query generates the correct annotation, for varying values of k. The correct annotation
means that all query terms are annotated correctly. The figure also shows average token
annotation accuracy (token recall) for the best annotation in a query’s top-k annotations.
This is the fraction of query terms annotated correctly for the best annotation produced for
each query. This is relevant because our structuring and KB mapping tools are tolerant to
errors, meaning an incorrect segmentation or annotation can still produce a correct concept
search query. While both approaches are comparable at k=1, the superiority of the CRF
approach is clear as we consider the top-5 to top-10 annotations.
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CRF.Drct Incorrect - “false” Correct - “true” Total +/−
Interpretation - “positive” 3 (3.1%) 44 (45.8%) 47 (49.0%)
No Interpretation - “negative” 4 (4.2%) 45 (46.9%) 49 (51.0%)
Total false/true 7 (7.3%) 89 (92.7%)
NB.Drct Incorrect - “false” Correct - “true” Total +/−
Interpretation - “positive” 3 (3.1%) 36 (37.5%) 39 (40.6%)
No Interpretation - “negative” 12 (12.5%) 45 (46.9%) 57 (59.4%)
Total false/true 15 (15.6%) 81 (84.4%)
Figure 3.5: Confusion matrices for the query interpretation task. Raw counts and per-
centages are shown for the true/false positive/negatives, as well as the marginals. The 96
query workload contains 48 positive queries and 48 negative queries.
Query Interpretation
There are four possible outcomes when interpreting a query. The first is that the query is
interpreted over the KB, and a correct interpretation is found (true positive); the second
is that the query is interpreted but all interpretations are incorrect (false positive); the
third is that the query does not get interpreted though an interpretation does exist in the
data (false negative); and the last is that the query does not get interpreted because no
interpretation exists in the data (true negative). Figure 3.5 shows the confusion matrices
for these outcomes for both the CRF and NB approaches when considering the top-10
structures and no bound on the number of query mappings per structure. A result is taken
to be correct if a correct interpretation is produced somewhere in the result list of query
interpretations. This experiment gives a view the quality of the search space explored by
our query interpretation algorithm with default parameter settings. The figure shows that
the CRF approach is superior with respect to both types of error, and exhibits a higher
overall true positive rate (correct interpretations) than the NB approach. Overall the CRF-
based approach produces a correct interpretation or recognizes an uninterpretable query
almost 93% of the time. We found the CRF’s ranked list of query interpretations to have
an MRR of 0.698 on the positive query set. This means that the correct interpretation
is found generally in the first or second position on average. The NB approach had an
MRR of 0.589, also slightly better than the second position on average. Figure 3.6 shows
the confusion matrix for the CRF.Drct approach with no bounds on any parameters (KB
item candidates per query term, number of structures per annotation, and number of KB
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CRF.Drct Incorrect - “false” Correct - “true” Total +/−
Interpretation - “positive” 11 (11.5%) 46 (47.9%) 57 (59.4%)
No Interpretation - “negative” 2 (2.1%) 37 (38.5%) 39 (40.6%)
Total false/true 13 (13.5%) 83 (86.5%)
Figure 3.6: Confusion matrices for the query interpretation task with unbounded thresh-
olds. The 96 query workload contains 48 positive queries and 48 negative queries.
mappings per structure). We can see that opening up the full search space reduces false
negatives and increase true positives, meaning that correct interpretations are found more
often for positive queries. However, this comes at the expense of finding more coincidental
matches for negative queries. Exploring the complete search space is also much more
expensive than computing top-k interpretations. This motivates the use of thresholds for
pruning the search space of query interpretations as described in Section 3.4.1.
Keyword Query Answering
We used the workload outlined in Section 3.4.2 to evaluate the ability of the proposed
approaches to interpret and answer keyword queries. Figure 3.7 shows the results of each
of the systems, as well the best run for each measure by any of the graph search sys-
tem’s configurations. The superior CRF-based annotator paired with the the semantic
summary-based structuring approach has the best performance across all metrics. This is
a very promising result as this feature rich model is trained with a relatively small number
of training examples. While the NB approach is comparable, the improved annotation
accuracy of the CRF approach yields better results and returns correct answers at higher
ranks. The graph search approach achieves reasonable recall and MRR, meaning it can
find many correct answers and return good answers at decent ranks, however the answer
set also becomes polluted with many non-relevant results hurting precision. The low per-
formance is in part due to spurious matches for negative queries that do not actually have
an answer existing in the knowledge base. The approach has no capacity to determine
which results are proper answers and which are coincidental keyword matches. Also, the
graph search is given the advantage of not having to find the precise answer to queries
(any answer graph containing the query answer is considered correct). Not surprisingly,
the text graph approach has very low precision as it is designed to find resources related to
the query terms and does not attempt to interpret queries in order to find exact answers.
Precision is never higher than 0.1 for any value of k. While the unbounded text graph
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Figure 3.8: Average precision and recall vs. average run time for varying number of
candidate query structures.
approach achieves 97% recall on the positive query set, it has no means of detecting the
negative queries and answers each incorrectly, bringing down the average considerably.
3.4.4 Efficiency Results
Precision and recall can be traded off for run-time performance by varying the number
of query interpretations that are considered for each query. Figure 3.8 shows the effect
of varying the total number of query structures considered from top-1 to top-10 for the
CRF.Drct approach, taking the best KB mapping for each structure. As the data points
move from left to right, the total number of structures is increasing. This gives an increase
in precision and recall as we explore more of the search space to find the correct query
interpretation, but at the expense of greater run times. Occasionally an incorrect interpre-
tation is found causing a dip in precision. It is important to note that the lower precision
configurations of our system are most often due to queries not being answered, as opposed
to being answered incorrectly. The highest precision (0.789) is obtained for a configuration
that takes 1.5 seconds per query on average. An average precision of approximately 0.74
can be achieved in sub-second query processing time.
Figure 3.9 shows a breakdown of the average run-time for each component of the system.
The actual annotation and structuring time accounts for only a small percent of the total
run time, with the majority of time spent mapping candidate structures into the knowledge
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System Struct Map Exec Total
CRF.Drct 0.002s 1.23s 0.32s 1.55s
NB.Drct 0.001s 0.94s 0.29s 1.24s
graph search - - - 67.27s
text graph, k = 10 - - - 0.33s
text graph, k unbounded - - - 17.33s
Figure 3.9: Average run-times for annotation and structuring (Struct), KB mapping (Map)
and execution (Exec).
base. We further explore the performance of this component in Chapter 4. The graph
search approach (k = 10) took around 67 seconds on average, often hitting an imposed
two minute timeout. This is in part due to the graph search attempting to searchwalk the
entire search space if it is unable to find k results. The text graph approach is very efficient
at k = 10, but at the cost of effectiveness.
3.5 Related Work
The problem of interpreting keyword queries over knowledge bases bears relevance to many
areas, including semantic search, keyword search over structured data, and question an-
swering over knowledge bases. In this section we discuss the most relevant related research
in these and other areas.
Semantic/KB-based Search
Guha et al. first proposed the “semantic search” problem, which aimed to augment docu-
ment results with semantic Web data [41]. They proposed the TAP system, which scrapes
and publishes RDF triples, then augments document search results by displaying entities
that match query terms. Early work by Mayfield and Finin also proposed keyword search
over RDF by using a text index over RDF nodes [75]. Bast et al, also proposed integrat-
ing knowledge into text search, but with a more explicit accounting for knowledge base
semantics [8]. In their ESTER system, documents are annotated with entity occurrences
and the semantic types of these entities. Query terms are then matched against knowledge
base entities and types, allowing the retrieval of documents mentioning specific entities
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or entities of a given type. A dynamic user interface allows users to disambiguate among
possible matches. However, keyword mappings are based solely on individual entity types
and entities, and no attempts to compose complex concepts from sets of keywords are
made. Rocha et al. also map keywords into knowledge base items and treat the knowledge
base as a general graph to use a spreading activation algorithm to find additional relevant
knowledge base items related to the search terms [89].
Tran et al. [98, 99] have explored mapping keyword queries into conjunctive queries
by matching terms against knowledge base items and searching for connections among the
matches. This approach is similar to our graph search approach used in the evaluation,
though their top-k algorithm may explore less of the total search space than our BFS
approach and thus be more efficient. Zhou et al. have also proposed a similar data driven
approach [110]. These techniques are in contrast to our query-log driven approach which
elicits structures from the information needs of real users.
Lei et al. use manually defined templates to map query terms into formal structured
queries over a knowledge base, and employ heuristics to reduce the search space when the
query contains more than two terms [62]. This is combined with an entity index over a
text collection to provide a semantic search capability. Fagin et al. [38] use user specified
grammars and vocabularies to annotate query terms with type and attribute labels. Our
proposed approach could possibly be used to learn these types of grammars from a query
log.
Farfan et al. used knowledge bases to enhance keyword search over XML encoded
medical records that also encode knowledge base references [39]. Their work assume un-
ambiguous annotation of XML records with knowledge base identifiers. Castells et al.
proposed a semantic text search engine which takes structured RDQL queries and returns
documents annotated with entities in the result of the query [20]. The work was later ex-
tended to process natural language questions [69]. The Swoogle search engine by Ding et
al. takes a different view of the knowledge based search problem by indexing and searching
RDF documents directly, returning RDF documents as results [32].
Blanco et al. have used relevance based retrieval to search for nodes in large knowledge
bases [13]. A statistical language model based approach was presented by Elbassuoni
and Blanco [35]. These approaches however do not attempt to interpret the semantics of
queries, and thus do not necessarily provide exact answers to keyword queries. Instead the
goal of these systems is to provide a ranked list of resources relevant to the query terms.
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Term annotation
One form of query understanding is to try and annotate individual query terms with se-
mantic meaning. From a linguistic query understanding point-of-view, there has been work
on understanding the senses and parts-of-speech (POS) of query terms. In particular, Barr
et al. showed that relatively accurate POS tagging of Web queries was possible, achieving
83% tagging accuracy over a large query log [7]. Work has also been done in deriving
the word sense of ambiguous query terms, for example in [68]. Li proposed a method of
determining the intent head of a query, i.e., the part of the query that represents what
the user is looking for, leaving the remaining query terms as context or intent modifiers
[64]. For example, the query “Pet Cemetery author” has “author” as the intent head, since
the query is ultimately searching for an author. Our running example query would have
“songs” as the intent head, since the query is seeking songs with particular qualifications
specified by the context. While annotations of individual terms can provide insight into
the query semantics, these works do not address how terms relate to form single coher-
ent expressions of the underlying query intent. Guo et al., explored annotation of named
entities in keyword queries [42], this is a subset of our annotation problem which aims to
annotate types, relations, attributes, and attribute values in addition to named entities.
From a knowledge base point-of-view, Paparizos et al., have investigated using a large
heterogenous product KB to answer Web queries [79]. As part of this initiative, Sarkas et
al., proposed annotating query terms as being instances of attributes values using a prob-
abilistic model based on value distributions in the data [91]. This work was then extended
to produce more accurate annotations by comparing attribute value distributions to term
distributions over a large query log [84]. A similar goal was achieved by Manshadi and Li,
by using a probabilistic hybrid parser based on probabilistic context-free grammar rules
[74]. In addition to attribute annotations of query terms, their proposal also allowed terms
like “cheap” to be annotated with operational annotations like “SortOrder.” While these
approaches annotate query terms with schema labels, they do not address how individual
terms fit together to form a single semantic representation of query intent.
A similar theme was explored by Agarwal et al., where query templates (like grammar
rules) were mined from a query log [1]. Templates would generalize terms that match KB
items, for example “jobs in #location”. Web-sites clicked for particular queries were then
aggregated over all queries matching templates, allowing the computation of relevance of
Web-sites to templates. Unseen queries that match templates can then be answered by
returning the sites relevant to the template. Our template mining is similar in nature that of
Agarwal, though our templates fully specify semantic structure and not just types occurring
in keyword queries. Also, we do not rely on input query terms exactly matching a set of
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known types, but instead match against syntactically similar types and resolve ambiguity
from the query context. Our Web knowledge base setting also yields over 280,000 possible
types. Cheng et al. allowed user queries to specify a similar form of template, which
explicitly specified the intended return type [23]. For example, the query “#phone-number
amazon customer support” would specify a search for instances of the type “phone-number”
in the context of the given keywords. Types are unambiguously specified and are simple
unary type specifications, not complex expressions built up from primitives as in our case.
Kandogan et al., proposed the AVATAR semantic search system which translates individual
keywords to possible KB items based on matching keywords provided by domain experts
for each KB item [53].
Search over Structured Data
Search over relational data can be viewed as a form of semantic query understanding. Query
terms are mapped into structured data producing structured queries that can be used to
retrieve data that contains the queried terms. These structured queries can be viewed as
semantic interpretations of the original keyword query. There is a long line of research
for search over structured data, starting with the DISCOVER [45] and BANKS systems
[10] that aim to efficiently find tuples that span all query terms, as well as extensions that
aim to integrate IR style ranking [44] or augment the graph traversal algorithm [51]. The
heuristics used in our graph search approach are based on this line of research. Tata et al.
extend keyword search over structured data to include aggregates and top-1 queries [97].
Queries are translated to SQL with the allowance of various aggregation keywords such as
num or avg.
Question Answering
The problem of semantic query understanding shares a similar goal as the problem of
natural language question answering (QA). The QA problem aims to find specific answers
to questions, which inevitably implies constructing a model of the intention of the query.
QA approaches generally depend on either having properly formatted natural language
questions that can be linguistically parsed to take advantage of the grammatical structure
when building the semantic interpretation, or they depend on having the relatively large
amount of text (as compared to Web queries) from the question in order to match against
reference knowledge. Katz et al. have built the OMNIBASE+START system that answers
questions using a knowledge base extracted from the Web [56, 55]. OMNIBASE consists
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of an extracted knowledge base of object-property-value triples, which are queried after
identifying a target data source, an entity and a desired property from the query (e.g., imdb,
“Gone With the Wind”, DIRECTOR). Similarly, the TextRunner project has provided a
search service over a large set of triples extracted from Web text [5]. This project focuses
more methods to extract knowledge bases, but does include a flexible demo query interface
for TextRunner that parses natural language questions into triple patterns to match against
data triples. TextRunner has been succeeded by the ReVerb project [37], which does not
yet provide any special query capabilities.
The idea of exploiting existing Web knowledge bases for QA has also been explored by
Fernandez et al. by using the PowerAqua question answering system [40, 69]. PowerAqua
integrates a front-end QA system on a semantic search back-end to answer questions over
Linked Data knowledge bases. Lopez et al. have recently conducted a survey on using
semantic Web knowledge bases for question answering [70].
Yahya et al., have also recently proposed an approach to answering natural language
questions over Web knowledge bases [106]. Their approach (published in parallel with
our approach [80]) follows a similar methodology to our approach, where questions are
segmented and mapped to knowledge base items followed by an evaluation of semantic
coherence to retain only meaningful mappings. Their approach uses a dependency parser
to determine parts of the structure, this does not directly apply to keyword queries which do
not have the rich linguistic structure of natural language questions. They also rely on query
terms mapping to each part of the underlying query interpretation and do not consider the
possibility of latent relations existing in the query interpretation. Such considerations are
necessary to apply interpretation techniques to keyword queries.
While QA has a similar high level goal to our task, QA approaches generally depend
on having properly formatted questions that can be parsed to take advantage of the gram-
matical structure; having a large amount of query text (as compared to keyword queries)
to match against answer candidates; or having large amounts of answer text to match
query terms or exploit redundancy. Properly formatted questions allow a QA system to
determine a great amount of information about the question intent and candidate answers,
before even looking at the data. For example, many QA systems will perform dependency
parsing, answer type identification, and head/key noun-phrase detection. Having large
amounts of query text (as compared to three to four term keyword queries) is also often
used match questions against answer candidates extracted from passage retrieval [109].
An abundance of text can also be used to exploit redundancy to discern among multiple
answer candidates [25]. Keyword queries over knowledge bases on the other hand do not
allow deep question analysis, and both keyword queries and knowledge bases contain very
little text for frequency-based matching algorithms. Due to these core differences question
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answering approaches are generally not directly applicable to the problem of keyword query
answering. We omit a comprehensive overview of question answering approaches, Lopez et
al. have recently conducted a survey on using semantic Web knowledge bases for question
answering [70] while Kolomiyets and Moens give an overview of general IR-based question
answering approaches [57].
The problem of semantic parsing shares a similar high level goal with semantic query
understanding. Both problems aim to construct a formal and unambiguous representation
of the underlying meaning of an ambiguous input. Recent work has explored applying
semantic parsing to natural language queries [107, 65]. These approaches parse natural
language queries to lambda calculus representations of the query intent. While these ap-
proaches do produce rich semantic interpretations of the input queries, they greatly depend
on having fully specified natural language inputs with proper grammatical structure. These
queries contain large amounts of text in comparison to Web keyword queries. Also, these
approaches are applied to small controlled domains with heterogeneous knowledge bases,
as opposed to the massive heterogeneous knowledge bases found on the Web.
3.5.1 Query Categorization
Query categorization (or classification) is another form of query understanding, where
queries are classified into categories indicating the target result types. For example, queries
may be classified as product search queries, political news queries, or sports queries. While
the categorizations do not represent semantic understanding of the query intent, they do
aid in judging the relevance of a candidate result or in selecting a data source for search.
Knowledge bases have been used to drive query categorization, Hu et al. showed that
query terms can be matched against Wikipedia categories to derive query intentions [47].
Wang et al. showed that loosely structured data in HTML lists could be exploited to learn
semantic classes for Web queries [103].
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Chapter 4
Graph Queries with Keyword
Predicates
Structured graph queries specify patterns to be matched against a knowledge graph. For-
malisms like the concept search queries defined in Section 1.3 also exploit semantics en-
coded in an underlying schema. In this chapter we explore extending graph queries based
on concept search queries to contain keyword predicates instead of proper well-formed
knowledge base predicates. Such a decision introduces ambiguity into the query, which
must be efficiently resolved by reasoning over possible mappings of the keyword terms into
the knowledge base predicates. This chapter presents work originally published in [81] and
[82].
Graph queries with keyword predicates may be explicitly issued to a system by an ex-
pert user. Such a user is capable of formulating concept search queries, but is unable to
use proper graph predicates due the massive size of the knowledge base schema typical of
Web knowledge bases. Alternatively, these queries may serve as an internal representation
language for modelling the semantics of keyword queries as described in Chapter 3. Com-
bining an annotated query with a structured query template yields a structured version of
the keyword query. Mapping this structured graph query into the knowledge base, while
satisfying the keyword constraints corresponds to step 3 of our query understanding pro-
cess illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Combining the annotated running example query
with its template gives the following query
“songs” u “by”(“jimi hendrix”)
by swapping the annotated constructs into their respective positions in the template. (we
use numbering to avoid ambiguity in templates that contain multiple instance of the same
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type of construct, such as a query template with two entities). We refer to this type of
expression as a structured keyword query, which we define in the following chapter. We
also present an efficient algorithm for mapping structured keyword queries into a knowledge
base, producing a concept search query in the vocabulary of the knowledge base.
4.1 Motivation
Knowledge bases such as those discussed in Section 1.2 are heterogenous and contain large
numbers of resources. As an example, both ExDB [19] and YAGO [96] have schema items
numbering in the millions, and fact collections numbering in the hundreds and tens of
millions respectfully. WebTables has over five million unique attribute names in over two
million unique relational schemas [18]. At this scale, writing structured queries can be a
daunting task as the sheer magnitude of the information available to express the query is
overwhelming. We call this the information overload problem.
To deal with this problem, and also open a new form of exploratory search, recent work
has brought keyword query processing to structured data models, such as keyword search
over relational databases. While this alleviates the information overload problem caused
by massive schemas, it comes at a loss of expressivity. Users can no longer express desired
structure in the query, and can no longer explicitly take advantage of schema information.
As an example, consider a user who wants to find all guitarists who have won a Grammy.
The user may pose the following concept search query to an information system.
GUITARIST u ∃hasWonPrize (GRAMMY AWARD) (4.1)
If the user is not familiar with the schema of the underlying information system (i.e., they
do not know the labels of the knowledge base items in order to formulate a well formed
query), then they may alternatively issue the following keyword query.
“guitarist has won grammy” (4.2)
This query searches for all data items with a syntactic occurrence of the given keywords.
There are two important differences between the structured query and the keyword variant.
First, the structured query will be processed by making use of explicit semantics encoded as
an internal schema. In particular, the query will find data items that are a type of guitarist,
rather than those which contain the keyword “guitarist”. Second, the keyword query will
look for data items with any syntactic occurrence of “grammy”, while the structured query
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uses this as a selection condition over the qualifying entities to find those that have won a
grammy, exploiting the structure of the query to find qualifying results.
This example illustrates how query languages can vary in their expressiveness and ease-
of-use. On one end of the spectrum, structured query languages, such as SQL or SPARQL,
provide a mechanism to express complex information needs over a schema. A user of such
a language must have intimate knowledge of the underlying schema in order to formulate
well formed queries for arbitrary information needs. On the other end of the spectrum
are free form query languages such as keyword queries. These languages allow users to
express information needs with little to no knowledge of any schematic constructs in the
underlying information system, giving ease-of-use as well as useful exploratory functionality
to the user.
Consider the design of a query language that falls somewhere in the middle of this
spectrum. We would ideally like to retain the expressive structure of structured queries,
while incorporating the flexibility of keyword queries. One way to achieve this is to embed
ambiguity into the structured query language by allowing keywords to take the place of
entities or relations. In this setting the query from the previous example may be written
using structure as in Equation 4.1, but with keywords as in 4.2.
“guitarist” u “has won”(“grammy”)
This approach keeps the flexibility of keywords, but allows structure using conjunctions
and nesting with relations. In this model each keyword phrase will be replaced, by the query
processor, with a set of candidate schema items based on some metric of syntactic matching,
such as keyword occurrence or edit distance as depicted in Figure 4.1. Then, a mapping of
each query term to a knowledge base item will be chosen to find a semantically coherent
interpretation of the query. The advantage of this approach is in the flexibility of how
queries can be expressed. Users need not have intimate knowledge of the underlying schema
to formulate queries as is necessary with traditional structured query languages. At the
same time, the query retains explicit structure that gives greatly increased expressiveness
over flat keyword queries.
The problem with this approach is that the number of possible (disambiguated) queries
is exponential in the length of the query. This is problematic as many of the possible
matchings may be meaningless with respect to the underlying schema, or may not represent
the users actual intention. Processing every possible match is not only inefficient, as many
of the possible query interpretations may have empty result sets, it can overload the user
with many unwanted results from unintended interpretations. For example, the query
for all GUITARIST who have won an AWARD (the super class of all awards) would produce
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“guitarist” u “has won” (“grammy”)
GUITARIST
Guitar
STEEL GUITARIST
 u
{
hasWeight
hasWonPrize
} (
GMM Grammy
GRAMMY AWARD
The Grammy Family

)
.
Figure 4.1: An ambiguous concept search query and the possible mappings of each keyword
to a knowledge base item.
many results that obstruct the user from finding those of interest (those who have won
a GRAMMY AWARD in particular). Note that syntactic matching alone could not possibly
be sufficient as a disambiguation solution in all cases. For example, the term “grammy”
could describe the award, the name of a company, or the name of a family among other
possibilities. Also a term such as “spanish” is a natural choice of word to express the
both a nationality and a language (e.g., consider the query “spanish speaking countries”
vs. the query “spanish football players”). This phenomena, known as polysemy, is just one
of the challenges of disambiguation. Similar problems arise with synonymy, when multiple
different terms can be used to describe the same conceptual thing.
In this chapter, we investigate a solution to the problem of querying large heterogeneous
schemas by introducing a structured query language that builds upon keywords as its most
basic operator, while taking disambiguation steps before query evaluation in order to avoid
the exponential blow-up caused by keyword ambiguity. Our query language allows a natural
keyword-based description of entity-relationship queries over large knowledge bases without
intimate background knowledge of the underlying schema, while allowing complex query
structure to be explicitly specified.
4.2 Structured Keyword Queries
A structured variation of keyword queries may serve as an end-user query language to users
with the expertise to formulate structured queries, or as an intermediate internal represen-
tation language for modelling the semantics of keyword queries as presented in Chapter 3.
Combing an annotated query with a query template yields a structured query with key-
words as predicates. For example, combining the semantically annotated query from our
running example 〈“songs”:type “by”:rel “jimi hendrix”:ent〉 with the template structure
type u rel(ent), gives the following query “songs” u “by”(“jimi hendrix”) by swapping the
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annotated constructs into their respective positions in the template We call this type of
expression a structured keyword query, which we define as follows.
Definition 11 (Structured Keyword Query) Let k ∈ S be a keyword phrase (one
or more keywords), then a structured keyword query SKQ is defined by the following
grammar.
SKQ ::= k
| k(SKQ)
| SKQ1 u SKQ2
2
The first construct allows an entity or entity type in a query to be described by a set
of one or more keywords (e.g., “grammy award”). The second construct allows one to
describe an entity in terms of the relationships it has to other entities or types. (e.g., “born
in (liverpool)”). The third construct allows a set of queries to describe a single class of
entities in conjunction (e.g., “harmonica player u songwriter”).
Note that the relation query constructor allows an arbitrary query to describe the entity
to which the relation extends, e.g., “born in(country u has official language(spanish))”
could be used to query all entities born in spanish speaking countries.
4.3 Matching Subgraphs with Keyword Predicates
Because our structured keyword query language is built on keywords as primitives, there
is an inherent ambiguity in the semantics of the query. The user’s intentions are unknown
since each keyword in the query could map to one of many items from the knowledge
base, and there is an exponential number of ways (in the length of the query) in which
we could select an item for each keyword to create a general concept. Our approach
to disambiguating the structured keyword query is to compute mappings of the query
expression into the knowledge base. Such mappings aim to maximize the similarity of
query terms to knowledge base item labels while at the same time composing a coherent
concept with respect to the underlying knowledge base semantics.
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4.3.1 The Disambiguation Model
Consider a structured keyword query SKQ. Each keyword in SKQ could have many
possible KB item matches based on some measure of syntactic similarity. Let M(k) denote
the set of possible KB item (entity/type/relation/attribute/constant) mappings of keyword
k.
The goal is to map each query term to one KB item, such that the resulting map-
ping produces a meaningful disambiguated representation of the query with respect to the
knowledge base. There is a tradeoff that must be considered when mappings for each
keyword: we want mappings that stay true to the user’s intention as best as possible in
terms of syntactic similarity, but which also have a meaningful interpretation in terms of
the underlying knowledge base by means of semantic coherence.
We encode our disambiguation problem as a graph which represents the space of all
possible interpretations that bind one knowledge base item to each keyword phrase. In
the discussion that follows, we refer to a concept or the subgraph that denotes a concept
interchangeably.
Definition 12 (Disambiguation Graph) Let SKQ be a structured keyword query.
Then a disambiguation graph G = 〈V,E〉 with vertex set V and edge set E, and P a
set of groupings of the vertices in V , are given by the following.
V =
⋃
k∈SKQ
M(k)
P =
⋃
k∈SKQ
{M(k)}
E = edges(SKQ)
where the edge generating function edges(SKQ) is defined as follows.
edges(k) = {}
edges(k(SKQ)) =
 ⋃
n1∈M(k),
n2∈root(SKQ)
〈n1, n2〉
 ∪ edges(SKQ)
edges(SKQ1, SKQ2) =
 ⋃
n1∈root(SKQ1),
n2∈root(SKQ2)
〈n1, n2〉
 ∪ edges(SKQ1) ∪ edges(SKQ2)
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Figure 4.2: An example query disambiguation graph.
where root(SKQ) denotes the vertices in the root level query of SKQ as follows.
root(k) = M(k)
root(k(SKQ)) = M(k)
root(SKQ1, SKQ2) = root(SKQ1) ∪ root(SKQ2)
2
Figure 4.2 depicts an example of a disambiguation graph for the structured keyword
query “a singer u guitarist u has won (a grammy)”, which could be input by a user or
generated by the means described in Chapter 3 from some keyword query. The candidate
KB items are represented as vertices, the dotted circles denote vertex groups P with groups
for relation terms in a double lined dotted circle, the quoted italic font labels denote the
keywords for which the group was generated (ki), and the interconnecting lines denote
edges which represent semantic similarity. Observe that each level of any subquery with t
conjuncts is fully connected t-partite, while edges do not span query nesting boundaries.
This is because nested concepts do not occur in conjunction with concepts at other nested
levels. They are related only through the vertices that denote the explicit knowledge base
relations.
For a disambiguation graph G generated from a structured keyword query SKQ, any
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induced subgraph of G that spans all vertex groups in P corresponds to a concept inter-
pretation of SKQ. For example, the induced subgraph spanning the vertices
{SINGER, GUITARIST, hasWonPrize, Grammy Award}
corresponds to the concept
SINGER u GUITARIST u ∃hasWonPrize({Grammy Award})
It is evident that the space of possible query interpretations is exponential in the size
of the query. Finding the “best” or top-k interpretations will depend on how we compute
a score for a candidate subgraph corresponding to a query interpretation.
4.3.2 The Scoring Model
Now that we have established a model for generating a space of candidate query interpreta-
tions, we need to define the notion of a score in order to compute the top-k interpretations.
We start by reviewing notions of semantic and syntactic similarity which will form the basis
of our scoring function.
Semantic Similarity
The first factor of our scoring model is semantic similarity, which we denote generically
using semanticSim(A,B) for the similarity between knowledge base items A and B. For
the purpose of similarity, we consider every knowledge base item to be a set. An entity is
a singleton set containing the entity, an entity type denotes the set of entities of that type,
a relation denotes all entities with an assertion containing that incoming relation, and an
inverse relation denotes the set of all entities with that outgoing relation (attributes follow
the same convention as relations).
The problem of computing the similarity between two concepts has a long history
in the computational linguistics and artificial intelligence fields. Early works focused on
similarities over taxonomies, often including the graph distance of concepts [50, 61, 105],
and probabilistic notions of information content of classes in the taxonomy [50, 66, 88].
More recent works have looked at generalizing semantic similarity metrics from taxonomies
to general ontologies (i.e., from trees to graphs) [27, 72, 90].
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There are also traditional notions of set similarity which can be applied, since concepts
in a knowledge base ultimately denote sets of entities. One commonly used metric is the
Jaccard index which is defined below.
SimJaccard(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|
One common trait to all of these similarity measures is that they are binary; they
express similarity over pairs of concepts. We will see that efficiently accommodating n-
ary similarities using preprocessed statistics poses challenges, though our model allows a
natural approximation based on aggregates of binary metrics.
We now introduce the notion of knowledge base support, which characterizes the se-
mantic coherence of an arbitrary concept. In the definition of knowledge base support, we
appeal to n-ary similarity, with our approximation technique based on binary similarity to
be introduced in Section 4.3.3.
Definition 13 (Knowledge Base Support) Let C be a general concept expressed using
the entity types, relations, and entities in the knowledge base K. Then the support of C
by K is given by the following.
support(C,K) =
{ 0 if C is primitive,
semanticSim(C1, C2, · · · , Cn) +∑
i support(Ci,K) otherwise.
where each Ci is the i
th concept expression in a conjunction occurring in C. 2
Intuitively, this is the similarity according to the edges in the disambiguation graph, which
mirrors the structure of the query.
Figure 4.3 illustrates a disambiguation graph for a more complex query with multiple
nesting branches and multiple levels of nesting. For this example, consider the following
concept C as a possible disambiguated concept search query produced by mapping the
query terms into the given knowledge base items.
SINGER u GUITARIST u ∃hasWonPrize(Grammy Award)
u ∃livesIn(CITY u ∃locatedIn(England))
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Let C1, C2, and C3 be defined as follows:
C1 = ∃hasWonPrize(Grammy Award)
C2 = ∃livesIn(CITY u C3)
C3 = ∃locatedIn(England)
Now C can be expressed as the following.
SINGER u GUITARIST u C1 u C2
The support of C corresponds to the following expression.
support(C,K) = semanticSim(SINGER, GUITARIST, C1, C2)
+ semanticSim(hasWonPrize, Grammy Award)
+ semanticSim(livesIn, CITY, C3)
+ semanticSim(locatedIn, England)
Syntactic Similarity
The second component to our scoring model is the syntactic matching of the KB item label
(or one of its synonyms) to the keyword. Indeed, the user entering queries has an idea
of the entities they are trying to describe. It is simply the terminology of the user and
the knowledge base that may differ, and the massive scale of the knowledge base impedes
learning on the user’s part. The closer we can match a query syntactically while retaining
knowledge base support, the better our query interpretation will be with respect to both
the user’s intention and the knowledge encoded in our knowledge base. We use the function
label syntaxSim(a, b) to denote a measure of syntactic similarity. This could be simple
keyword occurrence in the knowledge base item’s label, or a more relaxed measure such as
edit distance or q-gram similarity.
While syntactic similarity serves as a proxy for the intended meaning of individual query
terms by a user, alternative signals of user intention could be integrated. For example, the
personalized entity ranking approach presented in Chapter 5 could be used to prioritize
knowledge base items of interest to a particular user. This would result in personalized
query interpretations.
Score Aggregation
Our final scoring model is thus some combination of knowledge base support, which quanti-
fies semantic coherence for the candidate disambiguated concept, and syntactic similarity,
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which reflects how closely the candidate concept interpretation matches the user’s initial
description of their query intention. We can tune how important each factor is by how
we combine and weight the two similarity metrics. In general, we allow any aggregation
function to be plugged into our system. However, as we will see in later sections, we can
improve efficiency if the aggregation function is monotonic by making use of a rank-join
algorithm for top-k search. We denote such an aggregation function as ⊕.
Definition 14 (Concept Score) Let SKQ be a structured keyword query, C a concept,
⊕ a binary aggregation function, and K a knowledge base. Then the score of concept C,
with respect to SKQ, K, and ⊕ is given by the following.
score(C, SKQ,K) = support(C,K)⊕ syntaxSim(C, SKQ)
2
Given a disambiguation graph G with vertex groups P and a parameter integer k, the
goal of disambiguation is to find the top-k maximum scoring subgraphs of G that span
all groups in P . Intuitively, we want to find the best k interpretations of the query in
terms of some balance between knowledge base support and syntactic similarity. Each
interpretation is formed by mapping each query term into an associated knowledge base
item, and corresponds to a concept search query over the vocabulary of the underlying
knowledge base.
The difficulty in solving the disambiguation problem lies in the nature of the scoring
function. Looking back to our disambiguation graph model, the score of a general concept
representing a candidate query interpretation depends on all components of the concept
(all conjunctions of entity types and relations). The volume of statistics that must be
(pre)computed in order to support queries with n terms would be infeasibly large to com-
pute. One would need to have access to the semantic similarity of all n-way compositions
of knowledge base items occurring in the knowledge base.
4.3.3 Approximating the Scoring Model
In most cases, having access to n-way semantic similarity would require pre-computing an
infeasible number of statistics, or incurring the expensive cost of computing similarity at
query time. Because the number of candidate query interpretations is exponential in the
length of the query, computing similarity at query time could add unacceptable costs to
performance. For example, Jaccard similarity requires the computation of intersections of
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(possibly very large) sets. Thus, we move to an approximation model for any binary metric
of semantic similarity.
We approximate the score of a candidate query interpretation by aggregating the pair-
wise support of all components of the candidate concept. In terms of the disambiguation
graph, this means that each edge weight in the graph can represent the support of having
the two knowledge base items denoted by the edge’s vertices in conjunction.
We extend a disambiguation graphG to include a weight function w that assigns weights
to the vertices (v) and edges (〈v1, v2〉) of G as follows. The weights are computed with
respect to some knowledge base K and the keywords k from a structured keyword query
SKQ.
w(v) = syntaxSim(label(v), k), where v ∈M(k)
w(〈v1, v2〉) = support((item(v1) u item(v2)), K)
where item(v) denotes the knowledge base represented by vertex v and label(v) denotes
the string representation of the KB item represented by v.
The approximate score of an induced subgraph denoting a candidate concept interpre-
tation is given by the following.
Definition 15 (Approximate Score) Let SKQ be a structured keyword query, K a
knowledge base, ⊕ a binary aggregation function, and G = 〈V,E,w〉 a subgraph of the dis-
ambiguation graph of SKQ representing a concept search query C. Then the approximate
score of C represented by G with respect to SKQ, K, and ⊕ is given by the following.
ˆscore(G,SKQ,K) =
∑
〈v1,v2〉∈E
w(〈v1, v2〉) ⊕
∑
v∈V
w(v)
2
4.3.4 Computing Knowledge Base Mappings
The goal of the disambiguation problem is to find the top-k maximally scoring subgraphs
(corresponding to concept interpretations of the original query) which are single connected
components spanning all vertex groups. A subgraph corresponds to a mapping of each
query term to a knowledge base item. Note that simply taking the maximum scoring
subgraph for each subquery will not necessarily result in a connected graph, since one
level of a query may bind a relation keyword to one relation, while the nested level of the
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query may bind the relation keyword to a different relation. For example, a the top level
query may have a maximal scoring interpretation that binds “has won” to the relation
hasWeight, while the nested query may be maximal in binding “has won” to hasWonPrize.
Interpretations must therefore ensure equality on the vertex that relation keywords are
bound to, and not only consider the disambiguation graph edges.
If our scoring function is monotonic, we can implement a rank-join algorithm [48] to
efficiently find the top scoring subgraphs, so long as we have access to vertices and edges
in sorted order. A global ordering over all edges can be precomputed, and vertices can be
sorted on the fly since these sets fit in memory and can be kept relatively small in practice.
Alternatively, we can implement a rank-join if we have access to only the vertices in sorted
order and allow random access to edges.
With this view of the problem, our disambiguation graph is a join graph, with each
keyword in the query providing an input to a rank-join operation based on the vertex
group corresponding to the keyword. Each group is ordered by syntactic similarity which
corresponds to vertex weight in the disambiguation graph. Consider each possible KB item
match for a keyword phrase (the set M(k)) ordered by syntactic similarity as an input. We
“join” two vertices if they have non-zero knowledge base support, and rank the join based
on the value of the approximate score. Simultaneously, we join across nested subqueries
based on equivalence of the vertex representing the relation keyword. This ensures the
resulting joins form connected graphs in terms of the underlying disambiguation graph.
In practice we can prune zero-weight edges from the disambiguation graph since they do
not contribute to semantically coherent interpretations and joins are only considered across
non-zero weight edges. Figure 4.4 illustrates the example query disambiguation graph with
the zero-weight edges pruned. As can be seen in the example, zero-weight edge pruning
can significantly reduce the search space considered by the disambiguation algorithm.
The rank-join algorithm proceeds as follows. Each vertex group provides an input to
the join. Each input is consumed one vertex at a time according to some policy for iterating
over inputs. In our case we use simple round-robin iteration over each vertex group. When
a vertex is consumed from an input list, we check (using random access to edges in the
disambiguation graph) if it joins with any other previously consumed candidates. If it
does a new (partial) mapping is created by adding the new vertex to the existing mapping.
We also create a new mapping consisting of only the vertex. After each iteration, we can
recompute the highest and lowest possible scores each mapping can have. The lowest score,
or lower bound, corresponds to the current score of the mapping. This would be the final
score of the mapping if no other vertices in the inputs join to the vertices currently in
the mapping. The highest score, or upper bound, corresponds to the current score of the
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Figure 4.4: The example query disambiguation graph with zero-weight edges pruned. The
correct mapping is highlighted in red.
mapping aggregated with the last seen score from each input that the mapping is currently
missing (i.e., each vertex group for which the mapping has not yet bound a vertex to the
query term). Because the inputs are sorted by score, we know that other vertices that
remain in the input have equal or lower score than the last vertex consumed from the
input. Assuming our score aggregation function is monotonic, we also know that the total
score of the mapping will not decrease as more vertices are added to the mapping (bound
to query terms). The computation of these bounds is what allows early termination of
the algorithm during top-k query processing. As the algorithm iterates, we maintain a
list of the current top-k candidates in addition to the pool of all other candidates. If the
lower bound of the lowest scoring candidate in the top-k list is higher than the largest
upper bound among all other candidates the algorithm can terminate. This is because
the highest possible score that the best candidate can have will not be high enough to
qualify it as a top-k result. Similarly, if the upper bound of any other candidate is lower
than the lower bound of the lowest scoring top-k mapping, we can remove that candidate
from the candidate pool. This is because, independent of what other vertices join to the
candidate, it cannot possibly have a score high enough to qualify it as a top-k scoring
mapping since we already have k mappings with a higher score. The early termination
based on scoring bounds is the fundamental principle behind threshold algorithms. A more
detailed overview of the rank-join algorithm in particular can be found in Ilyas et. al. [48].
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As an example, consider the disambiguation graph from Figure 4.2, we illustrate a rank-
join approach to disambiguation of the query in Figure 4.5. The illustration shows each
vertex group as an input to the rank join. Conjunctive components are joined based on the
existence of non-zero weight edges in the disambiguation graph. The actual weight of the
edge contributes to the final score of the concept search query produced by the mapping.
Nested sub-queries are joined to the outer query based on binding of the relation keyword
to the same KB relation by the outer query and sub-query.
When interpreting keyword queries we allow relations to be unspecified, however we
do not consider mappings in which entities or types are unspecified. This is denoted by
replacing k with the symbol “∗” in the relation construct and represents an arbitrary,
unspecified relation with no syntactic constraints. The “∗” thus matches any relation in
the knowledge base, as seen in the example query “songs” u ∗ (“jimi hendrix”) illustrated
in Figure 2.1.
While solving the disambiguation problem involves possibly exploring an exponential
search space in the worst case, our experiments show that we can still find meaningful
solutions quickly in practice (see Section 4.7).
4.4 Concept Search Queries as Keyword Query Inter-
pretations
4.4.1 Admissibility of Concept Search Queries as Interpretations
Applying the techniques outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 to keyword queries produces ad-
missible concept search queries as defined in Definition 6. Keyword query interpretations
are ultimately composed of the nodes of a disambiguation graph. Disambiguation graph
nodes are constructed from the sets M(k) where k is a segmented keyword expression from
a keyword query Q. The set M(k) is defined as a set of knowledge base items. Thus,
produced concept search queries are safe and the first property is satisfied by definition.
Since query interpretations map each segmented query phrase to an item in M(k), the
second property is also satisfied at the level of each query phrase 〈q1q2 . . . qn〉 ∈ Q. At the
level of individual query terms however, the strict definition of the second property is not
satisfied. We adopt a relaxed version of the constraint for keyword query coverage which
allows partial and fuzzy matching of segmented keyword phrases to knowledge base items
in order to satisfy this property.
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...
... ...
"a singer" "guitarist"
...
"has won"
"a grammy"
1) SINGER ⨅ GUITARIST ⨅ hasWonPrize (Grammy_Award)
2) R&B_SINGER ⨅ GUITARIST ⨅ hasWonPrize (Grammy_Award)
3) SINGER ⨅ STEEL_GUITARIST ⨅ hasWonPrize (Grammy_Award)
4) Al_Singer ⨅ hasWonPrize (Grammy_Award)
5) Al_Singer ⨅ hasWeight ( )
Figure 4.5: Encoding disambiguation as a rank-join with random access to edges. Each
vertex group forms an ordered input sequence to the join operator. The join conditions
are on the existence of (non-zero) edges in the disambiguation graph, and on the equality
of relation bindings to ensure sub-queries are connected.
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The third property is satisfied by the procedure described in Chapter 3 executing each
candidate concept search query, retaining only those with a non-empty result.
4.4.2 Scoring Keyword Query Interpretations
Among the space of admissible concept search queries, we want to compute the most
probable concept search query C as an interpretation for the given keyword query Q
over the knowledge base K, as specified in the query understanding problem definition
(Definition 7). Recall Equation 2.6 from the definition.
C = argmaxC′ Pr(C
′|Q,K)
While directly estimating this distribution is not possible in our situation (we do not
have enough examples of keyword queries mapping to concept search queries in order to
directly estimate the distribution), we can view the heuristic scoring functions presented in
Chapters 3 and 4 as an intuitive approximation of this quantity. We start by introducing
structured keyword queries as an intermediary between keyword queries and concept search
queries. We do this by expressing Pr(C|Q,K) (the conditional distribution over concept
search queries C given a keyword query Q and knowledge base K) as the joint distribution
of concept search queries and structured keyword queries given a keyword query, with the
structured keyword query SKQ marginalized out.
= argmaxC′
∑
SKQ Pr(C
′, SKQ|Q,K)
Applying the law of total probability we can rewrite the above equation as follows.
= argmaxC′
∑
SKQ Pr(C
′|SKQ,Q,K) · Pr(SKQ|Q,K)
We assume a concept search query to be conditionally independent of a keyword query
given a structured keyword query. This allows us to drop the dependence on Q in the
first term on the assumption that the structured keyword query faithfully represents the
intention of the keyword query Q. (Such assumptions are common practice, see for example
[58]).
= argmaxC′
∑
SKQ Pr(C
′|SKQ,K) · Pr(SKQ|Q,K)
The mapping of queries to structured keyword queries is independent of any particular
knowledge base, thus we can drop the dependance on K in the second term which yields
the following.
= argmaxC′
∑
SKQ Pr(C
′|SKQ,K) · Pr(SKQ|Q)
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We assume a structured keyword query to be conditionally independent of a keyword
query given an annotated query. This is intuitive since the annotated query captures
the keyword query in its entirety. The quantity Pr(SKQ|Q) can then be written as∑
AQ Pr(SKQ|AQ) · Pr(AQ|Q) which yields the following equation.
= argmaxC′
∑
SKQ Pr(C
′|SKQ,K) ·∑AQ Pr(SKQ|AQ) · Pr(AQ|Q)
We use the methods based on query log analysis presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to
estimate the latter two quantities directly where Pr(SKQ|AQ) = Pr(T |AQ) with T being
the structured query template for SKQ. In practice we cannot directly estimate the
quantity Pr(C ′|SKQ,K). We simply do not have a sufficiently large amount of labelled
training data to estimate such a large distribution. We resort to scoring concept search
queries using a heuristic scoring function. We use the scoring function score(C, SKQ,K)
presented in Section 4.3 as a heuristic to quantify the relevance of a concept search query
given a structured keyword query and knowledge base. Our final computation of a concept
search query C given a keyword query Q and knowledge base K is then given by the
following heuristic scoring function.
C ≈ argmaxC′
∑
SKQ score(C
′, SKQ,K) ·∑AQ Pr(SKQ|AQ) · Pr(AQ|Q)
While score is not a proper estimation of Pr(C ′|SKQ,K), we rely on empirical evidence
that it effectively quantifies the quality of a concept search query given a structured key-
word query and knowledge base (see Section 4.7). Beacause the scoring function is ulti-
mately used to determine the relative order of concept search queries as interpretations of
a given keyword query, the absolute value of the function is not important. We are only
interested in the relative order of values over candidate query interpretations.
4.5 Computing All-Pairs Similarity over Knowledge
Base Items
A key computational challenge to supporting the disambiguation model described in this
chapter is in pre-computing semantic similarities over all pairs of knowledge base items in
order to support the efficient calculation of knowledge base support described in Defini-
tion 13. One approach is to actually enumerate and compute the similarity of all pairs.
This na¨ıve approach is prohibitively expensive, we estimate it would have taken roughly
six months of compute time on our server to compute all pairs of similarities for YAGO.
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However, by exploiting a particular property of our chosen similarity measure, a much
more efficient formulation of the computation can be achieved.
Set-based similarity metrics that are based on intersections can benefit from a more
efficient all-pairs similarity algorithm if they have the property that a zero sized intersection
implies a similarity of zero. The algorithm gains efficiency in only considering pairs that
have non-zero similarities. If we conceptually think of the all-pairs similarity space as a
matrix with all items along the row and column, and each cell representing the similarity
of the corresponding row/column item, then we expect this matrix to be very sparse for
real world knowledge bases. Most items are not similar to each other (their entity sets
have an empty intersection). Any algorithm that explicitly considers all pairs is doomed
to waste time computing zero entries in such a matrix.
Our approach to all-pairs similarity for the Jaccard similarity measure works from the
bottom up, rather than the top down approach of considering all pairs. We iterate over all
entities, for each entity we enumerate all of its types, outgoing relations, incoming relations
(as inverses), and a singleton set of the entity itself. We then output all pairs from this
enumeration, as this entity will contribute a count of one to the size of the intersection of
each of these output pairs. A large file of pairs is generated after a linear database scan
is completed, we then sort this file so that the same pairs (generated by different entities)
will be sequential in the file. We then perform a linear scan over the file, counting the
number of times each pair occurs. This count is equal to the size of the intersection of the
two items constituting the pair. Since we also know the size of the entity set denoted by
each item, we can compute the Jaccard measure as follows.
SimJaccard(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
(|A|+ |B|)− |A ∩B|
=
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|
This bottom up approach runs for our complete knowledge base in roughly one week, an
estimated ∼26x reduction in run-time as compared to the na¨ıve approach.
4.6 Knowledge Graph Management
4.6.1 Knowledge Graph Indexing
We index the knowledge graph using an adjacency list representation. For each node in the
graph (entity, entity type, constant), we create an index entry. For a given node, an index
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entry consists of all incoming and outgoing edges in the graph, grouped by edge label.
We store edge labels ordered as a binary search tree. For each edge label, all adjacent
nodes are stored in an ordered set (represented physically as an array) ordered by a global
ordering (e.g., lexicographic ordering or a static global scoring function). Storing nodes
using a static global ordering will aid in efficiently computing intersections and unions of
node lists. An example index is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
An advantage to this representation of the knowledge graph is that it can be easily im-
plemented using a key/value store. With the recent explosion in interest around key/value
stores (e.g., [22, 60, 115]), our approach can directly benefit from the properties provided
by these systems. In particular, this indexing approach can be easily distributed, scaled,
and provide fault tolerance by building on existing key/value store technology.
A knowledge graph index is accessed by a single interface function index(K, node, edge)
where K is a knowledge graph, node is a valid entity, entity type, or constant appearing
in K, and edge is a valid relation, attribute, or one the special labels type or subClassOf
which represent entity type assertions and inclusion dependencies respectively. We also
use the function closure(K, A) to denote the set of entity types in the subclass hierarchy
below the entity type A. The closure function can be computed by recursively following the
subClassOf relation using the index function. We now describe some desirable properties
of a knowledge graph index that will be useful in proving the correctness of a concept
search evaluation procedure.
Propostition 1 (Knowledge Graph Index Construction) Given a knowledge graph
K = 〈O,A〉, the following properties hold by construction.
A(e) ∈ A iff e ∈ index(K, A, type−) (4.1)
R(e1, e2) ∈ A iff e2 ∈ index(K, e1, R) (4.2)
R(e1, e2) ∈ A iff e1 ∈ index(K, e2, R−) (4.3)
f(e1, k) ∈ A iff k ∈ index(K, e1, f) (4.4)
f(e1, k) ∈ A iff e1 ∈ index(K, k, f−) (4.5)
A1 v A2 ∈ O iff A1 ∈ index(K, A2, subClassOf−) (4.6)
A1 v A2 . . . An v A ⊆ O iff {A1, A2, . . . , An} ⊆ closure(K, A) (4.7)
2
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eval(C, K, index ):
case C = “{e}”:
return {e}
case C = “A”:
result = index (K, A, type−)
for each A′ in index (K, A, subClassOf−):
result = result ∪ eval(A′, K, index )
return result
case C = “C1 u C2”:
return eval(C1, K, index ) ∩ eval(C2, K, index )
case C = “∃R(C1)”:
result = ∅
for each e in eval(C1, K, index ):
result = result ∪ index (K, e, R−)
return result
case C = “∃R−(C1)”:
result = ∅
for each e in eval(C1, K, index ):
result = result ∪ index (K, e, R)
return result
case C = “f(k)”:
return index (K, k, f−)
case C = “f−(C1)”:
result = ∅
for each e in eval(C1, K, index ):
result = result ∪ index (K, e, f)
return result
Figure 4.7: The knowledge graph concept search query evaluation procedure.
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4.6.2 Concept Search Query Evaluation
Definition 16 (Concept Search Query Evaluation) Given a knowledge graph K, a
concept search query C, and an knowledge graph index index, we write eval(C,K, index)
to denote the result of the procedure presented in Figure 4.7.
2
Figure 4.7 details the query evaluation algorithm for query processing over the knowledge
graph index. The evaluation mirrors the concept grammar (Definition 1) used to define
concept search queries. Subclass hierarchies over entity types are recursively traversed as
part of query evaluation. The benefit of this approach is that knowledge graph constraints
can be efficiently inserted or deleted without affecting many index entries. If type hierar-
chies were “flattened” (ie., all implied assertions were explicitly materialized) then updates
could potentially be very expensive.
As an example of query processing, consider a search for the following concept search
query: MUSICIAN u birthplace(COASTAL CITY). We can find all entities explicitly asserted to
have type MUSICIAN by retrieving the corresponding index entry, and extracting the nodes
(denoting entities) in the type− relation (i.e., the nodes denoting entities that have an outgo-
ing type edge to the MUSICIAN node). In our example index, there are no entities explicitly
asserted to have the type MUSICIAN. Then we recursively repeat this process for all nodes
in the subclassOf− relation, computing an ordered union (i.e., merge operation) for all enti-
ties found. In the example, this produces the ordered set 〈Jimi Hendrix, John Lennon〉.
Next (or in parallel in a distributed scenario), we evaluate the relation part of the query:
birthplace(COASTAL CITY). We evaluate the subquery COASTAL CITY producing the set
〈Liverpool〉, and extract all nodes for the birthplace− relation for each result. In the
example, this corresponds to the set 〈John Lennon〉 The last step of query evaluation is to
compute the intersection of the two subqueries. Note that the global entity order can be
preserved by using a merge style intersection algorithm since the input entity lists stored
in the index are sorted. For our example, this produces the final result 〈John Lennon〉. We
use a galloping search implementation of set intersection [9] based on the analysis done in
Barbay et al [6]. An interesting observation with regards to this intersection approach is
that the behaviour can resemble a nested loop join, where items from one side of the in-
tersection are searched for in the other side. This gives significant performance advantages
over a linear intersection algorithm. For our example, the intersection would consist of a
single logarithmic search for John Lennon in the intersecting set.
We now show the correctness of the evaluation procedure defined in Definition 16 with
respect to the concept search query semantics defined in Definition 4.
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Theorem 1 Given a knowledge graph K = 〈O,A〉, a concept search query C, and the
knowledge graph index function index :
eval(C,K, index) = answer(C,K)
Proof: (See Appendix B.2.) 2
4.7 Evaluation of Graph Queries with Keyword Pred-
icates
Since computing mappings from candidate structures to knowledge base concept interpre-
tations in a key part of our system, we isolate that component and explore its capabilities
for a series of more complex structures than those produced by keyword queries. These
longer, more complex queries represent information needs that could be issued by tech-
nically inclined expert users capable of formulating their queries directly as structured
keyword queries.
We have designed a number of tasks to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
KB mapping procedure. We directly evaluate the concept search queries produced by our
system against the ideal structured concept query which is constructed manually. We also
use an entity search task to evaluate the precision and recall of entities returned by our
system as the number of computed query interpretations is varied.
We compare our system to two baseline approaches, one using syntax-only mappings,
and one being an adaptation of a traditional IR engine for the entity search task. We use
a manually defined concept search query as the definition of a correct answer in all cases.
4.7.1 System Descriptions
QUICK is built on a variety of open-source software. We create a Lucene [117] text index
over all KB items and any synonyms encoded in YAGO. We use this index to generate
the vertex groups of candidate items (the sets M(k)) based on keyword occurrence. The
knowledge base engine for concept query processing is an implementation of the architec-
ture described in Section 4.6 and was written in Java. The system uses Berkeley DB [111]
as a back-end data store for index entries. We also use a Berkeley DB instance to maintain
the knowledge base semantic similarity measures. The pair-wise semantic similarity values
used for disambiguation are pre-computed as described in Section 4.5. We experiment with
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three types of syntactic similarity measures. The first is keyword occurrence, where the
syntactic similarity is the number of query keywords occurring in the label of the schema
item. While this measure is simplistic, it is very efficient since it is computed as part
of generating the candidate sets. The second measure is Levenshtein edit-distance. The
last measure is q-gram similarity for varying values of q. We use the Jaccard measure for
semantic similarity.
IR is an information retrieval based system that uses only the keywords in the query
for search, and is thus unable to exploit the structure encoded in the query. This sys-
tem retrieves entities for the entity search task (see Section 4.7.3) by searching their
Wikipedia text. We make use of a commercial Web search engine for document retrieval
over Wikipedia by building on Yahoo BOSS1.
Syntax-Only is a simple disambiguation approach that uses only syntactic similarity
to perform mappings. The closest syntactic match occurring in the structured data source
for each relation and entity/concept are chosen for disambiguation to a formal query, and
semantic similarities are unused.
4.7.2 Data and Workload
Data
We start with the YAGO knowledge base described in Section 1.2.5. In order to measure
the effectiveness of our system in various situations, we also created an extended version
of YAGO. In the extended version, any information used in any of the benchmark queries
that was missing in the original YAGO is added. This allows us to evaluate knowledge
base mappings in the case where the knowledge base is incomplete as well as the case when
full disambiguations are possible. The extended information is encoded using the existing
entities and relations in YAGO where possible, or by using the Wikipedia identifier of the
entities if they do not exist in YAGO. We introduce a new relation when needed using
the terms from the benchmark. This means that the extended YAGO contains all of the
information used by the queries, but the specific keywords used in the queries may not
necessarily correspond to the labels in YAGO.
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Effectiveness Workload
For the quality evaluation, we wanted a set of information needs which, when expressed as
structured keyword queries, form queries that extend beyond the relatively simple struc-
tures extracted from keyword queries. It was important when designing this benchmark
that the keywords in the queries were chosen without bias, as this could greatly simplify
disambiguation. We constructed a benchmark from the TREC 2007 Question Answering
task [29]. While the individual TREC questions where too simple to form challenging
disambiguation problems (i.e., they are too short), we were able to use the benchmark to
design more complex queries in the following way. Each TREC task consists of a target
entity and a set of questions and answers about the target. We inverted the benchmark,
taking question and answer pairs in conjunction to form a query which has the target entity
as the desired answer. Figure 4.8 shows an example of how this translation was done. In all
cases, we use only keywords appearing in the TREC benchmark (or morphological variants
to preserve the semantics of the questions) to ensure there is no bias in how keywords are
chosen. We then structured the queries to represent the query intent. This coincides with
the intent of structured keyword queries as an end-user query language, in which users
are able to express structure as desired, while the specific keywords needed to describe
concepts, entities, and relations are unknown. We encoded a total of 22 queries which can
be found in Appendix A.2. Half of the queries can be interpreted over the raw YAGO KB,
while half need the extended KB for interpretations.
Efficiency Workload
Because our TREC derived workload produces a set of queries with very similar shape
and size, we designed a synthetic workload to exercise a wider range of query shapes and
sizes. These queries vary in length from one to eight terms, and vary in generality of the
terms. We characterize the overall generality of a query by the total number of entities that
are processed at intermediate stages in order for our system to evaluate the query. Our
workload varies in generality from 1 to 100,000 intermediate entity results. Queries also
vary in their shape including flat queries (conjunctions with no relations), chain queries
(a nesting of relations), and star queries (a conjunction of relations) of each length and
generality where possible (it is not always possible to create one or two term queries with
high generality). This workload consists of 62 queries and can be found in Appendix A.3.
1http://developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/
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Mapped (+) Empty (−) Total (true/false)
Correct (true) %45.5 %50.0 %95.5
Incorrect (false) %4.5 %0.0 %4.5
Total (+/−) %50.0 %50.0
(a) Raw KB
Mapped (+) Empty (-) Total (true/false)
Correct (true) %90.9 %00.0 %90.9
Incorrect (false) %9.1 %0.0 %09.1
Total (+/−) %100.0 %0.0
(b) Extended KB
Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices for mappings over the Raw and Extended knowledge bases.
Proportion of queries that get disambiguated (Mapped) or do not get disambiguated
(Empty) vs. whether the disambiguation is correct.
4.7.3 Experimental Results
Disambiguation Task
In the disambiguation task, we isolate the disambiguation algorithm from the rest of the
system and explore its behaviour on our effectiveness workload for both the raw and ex-
tended versions of the YAGO KB.
We consider the following question for each query. Was the computed (possibly partial)
disambiguation correct, or if no disambiguation is possible due to KB incompleteness, was
no disambiguation computed? This property allows us to see the proportion of queries for
which we obtain a correct formalization of some part of the information need. We consider
a “failed” (or “empty”) disambiguation to be the correct behaviour in the case where no
disambiguation is possible due to a lack of coverage in the underlying KB. This corresponds
to the true-positives, true-negatives, false-positives, and false-negatives respectively.
Figure 4.9 shows the confusion matrices after running our disambiguation algorithm
with the raw (incomplete) and extended KB. This demonstrates disambiguation behaviour
in the case of an incomplete KB and a complete KB. We take the top ranking knowl-
edge base mapping using 3-gram syntactic similarity and Jaccard similarity for semantic
similarity.
The results demonstrate that even in the presence of incomplete knowledge (Figure 4.9
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table (a)), our system can still compute a correct partial mapping around 95% of the time.
Interestingly, our approach proves to be very accurate in determining when a mapping
does not exist, and returns no mapping rather than an incorrect one. It is this property
that allows us to accurately determine when keyword queries cannot be interpreted as
investigated in Section 3.4. This is particularly promising since in the scenario of applying
this technology to a general search system, this situation corresponds to falling back to
regular keyword search. Correctly identifying when to fall back to keyword search means
we do not process incorrect concept search queries which would produce irrelevant results.
When a complete KB is introduced (table (b)), the task becomes more difficult since there
always exists a correct disambiguation for every query. Our algorithm sees a slight drop
in overall correct mappings, but still stays around 90% correct.
Entity Search Task
In the entity search task, we used our effectiveness workload to evaluate the accuracy of
retrieving entities described by the queries. The results are compared against a manually
created concept search query which returns correct results by definition. We follow the
evaluation methodology outlined in Chapter 6 with correct results having a relevance of
1.0 and all other results 0.0. The evaluation in the raw KB scenario is not well defined
for this task, since partial interpretations may describe a broader class of entities than the
actual query target. How to use these partial interpretations is system dependant and more
of a user interface design issue than a search relevance issue. We therefore consider only
the extended KB for the entity search task, meaning complete interpretations are always
possible.
Figure 4.10 shows the average precision, recall, and F1-score for candidate sets (M(k))
of size 30 as a function of k, the number of knowledge base mappings considered by the
QUICK systems. In all cases, we take the union of the results of the top-k disambiguated
concept search queries. The three variants of QUICK correspond to the configurations of
syntactic similarity (keyword occurrence (KW), edit distance (ED), and q-gram similarity
with q = 3 (QD3)). We see for QUICK-ED and QUICK-QD3 that precision degrades as k
increases. This is expected as more results are added from different interpretations, causing
more irrelevant entities in the result. QUICK-KW on the other hand, generally does not
find relevant entities until k = 5, causing the spike in precision. In the recall graph, we
see that QUICK-QD3 generally finds all of the relevant entities it is capable of finding
within the top (k = 1) mapping, while QUICK-ED peaks at k = 3 and QUICK-KW at
k = 5. Overall, we get maximum precision and F1-score using q-gram similarity at k = 1,
while recall is best with edit distance at k = 3. We also varied the size of candidate sets
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from 10 to 100, but found this had little to no impact on result quality. This means that
the correct schema items generally appear near the top of the candidate list, or not at all
within the first 100.
Figure 4.11 shows the results for all systems, including three variations of QUICK with
fixed k values. The IR and Syntax-Only disambiguation approaches do similarly, scoring
around 0.1 for precision, recall, and F1-score. All three variations of QUICK produce
substantially better results, even when considering the poorest performing configurations
which can be seen in Figure 4.10. We also varied the value of q from 1 to 5 for the q-gram
approach, and found no difference in quality. The simple position invariant property of
q-gram similarity seems to be what contributes to its high quality.
We find that all of the configurations of QUICK greatly outperform the simple IR and
Syntax-Only baselines. This is because QUICK is able to exploit the structure expressed
in the query, while the IR system is not designed to incorporate this form of structure.
The poor performance of the Syntax-Only system emphasizes the need for knowledge
base mappings that consider the semantic coherence of the mapping of the query into the
underlying structured data. Simply taking the best syntactic match for each keyword does
not produce good interpretations.
System Performance
The full system performance on our TREC derived workload averaged 0.32 seconds (0.06
seconds with the omission of one long running outlier) due to the relative simplicity in
the structure and generality of the queries. The synthetic workload on the other hand
exercises a much broader class of query shapes and generalities. Figure 4.12 shows the
breakdown of performance over the synthetic workload for both phases of query processing
(query disambiguation and KB search). KB search is generally the most expensive part of
the process. In general the disambiguation component accounts for only a small fraction
of the total run-time, however for some queries produce highly connected disambiguation
graphs causing disambiguation to dominate run-time.
4.8 Related Work
The problem of mapping keywords into structured knowledge graphs has been studied in
the context of keyword search over relational databases. In this problem, candidate network
graphs are generated based on the location of keyword matches [45]. The challenge in this
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work is in efficiently generating and ranking the candidate networks, in contrast to our
work, where the shape of the disambiguation graph is fixed by the structure of the query.
Our approach also considers mapping against schema constructs, which is not considered
by candidate networks. This difference is important as it allows users to create abstract
descriptions of information needs at the schematic level, as opposed to simply expressing
keywords that may appear in the text of desired results.
The WebTables project [18] also processes keyword queries over large Web-extracted
data sets. While structured queries are not considered, their notion of probabilistic schema
co-occurrence could be seen as a semantic similarity metric and used to support a disam-
biguation model like ours.
Our proposal differs from structured query languages over Web-extracted data, such as
[20, 23, 49, 54], in the integration of ambiguous terms into the structured part of queries.
NAGA [54] does support some ambiguity in queries via regular expression and keyword
matching against strings in a special “means” relation that is part of YAGO. Query pro-
cessing is done by finding all matches and evaluating the constraints in the query against
candidates. This is in contrast to our heuristic-based disambiguation as a preprocessing
step to query evaluation. Zhang et al. proposed Semplore, a semantic search engine that
processes hybrid queries: structured queries that allow keyword expressions to optionally
appear in the place of entities or types [108]. All entities or types that syntactically match
the given keywords are then interpreted as being instances of the keyword expression. This
is in contrast to considering different matches as distinct interpretations and ranking query
interpretations separately. The EntityRank system [23] incorporates keywords into struc-
tured queries as so called context keywords. However, EntityRank does not attempt to
construct complex queries from the input query, and entity types are explicitly given by the
user with no ambiguity. Elbassuoni et al., considered annotating variables in a SPARQL
query with keywords, and then used keyword matching and ranking against predicates that
bind to the variable [36]. This is in contrast to our structured keyword query language
which is founded entirely on keywords.
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Chapter 5
Personalized User Interest Models
for Entity Ranking
Many keyword queries issued to search engines are ambiguous and underspecified descrip-
tions of a user’s information need. Without some representation of the user’s mental con-
text, it is often impossible for a search engine to reliably interpret many of the vague key-
word queries faced by search engines every day. For example, the query “southwest” could
be interpreted in many ways. There is the Southwest Research Institute, a music album
named Southwest by a famous hip-hop artist, as well as the airlines Southwest Airlines
and Air Southwest among other possible interpretations. Without any context, an entity-
based search engine may rank the music album highest, since its label is an exact match
to the user query. However, given the knowledge that the user is interested in airlines,
the search engine may prefer a significantly different ranking, one that prioritizes the two
airlines. Furthermore, if the search engine was aware that the user had a preference for
US based airlines, it could rank Southwest Airlines (an airline based in the US) over
Air Southwest (a British airline1).
Search engines aiming to personalize the ranking of results must infer a user’s search
context based on the previous queries issued during the user’s search session, and their
click behaviour when presented with candidate results to a query. Mining a user’s search
and click history is a rich area of research and is heavily used in commercial search engines.
In this chapter we explore the possibility of cross-referencing Web search query logs
with large Web-extracted entity databases in order to build session-level profiles of the
1Although the company Air Southwest is no longer in existence, it was an active business at the time
our query log was collected, and is thus a relevant entity for our example.
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Query Baseline Context-aware
“american American Airlines American Airlines
airlines” Pan American Airlines Pan American Airlines
American Airlines 191 American Airlines 191
“southwest” Southwest (album) Southwest Airlines
Air Southwest Air Southwest
Southwest Airlines Southwest (Album)
“continental” Continental (magazine) Continental Airlines
Continental (album) Continental (magazine)
The Continental (TV) Continental (album)
Figure 5.1: Baseline and context-aware top-3 result lists for queries in an example session.
The context-aware approach learns user search context from previous result clicks (shown
in bold).
types of entities a user is interested in. Entity types can be general such as Person
and Organization, or they may be very specific types such as ETH Zurich alumni and
Airlines of the United States. We base our approach on the hypothesis that entities
of the same type tend to co-occur in search sessions. We analyse a large click log from
a commercial search engine to show support for our hypothesis. We then show how an
entity-based search system can exploit this knowledge to produce a more effective ranking
of entity results. As an example, consider the three-query session illustrated in Figure 5.1.
A baseline entity ranking function simply orders entities based on their syntactic similarity
to the entity labels. A context-aware reranking learns the user is interested in airlines
based on the results clicked. Results of subsequent queries are reranked to give higher
ranking to entities that have an entity type of interest.
5.1 Data & Problem Definitions
5.1.1 Search Engine Click Logs
A search engine click log is a recorded collection of user interactions with a search engine.
The main information recorded in a click log are a user identifier, a query string, and the
URL clicked by the user (if any result is clicked) in response to the search engine presenting
candidate results for the given query string. If a user clicks multiple results for a query,
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each click forms a separate entry in the log. A click log generally also records additional
data such the rank of the clicked result in the list of presented candidate results and a
timestamp indicating when the event occurred. Formally, we can model a click log L as a
set of four-tuples
L = 〈user id, timestamp, query, [url]〉
where parameters in square parenthesis are optional, depending on whether or not a URL
was clicked for the given query. A keyword query Q is expressed as an ordered set of terms
q1q2 . . . qn over a concrete domain S as defined in Definition 5.
In query log mining, a user click on a URL in response to a query can be seen as
an indication of the intent of the query. Essentially, if the user clicked on a result
URL, it is assumed that the URL somehow satisfies the information need of the user.
In the context of query log mining, the clicked URL forms a proxy of the user inten-
tion. For example, if the user types the query “southwest” and then clicks on the URL
http://www.southwestair.com, it is assumed that the intention of the query is to find the
website of the airline Southwest Airlines. Of course this is a very noisy signal, sometimes
users click on a URL to find it is not relevant, and subsequently go back to the result
list to find a different result, or re-issue a modified version of their query. For example,
after issuing the query “southwest” and being presented with airline results, a user may re-
issue their query as “southwest research” to find the homepage of the Southwest Research
Institute. We leave the integration of negative feedback for future work.
5.1.2 Entity Databases
An entity database encodes information about real-world entities. We use a broad definition
of an entity database as the techniques studied in this chapter can be applied to a variety
of data sources, independent of their particular encoding. An entity database can be
encoded as a knowledge base (as in Section 1.2.5), though any format that captures some
particular information about entities could be substituted. There are three core types of
information we require of an entity database. The first is that the database encodes the
relationships between entities and their types. For example, the association between the
entity American Airlines and the type Airlines of the United States. The second
requirement is that the database encodes some relationship between entities and URLs
that are used to describe those entities on the Web. For example, relating the entity
American Airlines to the URL http://aa.com or the entity Nikola Tesla to a URL
that directs to an image of Nikola Tesla. The third type of information we require is a
mapping of entities to some textual representation of the entity, such as a label.
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Formally, an entity database is a set of tuplesD of the form 〈e id, type, t id〉, 〈e id, label, s〉,
or 〈e id, homepage,URL〉 where e id is an entity identifier, t id is a type identifier, s is an
arbitrary string, URL is an identifier, type is a relationship asserting that the entity de-
noted by e id is of the type denoted by t id, and label denotes a relationship asserting that
the entity denoted by e id can be textually described by the string s.
Our entity database starts with a subset of the knowledge base described in Section 1.2.5
extended with other public knowledge sources. The entity database is described in detail
in Section 5.3.1.
5.1.3 The Entity Retrieval Problem
The problem of keyword search over entity databases (also known as entity retrieval, entity
search, or object retrieval) is concerned with finding relevant entities given arbitrary key-
word queries in an unconstrained vocabulary. The first proposal for an entity-based search
task over a large Web entity database was given in [83]. The proposed task was the entity
database variation of ad-hoc information retrieval, the task performed by document-based
Web search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing. The core difference of course being
the structured entity database as a target data source, rather than a document collection.
While at first glance entity retrieval appears quite similar to document retrieval, there
is a core difference: entity databases generally contain very little text. As such, the long
history of techniques developed for document retrieval do not directly apply to entity
retrieval. It has been the focus of recent research to develop efficient and effective techniques
for entity retrieval (see for example [13, 80, 99]), as well as the focus of a series of search
competitions [4, 31, 123, 124].
Formally, given a query Q, an entity search function S : S|Q| → e idn takes a keyword
query Q along with a number of desired results n and produces a set of entities determined
to be the result of the query using some heuristic. A search function is generally paired
with a ranking function R : e idn → e idn which takes the result of a search function and
orders the elements according to some relevance heuristic.
5.1.4 Solution Overview
Our approach to identifying the entity of interest in response to a user’s keyword query is
based on learning a search context from the user’s search history. We use the entity types
from the entity database as a vocabulary to express a user’s search context, and build a
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Click  Query                 User   Time
 
       "georgia tech"        1111   2013-01-01 11:01
       "american airlines"   2222   2013-01-01 11:04
       "continental"         2222   2013-01-01 11:08
       
       "southwest"           1111   2013-01-01 11:09 
 
       "southwest"           2222   2013-01-01 11:11
        ...
http://www.aa.com
http://www.southwestair.com
http://www.airsouthwest.com
URLs
http://www.uwaterloo.ca
...
http://www.vldb.org
American_Airlines
AIRLINE
type
Entity Database
US-BASED 
AIRLINE
type
Air_Southwest
type
Southwest_Airlines
type
type
homepage
homepage
homepage
Query Log
http://www.gatech.edu
http://www.swri.org
http://www.continental.com
Georgia_Research
_Institute
Southwest_Research
_Institute
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE
type
type
homepage
homepage
Figure 5.2: An example entity database and query click log. Clicks on URLs are mapped
to entities via their known homepages.
statistical model of the types of entities a user is interested based on how frequently they
interact with entities of a given type during their search session. This model is learned by
analyzing the URLs clicked by a user and then cross-referencing those URLs to the entities
they represent.
The approach depends on an assumption that multiple entities of the same type are
likely to queried (and clicked on) in the same search session. We explore this hypothesis
empirically in Section 5.3.
Figure 5.2 shows an example entity database and query click log. The log shows a
sequence of queries for two different users, one searching for research institutions and the
other for airlines. We want to predict the clicked URL for a given user based on that user’s
past search history (i.e., the dotted red arrows). This will aid in answering ambiguous
queries with user specific ranking, such as the query “southwest”.
Our methodology is based on the assumption that entities of the same type tend to
co-occur in a user session with a probability higher than that of random chance. In Sec-
tion 5.1.5 we analyze a real user click log in order to explore this assumption. We exploit
user clicks on Web search results as a form of relevance feedback, and map user clicks on
document URLs to entities in an entity database.
The validation of this assumption depends on how we define a user session and what
entity types we consider to be relevant. A session may be only the most recent queries,
queries issued over the past hour, over the past day, or even all queries ever issued by a
user. In terms of relevant entity types, it is not always the case that all types are useful.
For example, a hypothetical type Thing does not convey useful information since every
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entity is considered to be a type of Thing and thus every entity would be considered as
co-occurring with an entity of the same type. We will consider various granularities of
entity types in our analysis.
5.1.5 Analysis of an Entity Click Log
We conduct our analysis over the widely available AOL query log. This log contains 38
million search interactions issued by over 650 thousand different users over a three month
period in 2006. While the log does not provide the complete URL clicked by users, it does
provide the clicked domain which is sufficient for our purposes.
Our analysis starts with the key insight that we can link a Web query click log to an
entity database by exploiting known home pages for entities. Since many real world entities
have known home pages, we can link a query resulting in a click on an entities home page to
the entity itself. For example, a query resulting in a click on http://www.aa.com allows us
to infer that the query was seeking the entity American Airlines. After cross-referencing
all click log interactions that have a clicked URL corresponding to a known entity, we have
a log of about 3.8 million queries. These queries are segmented into 372,611 separate user
sessions, with 278,756 non-unary sessions. The non-unary sessions have an average session
length of 11.71 unique queries (duplicate query/click pairs are removed) with a standard
deviation of 43.98. The shortest non-unary sessions consist of a two queries while the
longest session has 21,039 queries. Single query sessions provide no information for our
type co-occurrence analysis, and while small sessions are less ideal, we include them as to
not make arbitrary decisions about which sessions are large enough to include.
The integration of a click log with an entity database however, does produce a consid-
erable amount of noisy data. Users may click on a URL which they subsequently decide is
irrelevant, they may click on a URL unrelated to their query in an exploratory manner, or
they may click on a URL that describes a different entity that is related to the intended en-
tity (e.g., searching for one airline and clicking on a different airline, or searching for a music
album and clicking on the homepage of the artist). We expect many of these phenomena
to be infrequent enough as to not affect a statistical model learned over millions of queries.
Another potential problem with this form of linking clicks to entities is that there are
websites that encode information about many entities such as http://en.wikipedia.org
(an encyclopedia) and http://www.imdb.com (a movie database). In many cases, a query
leading to a click on http://en.wikipedia.org is likely not seeking the entity Wikipedia,
but rather some other entity described by that site. Such sites can accumulate many clicks
since they encode information about many different entities. We explore threshold-based
filtering methods to deal with theses scenarios.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of click frequency of entity types clicked in the query log.
After linking entries in the click log to entities in the database, our next step is to
analyze the distribution of entity types that are clicked in response to queries. Figure 5.3
shows the distribution of clicked entity types over the query log. This figure illustrates
the exponential distribution exhibited by clicks on entities with given types. We see that
some very popular entity types are clicked nearly one million times, while others are clicked
much less frequently. There are two possible reasons why an entity type may be clicked
frequently: the entity type is very popular; or the entity type is very general. An example
of the first scenario is the entity type Company, a very popular entity type since many
queries result on clicks on homepages of companies. An example of the second scenario is
the entity type Artifact, a very general type that describes many entities in the database.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of entities over entity types in the entity database. We
see again an exponential distribution, showing that some types are very general (describe
many entities) and that many others on the tail of the distribution are much more specific,
describing relatively few entities. Distinguishing between these two scenarios is difficult
and not always possible. We may want to preclude very general entity types from a learned
user profile since they likely do not convey much useful information. For example, knowing
a user clicked on an entity type Thing, for which all entities are a Thing, does not convey
useful information. Knowing a user clicked on the type Airlines of the United States
is much more meaningful. We explore various ways of filtering entity types in Section 5.3.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of entity count for entity types occurring in the entity database.
5.1.6 Entity Type Co-occurrence In User Sessions
The user interest model explored in this chapter is based on the premise that users searching
for entities of a particular type will favour entities of the same type in future searches. This
implies that entities of the same type should tend to co-occur more often than random
chance. Quantifying precisely the co-occurrence of entities types in a user session is a
difficult task, as it depends directly on what types are considered relevant. If we consider
all types in our entity database, we find that %99 of non-unary sessions contain clicks on
at least two entities of the same type. We also find that %72.8 of all queries result in
a click on an entity of that has the same type as a previously clicked entity in the same
session. However with extremely general types such as Artifact and Physical Entity it
is not clear how useful all of these type co-occurrences will be for learning a personalized
user interest model. We explore this empirically in Section 5.3.
5.2 Personalized Ranking of Entity Queries
In this section we demonstrate how to exploit knowledge of a user’s search context to
improve the effectiveness of entity ranking. A per user profile is maintained that describes
entity types of interest to the user along with the frequency that an entity of each type
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is clicked. We aim to exploit this information along with a baseline ranking algorithm in
order to produce a more effective reranking of the results than the baseline approach.
5.2.1 Representing User Interests
Our model of user interest is based on annotating entity types from the database with the
number of interactions the user has with entities of that type in during the a particular
session. These interaction frequencies can then be used in various ways for entity ranking
(see Section 5.2.3). We maintain a set of annotated entity types for each user.
Formally, a user model M is a set of tuples 〈u id, t, count〉 indicating that the user
denoted by u id clicked on an entity of type t count number of times.
The simplicity of this user interest model allows for very efficient storage and mainte-
nance. For each user, we need only store the entity types which have a non-zero count,
and can reset a user’s session by simply deleting the type annotations associated with that
user. Such a design lends itself well to standard data structures with key-value interfaces.
This representation also allows on-line learning, so that user models can be built and
modified in real-time as queries are issued and do not require any oﬄine training.
5.2.2 Baseline Ranking Approaches
We employ a simple search function with disjoint boolean retrieval semantics. Our search
function employs a standard stop-word list, breaks words on punctuation characters, and
accounts for lemmatized forms of words in searches.
S(k) = {e id | ∃〈e id, label, s〉 ∈ D,∃tl ∈ s, tk ∈ k, tl ≈ tk}
where ≈ computes equality of terms in a vocabulary accounting for lemmatized forms (e.g.,
“airline” ≈ “airlines”).
The search function is always paired with a ranking function that uses one of the
following four baseline ranking heuristics for keyword search over entities.
1. Label Similarity (labsim) The first approach based on searching known text labels
of the entities using a standard inverted indexing approach, followed by a ranking
of candidate entities based on their syntactic similarity to the query text. We use
q-gram similarity with a q value of 3 as the syntactic similarity function.
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2. Label Search (lab) The second approach is inspired by the YBCN approach[14]
that won the SemSearch 2010 competition [123]. This approach forms a virtual doc-
ument from all text properties of an entity then performs classical document retrieval
using an inverted index. In our case the text fields of most entities correspond to
various labels of the entity, and the ranking algorithm is Lucene’s tf·idf.
3. Summary Search (abs) The third approach is inspired by the NTNU approach
from Balog et al., [3] that had the best combined score at the SemSearch 2011 com-
petition [124]. This approach pulls a text description of each entity from Wikipedia
and uses classical document retrieval over the Wikipedia text. In our case we are
using Wikipedia abstracts for each entity.
4. Summary Similarity (abssim) The last approach performs an initial search using
the abstract search described above, followed by a reranking based on similarity of
the entity’s label to the query as described in the first approach.
5.2.3 Personalized Entity Ranking
Given the output of an entity search using some baseline ranking function, the goal of
personalized entity ranking is to rerank the entity list based on the user interest model
of the user issuing the query. A personalized entity ranking function is then a ranking
function which considers personalized context in the scoring heuristic. We consider five
different scoring heuristics that make use of the user model and in some cases also the
rank of the entity as determined by the baseline ranking algorithm. All of the reranking
heuristics are based on the learned user preference model presented in Section 5.4, and the
hypothesis that a user will be more interested in entities that have an entity type the user
has previously interacted with. This is achieved by defining a ranking function to rerank
the entity list while exploiting a user’s interest model.
In all cases, we learn the user’s interest model on-line. As queries are issued and results
are clicked, the interactions are recorded in the model and those interactions are used to
rerank subsequent queries. There is no oﬄine training of the interest models required. The
reranking functions are defined as a sort of one of the following scoring functions, with the
underlying baseline ranking function being preserved in the case of ties (the rerankings are
stable sorts). We start with a definition of type generality, a measure of how many entities
in an entity database are asserted to have a given type. Formally, given an entity database
D, and an entity type t, the generality of t is given by the following.
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generality(t) = |{e s.t. 〈e, type, t〉 ∈ D}|
The scoring functions are defined as follows.
1. Type Count (typecount) This reranking approach directly ranks entities by the
number of times the entity’s types have been clicked by the user. For each candidate
entity produced by the baseline ranking function, we consider all types the entity
is known to have from the database. The total clicks for all of the entity’s types is
summed and the candidates are scored based on these type counts.
Formally, given a query log L, a user interest modelM, an entity e id and a user ID
u id, the score of the entity represented by e id for user u id is given by the following.
type-count(e id, u id) =
∑
〈e id,type,t〉∈D
∑
〈u id,t,c〉∈M
c
This reranking method can be viewed as an application of the proposal of Sperreta
and Gauch [95] to entity databases, where the relevance of an entity to one of its
asserted types is defined to be 1.0 (there is no probabilistic classification of entities
to their types) and reranking is done purely based on the user model and not the
baseline ranking (α = 1) which was found to be the best performing configuration in
their work. See Section 5.4 for more discussion of related work.
2. Rank Discount (rankdiscount) This reranking approach modifies the type count
approach by giving more weight to the initial baseline ranking. In this approach, the
type counts are discounted by the rank of the candidate entity in the baseline ranking.
This makes it less likely an entity that is initially very lowly ranked will be reranked
at high positions, dampening the effect of the type count reranking.
Formally, given a query log L, a user interest model M, an entity e id, a user ID
u id, and a function rank(e) that gives the rank position of entity e in the baseline
rank order, the score of the entity represented by e id for user u id is given by the
following.
rank-discount(e id, u id) =
type-count(e id, u id)
rank(e id)
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3. Linear Discount (lineardiscount) This reranking approach takes into account
the generality of a type, discounting the score given by a type based on how many
entities in the database share that type. The goal is that overly general types (those
shared by many entities in the database) will have less effect in the ranking than
more specific types (e.g., the type Artifact will have little effect on the score, while
the type Airlines of the United States will have a more pronounced effect).
Formally, given a query log L, a user interest model M, an entity database D, an
entity e id and a user ID u id, the score of the entity represented by e id for user
u id is then given by the following.
linear-discount(e id, u id) =
∑
〈e id,type,t〉∈D
 ∑
〈u id,t,c〉∈M
c
generality(t)

4. Logarithmic Discount (logdiscount) This reranking approach discounts the
value a type contributes to a score based on the logarithm of the type’s generality.
This smoothed form of discounting is less drastic than the linear discount.
Formally, given a query log L, a user interest model M, an entity database D, an
entity e id and a user ID u id, the score of the entity represented by e id for user
u id is then given by the following.
log-discount(e id, u id) =
∑
〈e id,type,t〉∈D
 ∑
〈u id,t,c〉∈M
c
log(generality(t))

5. Logarithmic idf discount (logidfdiscount) This reranking approach discounts
the value a type contributes to a score based on a normalized logarithm of the type’s
generality, inspired by tf·idf scoring in document retrieval. The type’s generality is
normalized by the size of the database, meaning types influence is proportional to
the fraction of entities in the database asserted to have that type.
Formally, given a query log L, a user interest model M, an entity database D, an
entity e id and a user ID u id, the score of the entity represented by e id for user
u id is then given by the following.
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log-idf-discount(e id, u id) =
∑
〈e id,type,t〉∈D
 ∑
〈u id,t,c〉∈M
c · log( |D|
generality(t)
)

5.2.4 Filtering Overly General Types
While the various reranking approaches described in Section 5.2.3 provide various mech-
anisms for dealing with overly general types, we may benefit from directly filtering types
deemed not to be useful. We investigate filtering overly general types using three different
filtering thresholds. The first is to filter types with generality over a given threshold value.
We define generality as the number of entities asserted to have the given entity type in
the database (see Section 5.2.3). For example, the generality of the type Musical Work
is 110,086 since there are 110,086 entities known to be a type of Musical Work in our
entity database. Conceptually this filtering approach will remove overly general types,
such as Artifact or Physical Entity, that provide little information about the interests
of a user. The second is to filter types that are clicked with very high frequency. This
approach aims to filter noise in the data, such as the type American websites becom-
ing a highly relevant type because http://www.google.com is clicked frequently and is a
type of American websites. This causes any other entity that is asserted to be a type
of American websites to be reranked high in the ranking. The possible downside to this
filtering approach is that legitimately popular types may be filtered. The third approach
is to filter types with very low entropy in their click distribution. The motivation for
this approach is that very low entropy in the click distribution of a type may be a sign
of noise in the data. Returning to the previous example, the type American websites
has a click distribution consisting of many clicks on very few entities, and most clicks on
the entity http://www.google.com. This click distribution has low entropy, i.e. it is very
predictable. This predictability could be an indicator that a type is not useful in character-
izing a user’s interest. We explore these thresholding methods empirically in the following
section.
5.3 Evaluation of Personalized Entity Ranking
We evaluate the effectiveness of personalized entity ranking by measuring the impact of
reranking the results of a number of intuitive baseline entity ranking approaches. Our
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Figure 5.5: MRR and p@1 for the baseline ranking functions.
evaluation follows the entity retrieval evaluation methodology outlined in Chapter 6 with
each query having only one relevant result (the clicked URL) and all other results considered
irrelevant.
5.3.1 Data & Implementation Descriptions
We use the previously described AOL query log for the evaluation (see Section 5.1.5). This
log contains 3.8 million queries that contain a click on a known entity. Because sessions
in this subset of the query log can be rather sparse, we use all queries from a user as a
definition of their session. Future work with larger click logs should explore varying the
definition of a session as a parameter to the user model building algorithm.
To evaluate our reranking methods, we have compiled an entity database from various
public sources, including Wikipedia [128], DBpedia [11], and YAGO [96]. Our entity
database consists of 2,816,177 searchable entities of which 606,906 entities have known
home pages and all have at least one textual label. The database is aware of 189,107 types
over these entities with 22,356,866 assertions of entities having some type. The types in
the database range from very general types such as Person to very specific types such as
Airlines of the United States.
We implement all described reranking techniques in Java, with the baseline search and
ranking functions implemented using Lucene[117]. Figure 5.5 shows the mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) and precision at 1 (p@1) for the baseline methods. Note that p@1 can be
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Figure 5.6: MRR values of each method vs. generality filtering threshold value. Graphs
are plotted individually for each baseline entity ranking algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: Precision at rank 1 for each reranking method vs. generality filtering threshold
value. Graphs are plotted individually for each baseline entity ranking algorithm.
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interpreted as the proportion of queries for which we can perfectly predict the entity the
user will click for a query. We see that the abssim approach (text search over entity
abstracts followed by similarity ordering of entity labels to query text) performs best for
both metrics.
5.3.2 Personalized Entity Reranking
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the MRR and p@1 performance for each reranking approach over
each baseline. Each figure shows one graph per baseline, with each of the five reranking
approaches applied to each baseline. The graphs also show how the performance varies as a
parameter of the type generality filtering threshold. A threshold value of 0 corresponds to
the baseline ranking (no reranking) while a threshold value of ∞ corresponds to reranking
using all types (no filtering of any types). The threshold filters any types with a gener-
ality greater than the threshold value (i.e., the higher the value, the fewer the number of
entity types being filtered out). We see most baselines and reranking approaches have a
general trend to higher performance with less filtering (i.e., including more types in the
personalization model), though maxima are reached for most approaches with some level of
filtering. Optimal approaches tend to occur at threshold values that filter the 12 (thresh-
old=204,800) to 25 (threshold=102,400) most general types in the database. These overly
general types, such as Artifact and Physical Entity, carry little information for a user
interest model and can cause spurious rerankings in the reranking methods. We also see
that some reranking methods give little benefit or actually degrade performance for some
baselines (see the absim graph in Figures 5.6 and 5.7). This appears to be particularly
true for baselines that are already strong ranking methods. In contrast, we see that weaker
baselines (lab and labsim) receive great benefit from reranking. These trends appear for
both the MRR and p@1 measures.
Click frequency and entropy were also explored as filtering measures, however we found
that any filtering using these measures degraded overall performance, and optimal per-
formance was achieved when all entity types were included (threshold=∞). We therefore
omit graphs of these approaches.
Figure 5.8 shows the best performing reranking approach for each baseline. It is inter-
esting to see that the labsim baseline performs as well as the abssim baseline after reranking
despite abssim being a much higher performing baseline. This shows that the reranking
approaches can pick out entities of interest and rerank them effectively even in the presence
of a less effective baseline ranking function. Overall, the reranking approaches are able to
improve the effectiveness of all of the baseline ranking functions. Figure 5.9 shows the
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increase in MRR and p@1 for the best reranking approach for each baseline. Even the best
baseline (abssim) gains an 11% increase in MRR and p@1, while the worst baseline (lab)
sees a four-fold increase in p@1 again illustrating the ability of the reranking approaches
to improve upon mediocre baseline ranking functions.
5.4 Related Work
There is a vast body of literature surrounding the topic of personalized search, with the
majority focusing on keyword search over Web documents. Dou et al., give an empirical
evaluation of some core methods for personalized search over (textual) Web documents.
There has also been a considerable amount of work on entity ranking, however there has
been very little focus on combining personalized search with entity ranking. Hristidis et
al. have looked at scalability issues around personalizing authority flow computations over
object graphs [46], as has Chakrabarti [21]. Their work focuses on computational challenges
with (re)computing edge weights in an authority flow graph so that each user can have
custom “page rank” style weights. These approaches require a base set of authority nodes
for each user to be defined.
Previous research has also considered using a concept hierarchy to represent user in-
terests. Pretschner and Gauch explored annotating a small 4,400 node concept hierarchy
named Magellan with weights representing interest based on the documents the user has
browsed [86]. Such an approach requires detailed knowledge of a user’s browsing behaviour
and cannot be extracted from a query log. If we substitute clicks on entities with given
types for document classification into a small number of categories, their approach can
be viewed as similar to our “typecount” approach, though they also integrate a notion
of document relevance to a category which does not exist in our setting (every entity is
by definition relevant to all of the types it has). Daud et al., took a different approach
in annotating the concept hierarchy from the opened directory project (ODP), a small
hierarchy of 1,896 classes, with term vectors extracted from documents classified into ODP
categories [30]. Cosine similarities are then used to compute the relevance of a candidate
document to a the ODP categories. While such an approach is feasible for a small number
of categories, it does not scale to user profiles with thousands of categories. Chirita et
al., also used the ODP hierarchy to model user interests, but required users to explicitly
state which categories they were interested in [24]. This is in contrast to our approach of
learning preferences from click logs.
The most relevant area of personalized search to our problem is that which aims to
learn user interests from a query log using some form of concept hierarchy or ontology
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for representation. Speretta and Gauch have considered learning user interest models
over a concept hierarchy from a user’s search history [95]. They considered classifying
document summaries from a search result page into the ODP classification scheme with a
pre-trained classifier. Document reranking was then performed as a linear combination of
the number of clicks on a class weighted by the importance of that class to the candidate
result, and the original ranking given by the baseline search engine. Their results show best
performance when using only the concept weight for reranking, and ignoring the baseline
ranking (α = 1). To this extent, their approach is equivalent to our “typecount” reranking
approach since by definition each entity is relevant to the types it is asserted to have (there
is no probabilistic classification of entities to types, as in scenario of text documents to
categories). Liu et al., explored mapping query text into ODP categories [67]. In their
work a user model associated the strength of a particular query term to a category, so
that subsequent queries using the same terms can be personalized based on the learned
weight for that term. These weights were learned by analyzing a user’s search history.
Such a model requires a large search history in order to learn the associations of the many
possible keywords a user may use to describe their information need to each of the possible
categories that the term may describe.
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Chapter 6
A Methodology for Evaluating Entity
Retrieval
Evaluating the quality of a ranked list of entities is a problem that has been considered
throughout this thesis. In the following chapter, we describe and validate the methodology
used for entity-based evaluation. This chapter presents work originally published in [83].
Despite a growing interest in entity-based search, there has been little work focusing
on principled evaluation techniques for assessing the effectiveness of entity-based search
systems. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of entity-based search technologies, as well
as compare one system to another, a common evaluation methodology is needed.
Most current approaches to evaluating entity-based search systems are adaptations of
document evaluation techniques from the information retrieval community (e.g., as in [40]).
In this setting, search systems ultimately perform document retrieval, and the quality of
documents returned is used as a metric of the quality of the entire system. These results
make it difficult to interpret how well a search system functions internally, since a number
of different factors can play a role in which documents are returned.
6.1 The Ad-hoc Entity Retrieval Task
In this work we try to map an entity ranking problem to the well known problem of ad-hoc
document retrieval (ADR). Formalization of the ADR task and of its evaluation opened
up the way for research in ranking models in Information Retrieval. By providing a clear
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problem setting, it allowed the creation of standard metrics and collections, allowing re-
searchers in IR to communicate and collaborate. This in turn yielded many fundamental
developments in ranking models, evaluation methods, efficiency and user models. A de-
tailed overview of the ADR task can be found in Chapter 1 of [73], we summarize the task
as follows:
• INPUT: a user keyword query Q and a collection of documents D. The query has
a query intent Z specified as a natural language description, which is not made
available to the search engine. It is the job of the search engine to resolve among
possible intentions represented by Q.
• OUTPUT: an ordered list of document identifiers R = (d1, d2, ..., dk), where di ∈ D.
• EVALUATION: each document di is labelled with a score (independent of the rest)
by a judge with respect to the information need Z describing the query Q.
Although ADR was initially developed for research in information science and library
search, it had a natural application to Web search. ADR models well the typical situation
for a user searching the Web: the user types a keyword query Q, and expects a ranked list
of document identifiers R which represent Web pages relevant to their intention Z. For this
reason, Web search engines from their infancy built on all the advances in ADR research,
and adopted ADR metrics.
However, the Web is no longer simply a collection of Web pages. As the Web of Linked
Data grows, we see entities of different types surfacing in Web search results. For example,
for queries with a strong “local” interpretation (such as “pizza in new york”), the first
results of commercial Web search engines are typically constructed from structured entity
databases and not necessarily from Web pages. For such applications, Web search engines
need to be able to effectively rank candidate entities.
For the analysis of such tasks, we propose to adapt the traditional ADR task. Intuitively
we would like to replace documents by entities, leaving everything else the same. However,
this brings up several non-trivial issues that need to be dealt with. These issues in turn
will restrict our definition of the entity ranking task.
The ad-hoc entity retrieval task (AER) is defined as follows.
• INPUT: a user keyword query Q and a knowledge graph K. The query has a query
type T and query intent Z which are not explicitly defined. It is the job of the search
engine to resolve among possible intentions represented by Q.
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• OUTPUT: a ranked list of knowledge base item identifiers R = (e1, e2, ..., ek) such
that each ei occurs in K. An identifier corresponds to a node in the knowledge graph.
• EVALUATION: each resource ei is labelled with a score (independent of the rest) by
a judge with access to all the assertions containing ei, with respect to the query Q,
query type T , and the query intent Z.
In the following sections, we highlight two of the key differences in evaluating AER and
ADR: the dependence between the type of the query and the type of result returned, and
the influential role played by result presentation. We then discuss metrics applicable to
AER and demonstrate their applicability.
6.1.1 Query Types
In ADR, a human judge must evaluate the relevance of a document to a query. Could a
human judge evaluate the relevance of an entity to a query? It would seem so intuitively.
For example, if one queries for the name of a person, then any hCard (a micro-format
encoding information similar to a business card) exactly matching the query would be
judged relevant, and other hCard matching the name partially would be judged related
but not as relevant. However, as we push our investigation of entity relevance further,
we quickly run into several problems. In particular, results may be connected to relevant
entities, but not directly relevant on their own. For example, a query for a movie could
return an entity representing an actor that starred in the movie. Also, the expectation of
what a result is may vary depending on the query. For example, a result may be a node,
a set of nodes, a connected subgraph, or even a set of connected subgraphs.
Our first step towards studying this problem was to manually analyse a real Web search
query log to try to understand how entity retrieval in the Web of Data could improve upon
these answers, if at all. For each query in the query log, we manually annotated any
entities, entity types, attributes, or relations occurring among the query terms (see Figure
6.1). Furthermore we annotated which was the primary intent of the query.
In our Web search log analysis we identified several query categories that would require
different treatment in an AER engine. We established five such categories (see examples
in Figure 6.1):
• Entity query: the intention of the query is to find a particular entity. Correct results
would be entities corresponding to some interpretation of the query entity.
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• Type query: the intention of the query is to find entities of a particular type (or
class). Correct results would be entities that are instances of the specified type.
• Attribute query: the intention of the query is to find values of a particular attribute
of and entity or type. Correct results would be the values of an attribute specified
in the query.
• Relation query: the intention of the query is to find how two or more entities or types
are related. Correct results would describe the relationship among the query entities
or types.
• Other keyword query: the intention of the query is described by some keywords
that do not fit into any of the above categories. Correct results would be resources
providing relevant information.
The existence of these query types has great importance to our problem, since each
type requires a different type of result, and would thus have to be evaluated differently
by the human judge. Any attempt to map the entity retrieval task to the ADR task will
must consider the existence of these query types, and the differences required in relevance
judgements. We believe this to be one of the significant distinctions between AER and
ADR, and thus one of the most complicating factors in mapping the ADR task to entity
ranking. We further investigate this issue in a quantitative analysis in Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Result Presentation
There is another important difference between entity search and document retrieval: what
constitutes a result? In document retrieval it is clear that a single document is a result.
Documents were invented by humans to be read, and therefore it is no challenge for a
human judge to read a document result and decide its relevance. However, entity graphs
on their own are not necessarily intended for raw human consumption. Resources are
complex, structured, and heavily interconnected. For example, many properties may be
needed to “define” an entity, and blank nodes are often used to hold information together.
The correct unit of information for retrieval is unclear.
The ADR community has also encountered such problems when retrieving very large
structured documents, for example books and XML documents. The main problem there
is to define the right level of granularity of the results: sometimes relevance will be in
a single sentence, sometimes in an entire section of XML subtree. Several approaches
have been developed to tackle these issues, but they always lead to quite cumbersome
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task formalizations which demand a great amount of effort to the human evaluators (e.g.,
TREC sentence retrieval [94], and INEX entity search [52]).
We note that similar to the way a text retrieval engine provides an abstract of the
search result, a typical entity-based search engine will return more than the identifier of
the resulting resource. The search engine will provide more complete information to allow
the user to inspect the result without retrieving its definition from the Web. The search
engine may also highlight parts of the resulting graph, e.g. to show where the query terms
have matched or which triples are most representative in defining the entity.
However, treating the resulting (possibly decorated) RDF graphs as a result would
break our commitment to component-wise evaluation, because the relevance of the results
would be tied to particular strategies for presentation. This would be similar to judging
ADR methods by the quality of the snippet generator, or the rendering of the document.
Take the following example as an illustration. Consider three entity-based search systems
(S1, S2, and S3) that all return the entity Jimi Hendrix (identified by URI-1) as a search
result for the keyword query “hendrix”. The results are returned as follows:
S1: URI-1
S2: 〈URI-1, label, “Jimi Hendrix”〉
S3: 〈URI-1, label, “Jimi Hendrix”〉
〈URI-1, birthplace, Seattle〉
〈URI-1, hasColleague, URI-2〉
〈URI-2, label, “Mitch Mitchell”〉
〈URI-2, birthplace, London〉
〈URI-2, actedIn, Live it up!〉
It is evident from the example that, despite all three search systems having essentially
returned the same result, there is an inherent difference in the quality of how each item
is returned. A human evaluator would likely have difficulty judging the relevance of the
result returned by S1, while the verbosity of the result returned by S3 seems to make it of
lesser quality than that of S2. It is this difficulty that leads us to the separation of retrieval
from presentation. This allows us to define an explicit evaluation method for the ranked
retrieval of knowledge base resources with a fixed explanation strategy (and presentation
strategy for that matter), leaving presentation as a separate task from retrieval.
For this reason, in this work we use resources as the unit of retrieval. We show to
the evaluator a fixed presentation strategy consisting of all of the resource’s contents and
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structure including the connections to other resources. This allows us to reuse human
judgments of resources to evaluate different ranking strategies independent of how systems
present results. Section 6.2 will discuss a particular evaluation tool and the guidelines
used for the human evaluators, and will present results obtained from the evaluation of a
baseline entity ranking system.
Judging a single resource, while making use of any information linked to that resource,
seemed to us the best possible compromise for evaluation. It has the advantage of decou-
pling the evaluation of entities from its presentation. Furthermore, it makes no limiting
assumptions on the uses an application may make of the entity; on the contrary, it assumes
that the application will know how to utilize a resource identifier. It is this decoupling of
relevance from presentation that allows the reuse of human judgments. We consider this
to be of paramount importance for an AER task.
6.1.3 Evaluation and Performance Measures
One of the advantages of mapping the entity ranking problem to the ADR task is that we
can reuse performance measures designed for ADR. Defining new performance measures
is very problematic, because it requires studying many aspects of the measure, such as
its generalization ability, its stability, appropriate statistical significance measures, etc.
In fact, being able to use well established performance measures for the entity ranking
problem was one of our main motivations in trying to map the problem to ADR.
Under the AER task definition, for a given query q with query type t, a retrieval
system will return a list of entities {e1, e2, · · · , en}, which are evaluated and given relevance
values R(ei, q, t). We consider three popular metrics from the IR community, normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), mean average precision (MAP), and precision at k
(p@k) for a k value of 5. Details of these metrics can be found in Chapter 8 of [73].
6.2 An Empirical Study of Entity-based Queries
In order to evaluate a retrieval task such as ADR or AER, one needs to set up a search
task including data collection and human evaluators. As we saw in the previous section,
in the case of entity ranking, we also need to fix the resource presentation method. In this
section we set up a realistic evaluation of an AER task on the Web. We use real query
logs from a commercial search engine and a real large-scale collection of resources from a
crawl of the Web of Data.
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For resources, we focused on metadata publicly available on the Web. We used a sub-
set of 240 million Web pages which have been crawled by Yahoo! and contain some form
of metadata (RDFa and various types of microformats). This produced approximately 8
billion triples when normalized as RDF, or about a 1.1 terabyte knowledge graph (uncom-
pressed).
In the evaluation we used the annotated query set described in Section 6.2.2. The
advantage of this approach is the diversity of the information needs that query logs capture,
i.e. a sample of the aggregate information needs of Web users in the US geography. As
opposed to a manually created or synthetic benchmark these queries also provide real
information needs. Lastly, since our data set has been gathered from the Web it is natural
to rely on Web queries for our evaluation. The disadvantage of our method is that the
original intent of the query is not directly available. We deal with this situation simply by
allowing evaluators to skip the queries that they do not understand. We do not instruct
evaluators to skip the queries where multiple interpretations are possible but rather to
consider all possible interpretations as valid. For example, a query for a person name
could be correctly answered by returning an entity corresponding to any person having
that name. In practice, the majority of queries can be easily interpreted by the evaluators.
As an entity retrieval engine we used the baseline system described in Section 6.2.1.
The retrieval implementation uses an inverted index over the text fields occurring in the
underlying triples. This index was used to retrieve a subset of resources, from which a
subset of the RDF graph could be constructed to produce and rank results. We use MG4J
[118] for our index.
With a fixed retrieval and presentation strategy, we conducted an evaluation of ranking
semantic resources as follows. We computed the top-5 results of a baseline ranking strategy.
We then did a human evaluation of relevance of the results, and also established the
ideal ranking based on the ideal re-ordering using the human evaluations. For a stability
comparison, we also use a random re-ranking of the top-5 results.
6.2.1 Baseline Ranking Approach
The baseline ranking strategy used is an adaptation of TF-IDF to RDF graphs. In this
setting, we compute an IDF score for each term in the vocabulary with respect to each
RDF property occurring in the graph. This means, for example, that the term “John” can
have different IDF values for the properties “vcard:name” and “vcard:address”, a desirable
property to distinguish among common terms in particular properties. In the example, the
term “John” may be very distinguishing as a street name, while very common as a person
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name. We also blacklist a set of RDF properties that contain a lot of diverse text causing
noise in the results. These properties were chosen manually based on an inspection of a
sample of query results. The blacklisting includes properties such as review text and blog
summaries, which tend to match a diverse set of terms while providing little insight into
the meaning of a resource. While this is certainly not an ideal ranking approach in general,
it provides sufficient quality as a baseline metric to evaluate our methodology.
6.2.2 Query Analysis
Our query log analysis was conducted as follows. First, the queries themselves were an-
notated by human judges. Judges segmented the query into entities, types, relations,
attributes and remaining relevant keywords. Furthermore, judges annotated the intent
of the query, as discussed in 6.1.1. The intent of the query is defined as the component
of the query for which the query is primarily seeking information. Besides the primary
focus, a query may be further tagged with additional information such as secondary enti-
ties that appear in the query to disambiguate the primary intent or to provide additional
information. For example, the keyword query “doctors in barcelona” is primarily seeking
information about “doctors”, which is an entity type. The entity “barcelona” which also
appears in the query would be referred to as a context entity.
Table 6.1 shows the results of this study. We found a large bias towards entity centric
queries, or queries that do not fit easily into a semantic classification (“Other keyword
queries”, for example, the query “nightlife in Barcelona” has the primary intention of
finding information about “nightlife” within the context of the entity “Barcelona”). We
found that more than half of the queries focus on an entity or entity type. Interestingly,
among all of the “Other keyword queries” (those which do not have any semantic resource
as the primary intention), 14.3% of them also contain a context entity or type. This means
that over 70% of all queries contain a semantic resource (entity, type, relation, or attribute),
with almost 60% having a semantic resource as the primary intent of the query.
This analysis shows that type and entity queries constitute the vast majority of entity-
based queries and thus we restrict ourselves to these types of queries in our analysis. For
systems where these query types have a particular significance, separate evaluations can
be devised in the future.
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Query type Percent of queries
Entity query 40.60%
Type query 12.13%
Attribute query 4.63%
Relation query 0.68%
Other keyword query 36.10%
Uninterpretable 5.89%
Table 6.1: Distribution of query types for a sample of Web queries.
6.2.3 Entity Relevance Analysis
For each of the queries in the benchmark, we run the baseline entity retrieval engine
(discussed in Section 6.2.1) and asked human judges to evaluate the results. For this, we
developed an evaluation tool which allowed judges to see all the query information, and
the resources being evaluated.
The explanation strategy we used was a form of concise-bounded description1, where all
properties directly connected to a qualifying resource are included in the explanation, and
blank nodes are recursively expanded to provide explanations of how blank nodes connect
to any qualifying resource. We limit the expansion to a maximum of ten properties to
avoid overwhelming the user with high degree nodes (which are often large collections of
tags, generally unrelated to the resource and can thus be considered as spam). We do not
enforce a limit on how many blank nodes can be expanded, meaning the size of the RDF
subgraph shown to the user is unbounded and can vary considerably.
The tool displays a query along with a single entry of a search result (the URI along with
its expansion). A user can then rate the relevance of the result to the query on a four-point
zero to three scale. We measure two dimensions of relevance, the relevance of the result to
the main intention of the query; and relevance of the result to the full query text. For ex-
ample, given the query “john smith barcelona” with entity set {“john smith”, “barcelona”}
and intent = “john smith”, we would evaluate the relevance of each query result to both
the entity “john smith” as well as the full query. In this setting, any “John Smith” is rel-
evant in the first case, while only the “John Smiths” who are associated with “Barcelona”
are relevant in the second case. We design our experiment in this manner because we are
interested in both ranking for entity based retrieval and for full query answering.
1http://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/
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Human judges were instructed to rate the relevance of the main entity, and only use
the query explanation as aid in understanding what the entity is. Thus over-explanation or
any irrelevant information in the explanation does not affect the relevance rating, ensuring
we only measure result quality and not explanation quality. The judges were given the
following two questions and a four-point scale for each.
• Is the resource in the result relevant to 〈the query intent resource〉?
• Is the resource in the result relevant to 〈the full text query〉?
In each case, the words “resource” and the resource or query were highlighted and colour
coded to coincide with the rendering of the query, query intent, and result resource. This
ensured that the judge could easily distinguish what was being evaluated for each question.
The description of the scale given to the judges was as follows.
• 0: Not relevant - the resource in the result is not at all relevant to the query resource.
• 1: Somewhat relevant - the resource in the result is moderately relevant to the query
resource. For example, the result has the entity contained in a text property (review
text, summary, etc...) or tag.
• 2: Relevant - the resource in the result is related to the resource in the query.
• 3: Perfect match - the resource in the result exactly describes the resource in the
query. For example, the result is a VCard (address book entry) for a person entity
in the query. In the cases of a type query, a result which is an instance of the type
is also a perfect match.
A similar description was given for the task of rating the relevance of the result resource
to the full query.
The tool is shown in Figure 6.2. The query, “aerocalifornia, la paz” is rendered in
black, with the main intent of the query, “aerocalifornia” below in parenthesis. The result
being shown is a VCard for a person who works for Aerocalifornia in La Paz (the name is
anonymized for privacy reasons). Because this person entity is related to the intent entity
of the query, it would be given a score of two by human evaluators.
With this mechanism we judged 1162 results from 264 queries, corresponding to the (at
most) top-5 results produced by our baseline ranking algorithm. Such a shallow evaluation
scheme is typical of Web search engine evaluation, where greater number of queries is
preferred to large number of results evaluated per query.
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Query Intent Resource
0 1 2 3
0 46 16 6 0
1 - 61 37 19
2 - - 13 9
3 - - - 23
Full Text Query
0 1 2 3
0 148 29 6 0
1 - 15 7 5
2 - - 3 9
3 - - - 8
Figure 6.3: Inter-judge agreement on relevance scores from 0 to 3 for both relevance to the
query resource and relevance to the full text query.
Analysis of Human Judgments
Even with a given description of the evaluation task, determining the relevance of an RDF
resource to a query is a difficult process that can be highly subjective at times. To validate
our human assessments, we had the judges evaluate an overlapping set of 230 query results
and compared the assessments. Figure 6.3 shows a table of evaluation decisions for the
four-point relevance scale. Each cell in the (symmetric) table shows the frequency of a
judgment for the value of its respective row and column. Thus the diagonal entries show
the frequency of perfect agreement, which occurs on 64% of the result evaluations for query
intent, and 71% of the result evaluations for full query. If we also consider the cells adjacent
to the diagonals, we see that the “off-by-one” agreement of judges produces an agreement
of 93% for query intent 94% for full query. This indicates that our judges give generally
similar valuations to results, despite the inherent subjectiveness of the task.
In Figure 6.4 a histogram for both relevance of query intent to the result and relevance
of full query to the result is shown. These histograms illustrate the frequencies of each
value on our four-point scale over the full result set. While our entity retrieval scores mostly
in the moderate relevance range, the results are not very relevant to the full text queries.
This is a result of our simple baseline metric used for retrieval. Our results, however, do
contain enough diversity in relevance to conduct an evaluation for distinguishing ranking
algorithms.
Stability
We evaluate the stability of our chosen metrics on the resource ranking task. In order to
achieve a 95% confidence interval, we apply a standard bootstrap method [34]. We compute
a sample of size n from our query workload of size n, sampling with replacement. From
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Figure 6.4: Frequencies of valuations from the four-point evaluation scale. Valuations were
made for query intent (top) and full query (bottom).
this sample, we compute the mean value of the metric being evaluated over all queries in
the sample. We repeat this process one million times to get a set of means, and compute
the mean and standard error over the resulting set of means to obtain a 95% confidence
interval. This final mean can then be compared with the empirical mean obtained from
the actual workload to test the stability of the metric.
Figure 6.5 shows the results of our stability test. Averaged across many samples, the
bootstrapped mean of the metric becomes very close to the empirical mean and produces
a tight confidence interval at 95% confidence (we find a difference after the sixth decimal
place in all cases). This indicates that the metrics are stable across samples of queries
from the same distribution over RDF resource results. We note that this stability is also
dependent on our data, the sampling method used to obtain our query workload from the
Web query log, and the human relevance judgments. We must also make the assumption
that the bootstrap sampling draws scores from a normal distribution to apply this analysis.
Discriminant Power
We aim to show that applying our test metrics to RDF resources with a fixed retrieval
and presentation strategy has the ability to discriminate among ranking approaches in a
meaningful way. We consider three ranking strategies, all based on re-ranking the same top-
5 results returned by our fixed baseline retrieval strategy. The first approach is a random
re-ranking of the top-5 results, the second is our baseline ranking algorithm described in
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Measurement Query Resource Full Query
Empirical NDCG 0.953 0.972
Bootstrap NDCG 0.953 ± 1.02e-05 0.973 ± 9.08e-06
Empirical MAP 0.719 0.668
Bootstrap MAP 0.719 ± 7.04e-05 0.668 ± 7.69e-05
Empirical p@5 0.411 0.153
Bootstrap p@5 0.411 ± 5.25e-05 0.153 ± 4.15e-05
Figure 6.5: Stability of evaluation metrics for resource ranking. Confidence intervals are
computed at 95% confidence. Results are shown for both result resource to query resource,
and result resource to full text query.
Query Resource Full Query
Metric Random Baseline Ideal Random Baseline Ideal
DCG 5.004 5.072 5.402 2.878 2.923 3.0670
NDCG 0.942 0.952 1.0 0.968 0.972 1.0
MAP 0.644 0.719 0.820 0.603 0.668 0.790
Figure 6.6: Distinguishing among the baseline, random, and ideal rankings for various
evaluation metrics.
Section 6.2.1, and the third is the ideal re-ranking where results are ordered based on the
valuations given by a human judge.
Figure 6.6 shows the results of the three ranking approaches. We see that for both the
query resource relevance and the full text query relevance the scores distinguish among the
ranking approaches as expected. This is a positive result for discriminating power, given
how easy it is to obtain a high score with a random re-ranking of only 5 results. Note
that we omit p@5 since re-ranking the same results does not affect the score, and thus all
systems would be ranked equally.
6.3 Related Work
Due to the diverse nature of data models considered in semantic search systems (e.g., text,
annotated data, ontologies) a wide spectrum of query languages are used for semantic
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search. These query languages range from expressive structured queries, like SPARQL
[87], to simple keyword queries. A number of works also consider semi-structured variations
(hybrid search) which integrate structured and keyword queries [81, 82, 89, 102, 108].
From the point of view of evaluation, structured queries have an explicit semantics and
thus a well defined query result. Such systems can be evaluated using standard approaches
from the database community, and as such, we omit them from our discussion. Keyword
queries and semi-structured queries however, have uncertain results and are thus much
more challenging to evaluate.
A number of end-to-end semantic search systems have been developed up to date, e.g.
[32, 33, 41, 43, 69, 78, 80, 100]. Fernandez et al. perform an evaluation using the TREC
benchmark [40]. TREC has been designed for measuring the relevance of results returned
by text retrieval engines and finds its origins in the Cranfield experiments [26]. However,
there are two potential problems in applying TREC measurements directly. First, many
semantic search engines fall back to basic keyword search when the query cannot be un-
derstood in terms of the available semantic models. Thus it is not known how much of the
evaluation tests the part of the system that actually employs semantics, and how much
covers traditional keyword search. In fact, in the work of Fernandez et al. only 20% of
the TREC queries used are covered by ontology concepts, the rest are removed leaving 20
queries for evaluation. Simply dismissing the queries that cannot be semantically inter-
preted is not easy as different search engines may have vastly different query understanding
capabilities. Furthermore, reaching consensus on a query workload in this manner may be
impossible as each approach to query interpretation can vary significantly. Thus, taking
the intersection of queries that a set of semantic search engines can handle would likely
produce an “easy” workload (if not empty), which cannot be justified as representative
of real users. Evaluating each search engine only on the queries it can interpret also has
drawbacks since the results obtained by two different search engines may not be directly
comparable. The second and even more apparent problem is that not all semantic search
engines perform document retrieval, but rather retrieve knowledge encoded in some seman-
tic data model. In many contexts, the data in the system is not necessarily associated with
any particular text document. This is the case for example with search engines that crawl
and index Linked Data such as Sindice [78]. Even in cases where there is a document, an
evaluation based on document rankings is not able to measure some of the key advantages
of semantic search such as being able to give precise answers to factual questions or that
answers can be computed by aggregating knowledge from different documents.
While TREC itself is thus not applicable to our scenario, the general concepts of the
Cranfield experiments can be directly carried over. In particular, we take a system-oriented
perspective with a reference collection, a fixed set of test queries and a set of relevance
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judgments, which form the benchmark. In this respect our work is similar to the INEX
series [52], which is an adaptation of the methodology to XML content retrieval. Among
the various tracks of INEX, the entity-retrieval experiments the INEX Entity Ranking
Track is most relevant in terms of the query type. However, this INEX track also focuses
on textual corpora and that means that systems compete also on information extraction
functionality. In contrast, semantic search engines work with structured data.
In terms of the queries we consider, there are also commonalities to benchmarks that
consider queries for particular types of entities such as the Web People Search Evaluation
(WEPS) [2], or the expert finding task of the TREC Enterprise Track [93]. With respect to
addressing keyword retrieval on structured data, there is also existing work in the database
literature (e.g., [10, 45, 71]). This field of research has not produced a common evaluation
methodology for ranking effectiveness that we could adapt.
Since the presentation of this research, a number of follow up projections have been
completed. In particular, the exploration of crowd-sourcing relevance judgements in order
to scale the size of the benchmark and to quickly develop evaluation campaigns [123, 124]
and a comprehensive overview of the evaluation of semantic search systems [12]. Also, the
SEALS project has been established with a core goal of developing accessible and reusable
evaluation resources for semantic technologies [104, 122].
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown how keyword queries can be interpreted over large scale heterogeneous
Web knowledge bases by learning semantic structures from an annotated query log. Our
experiments verify that an accurate structuring model can be learned from a relatively
small training set by performing the structural mapping from high level summaries of
keyword queries to structured query templates.
We have proposed a keyword-based structured query language that trades off expres-
sivity and flexibility in utilizing Web knowledge graphs. This language can serve as an
end-user query language for expert users, or as an intermediate representation of the in-
tention of keyword queries over knowledge graphs. We have explored ambiguity issues with
basing a structured query language on keywords and proposed a solution for disambigua-
tion. Our experiments demonstrate that our proposed disambiguation model can quickly
achieve high quality disambiguations, even in the case where only partial knowledge is
available.
We have shown that a user’s click behaviour can be used to build a model of the types
of entities a user is interested in, and that such a model can be effectively used to rerank
entity results. We have shown effective reranking over four general baselines, though our
reranking methods could be applied to any entity retrieval system.
We have outlined the details of a methodology for entity-based search evaluation over
Web knowledge graphs. Our proposal builds on the well established ad-hoc document
retrieval task, allowing us to reuse existing efforts. We empirically justified the applicability
of ADR metrics to our entity ranking problem showing that our adaptations to entity
retrieval are justified. We also have constructed a classification of Web queries from the
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entity retrieval point of view and have proposed the notion of a result and what relevance
means in this context.
Future directions for research on interpreting keyword queries over knowledge graphs
include exploring refinements on the granularity of semantic annotations. For example,
distinguishing locations from other types of entities could provide additional structuring
hints, since locations often appear as context information in keyword queries. Similarly,
person entities often appear as the primary intention of queries. There are a number of
parameters in the system that can control how much of the search space is explored (e.g.,
the number of semantic annotations to consider, the number of structurings of semanti-
cally annotated queries, the number of mappings of structured keyword queries into the
knowledge graph), future work could explore learning parameter values or auto-tuning
query dependent values. Future work may also consider applying these techniques to other
knowledge graphs and search verticals such as product catalogues or medical knowledge
bases. Query logs for such verticals may exhibit different structures and learning a model
for structuring specific to a search domain may improve effectiveness.
Future work may also investigate the effectiveness of personalized user interest models
for reranking entity results over other ranking baselines. Integrating negative feedback
could also be beneficial, for example if a user clicks a different URL quickly after an initial
click or if a user reformulates a query. This information could be used to ignore clicks in
the learned model or even to negatively weight entity types. Also, varying the definition of
session length to determine how long a user context is relevant, at and what point a user
interest model should be discarded and a new model learned. It would also be interesting
to investigate the possibility of propagating a user’s search context to users with similar
sessions using some form of collaborative filtering.
We have presented a procedure for concept search query evaluation in order to have a
complete system for evaluation. Future work should explore and compare the performance
of the proposed procedure to alternative implementations based on RDF databases that
support inference over entity type hierarchies as well as knowledge graph updates. Such
research would necessarily have to explore new benchmarks for knowledge graphs that
emphasize reasoning over type hierarchies with variable mixes of update and search queries.
Resources such as DBpedia Live1 could form a basis for a real-world workload of knowledge
graph updates.
1http://live.dbpedia.com
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Appendix A
Evaluation Workloads
A.1 Query Understanding Workload
The following tables encode the positive queries from the query understanding workload.
The negative queries from the Yahoo query log are subject to copyright and cannot be
published. They are available as part of the WebScope program [129].
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A.2 TREC-QA Structured Keyword Query Encoded
Workload
TREC ID TREC target KB Target
216 Paul Krugman Paul Krugman
217 Jay-Z Jay-Z
218 Darrell Hammond Darrell Hammond
219 Iraqi defector Curveball Curveball (informant)
220 International Management Group (IMG) IMG (business)
221 U.S. Mint United States Mint
222 3M 3M
223 Merrill Lynch & Co. Merrill Lynch
224 WWE World Wrestling Entertainment
225 Sago Mine disaster Sago Mine disaster
228 March Madness 2006 2006 NCAA Men’s Division I
Basketball Tournament
230 AMT Alternative Minimum Tax
231 USS Abraham Lincoln USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72)
232 Dulles Airport Washington Dulles International Airport
233 comic strip Blondie Blondie (comic strip)
234 Irving Berlin Irving Berlin
235 Susan Butcher Susan Butcher
236 Boston Pops Boston Pops Orchestra
237 Cunard Cruise Lines Cunard Line
238 2004 Baseball World Series 2004 World Series
239 game show Jeopardy Jeopardy!
241 Jasper Fforde Jasper Fforde
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TREC ID Structured Keyword Query
216
writes (new york times) u teach(princeton university) u received doctorate (mit) u
academic specialty (economics) u won prize(john bates clark medal) u wrote(Pop
Internationalism)
217
produced by (Def Jam Records) u real name (shawn carter) u planning to marry
(Beyonce Knowles) u president of(Def Jam) u grew up (brooklyn) u album (rea-
sonable doubt)
218
old (50) u graduated (UF) u regularly appears (Saturday Night Live) u appear
(NBC) u featured on (Comedy Central Presents) u impersonated(bush)
219
defected year (1999) u scientist u real name(Rafid Ahmed Alwan) u employed
(Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service) u claims accepted by (George W. Bush)
u lives (germany)
220
founder (mark mccormack) u founded in year (1960) u acquired by (Forstmann
Little & Co.) u has board member (Theodore J. Forstmann) u head (mark
steinberg) u represents (Vijay Singh) u represents (Tiger Woods)
221
headquartered (washington) u established (1792) u part of department (Treasury
Department) u has director (henrietta holsman)
222
founded when (1902) u based (St. Paul uMinnesota) u has CEO(George Buckley)
u CEO predecessor(Desi DeSimone) u stands for (Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing) u web address(http://www.3M.com) u manufactures product (Post-It
notes)
223
has chief executive(Stanley O’Neal) u has prime business (investment bank) u
headquartered (new york) u headquarters street (Wall Street) u other name
known as (Princeton Portfolio Research and Management)
224
chairman (Vince McMahon) u chief executive (Linda McMahon) u headquartered
(Stamford u Connecticut) u short form (WWE) u evolved from (WWF) u airs
on (Spike TV) u had wrestler appear (Chyna)
225
occurred on date (January 2 u 2006) u survivor (Randal McCloy Jr.) u miners
died (12) u state (West Virginia) u investigated by (MSHA) u victim (Terry
Helms)
228
lasts (19 days) u has slang expression (Big Dance) u concluding night(April 3) u
described by (Final Four) u teams (64) u coach (Billy Donovan)
230
has expansion (Alternative Minimum Tax) u year added (1969) u exemption
amount ($33,750)
231
abbreviated ship designation (CVN-72) u commissioned on date (November 11
u 1989) u ported where (Everett u Washington) u has commander (Captain
Kendall Card) u aircraft (Sea Hawk helicopter)
232
airport code (IAD) u approved designation (Washington Dulles International Air-
port) u state located (Virginia) u named after (John Foster Dulles) u run by au-
thority (Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority) u used by airline (Delta
Airlines)
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233
has creator (Chic Young) u syndicated by (King Features Syndicate) u has char-
acter (Dagwood)
234
born (Russia) u first big hit(Alexander’s Ragtime Band) u composed (God Bless
America) u died (September 22 u 1989) u died(heart attack)
235 born year (1954) u won race (Iditarod Race) u lives (alaska)
236
conductor (keith lockhart) u previous conductor (Arthur Fiedler) u manager
(Tony Beadle) u concert venue (Symphony Hall)
237
owned by (Carnival Cruise Lines) u based in city (Miami) u president (Carol
Marlow) u largest ship (Queen Mary 2) u has ship (Queen Elizabeth 2)
238
won by (Boston Red Sox) u was defeated (St. Louis Cardinals) u has star (Curt
Schilling)
239
aired for first time (March 30 u 1964) u first host (Art Fleming) u current
host(Alex Trebek) u had contestant (Ken Jennings)
241 first book (The Eyre Affair) u wrote (Lost in a good book)
TREC ID Concept Search Query (Raw KB)
216 ∅
217 ∃isMarriedTo(Beyonc Knowles) u ∃created (Reasonable Doubt)
218 ∅
219 isCalled (”Rafid Ahmed Alwan”)
220 ∅
221 establishedOnDate (“1792-##-##”)
222 establishedOnDate (“1902-##-##”) u hasWebsite (“http://www.3m.com”)
223 ∃hasProduct (Investment management)
224 isCalled (“WWE”)
225 ∅
228 ∅
230 ∅
231 isCalled (“USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72)”)
232 isCalled (“Washington Dulles International Airport”)
233 ∅
234 ∃created (God Bless America) u diedOnDate (“1989-09-22”)
235 bornOnDate (“1954-##-##”)
236 ∅
237 ∅
238 ∅
239 ∅
241 ∃wrote (The Eyre Affair) u ∃wrote (Lost in a Good Book)
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TREC ID Concept Search Query (Extended KB)
216
∃worksAt (The New York Times) u ∃worksAt(Princeton University)
u ∃graduatedFrom (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) u
∃academicSpecialty (Economics) u ∃hasWonPrize(John Bates Clark Medal)
u ∃wrote(Pop Internationalism)
217
∃producedBy (Def Jam Recordings) u isCalled (“Shawn Carter”) u ∃isMarriedTo
(Beyonc Knowles) u ∃worksAt(Def Jam Recordings) u ∃livesIn (Brooklyn) u
∃created (Reasonable Doubt)
218
age (“50”) u ∃graduatedFrom (University of Florida) u ∃worksAt (Satur-
day Night Live) u ∃worksAt (NBC) u ∃worksAt (Comedy Central Presents) u
∃impersonated(George W. Bush)
219
defectedInYear (“1999-##-##”) u wordnet scientist 110560637 u is-
Called (”Rafid Ahmed Alwan”) u ∃worksAt (Bundesnachrichtendienst) u
∃claimsAcceptedBy (George W. Bush) u ∃livesIn (Germany)
220
∃founder (Mark McCormack) u establishedOnDate (“1960-##-##”)
u ∃acquiredBy (Forstmann Little & Company) u ∃hasBoardMember
(Theodore J. Forstmann) u ∃hasCEO (Mark Steinberg) u ∃hasClient (Vi-
jay Singh) u ∃hasClient (Tiger Woods)
221
∃locatedIn (Washington u D.C.) u establishedOnDate (“1792-##-##”) u
∃isMemberOf (United States Department of the Treasury) u ∃hasDirector (Hen-
rietta Holsman)
222
establishedOnDate (“1902-##-##”) u ∃locatedIn (Saint Paul\, Minnesota)
u ∃hasCEO(George Buckley) u ∃hasCEO(Desi DeSimone) u isCalled (”Min-
nesota Mining and Manufacturing”) u hasWebsite(“http://www.3m.com”) u
∃hasProduct (Post-it note)
223
∃hasCEO(Stanley O’Neal) u ∃hasProduct (Investment management) u
∃locatedIn (New York) u ∃locatedIn (Wall Street) u isCalled (“Princeton
Portfolio Research and Management”)
224
∃hasChairman (Vince McMahon) u ∃hasCEO (Linda McMahon) u ∃locatedIn
(Stamford\, Connecticut) u isCalled (“WWE”) u isCalled (“WWF”) u
∃isAffiliatedTo (Spike \(TV channel\)) u ∃hasEmployee (Chyna)
225
happendOnDate (“2006-01-02”) u ∃hadSurvivor (Randal McCloy)
u deaths (“12”) u ∃locatedIn (West Virginia) u ∃hadInvestigator
(Mine Safety and Health Administration) u ∃hadVictim (Terry Helms)
228
hasDuration (“19 days”) u isCalled (“Big Dance”) u endsOn (“2006-04-03”) u
isCalled (“Final Four”) u teams (“64”) u ∃hasCoach (Billy Donovan)
230
isCalled (“Alternative Minimum Tax”) u establishedOnDate (“1969-##-##”) u
hasValue (“33750#dollar”)
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231
isCalled (“USS Abraham Lincoln CV N − 72”) u establishedOnDate (“1989-
11-11”) u ∃locatedIn (Everett u Washington) u ∃hasCommander (Cap-
tain Kendall Card) u ∃supports (SH-60 Seahawk)
232
isCalled (“IAD”) u isCalled (“Washington Dulles International Airport”) u
∃locatedIn (Virginia) u ∃namedAfter (John Foster Dulles) u ∃isAffiliatedTo
(Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority) u ∃hasClient (Delta Air Lines)
233
∃createdBy (Chic Young) u ∃isAffiliatedTo (King Features Syndicate) u
∃hasCharacter (Dagwood Bumstead)
234
∃bornIn (Russia) u ∃created (Alexander’s Ragtime Band) u ∃created
(God Bless America) u diedOnDate (“1989-09-22”) u ∃diedOf (Myocar-
dial infarction)
235
bornOnDate (“1954-##-##”) u ∃hasWonPrize (Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race)
u ∃livesIn (Alaska)
236
∃hasConductor (Keith Lockhart) u ∃hasConductor (Arthur Fiedler) u ∃manager
(Tony Beadle) u ∃concertVenue (Symphony Hall\, Boston)
237
∃hasOwner (Carnival Corporation & PLC) u ∃locatedIn (Miami) u
∃hasPresident (Carol Marlow) u ∃hasProduct (RMS Queen Mary 2) u
∃hasProduct (RMS Queen Elizabeth 2)
238
∃wonBy (Boston Red Sox) u ∃lostBy (St. Louis Cardinals) u ∃hasStar
(Curt Schilling)
239
establishedOnDate (“1964-03-30”) u ∃hasHost (Art Fleming) u ∃hasHost
(Alex Trebek) u ∃hadParticipant (Ken Jennings)
241 ∃wrote (The Eyre Affair) u ∃wrote (Lost in a Good Book)
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A.3 Synthetic Efficiency Workload
ID Concept Search Query
1 wikicategory German immigrants to Switzerland
2 wordnet broadcast journalist 109875979
3 wikicategory New Age musicians
4 wikicategory United States Navy officers
5 wordnet painter 110391653
6 wordnet village 108672738
7 wordnet war correspondent 110766718 u wikicategory Royal Green Jackets officers
8 wikicategory Roman emperors u wikicategory Ancient Olympic competitors
9 wikicategory American jazz pianists u wikicategory Jewish American musicians
10 wordnet biologist 109855630 u wordnet novelist 110363573
11 wordnet writer 110794014 u wordnet actor 109765278
12
wikicategory Double-named places u wikicategory Settlements established in 1836 u wikicate-
gory County seats in Washington
13
wikicategory Johns Hopkins University alumni u wikicategory 20th century philosophers u wiki-
category American philosophers
14 wordnet botanist 109868270 u wordnet physicist 110428004 u wordnet biologist 109855630
15 wordnet writer 110794014 u wordnet actor 109765278 u wordnet poet 110444194
16
wikicategory American television reporters and correspondents u word-
net broadcast journalist 109875979 u wikicategory 60 Minutes correspondents u wikicate-
gory Dalton School alumni
17
wikicategory 20th century philosophers u wikicategory Academics of the University of Manchester
u wikicategory Artificial intelligence researchers u wikicategory Scientists who committed suicide
18
wikicategory American film directors u wikicategory American film producers u word-
net film maker 110088390 u wordnet manufacturer 110292316
19
wordnet actor 109765278 u wordnet poet 110444194 u wordnet director 110014939 u word-
net professional 110480253
20
wikicategory Languages of Australia u wikicategory Languages of Bangladesh u wi-
kicategory Languages of Botswana u wikicategory Languages of Fiji u wikicate-
gory Languages of Ghana u wikicategory Languages of Guyana
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21
wikicategory American baritones u wikicategory American B-movie actors u wikicate-
gory American gospel singers u wikicategory Blues musicians from Mississippi u wikicate-
gory Tennessee actors u wikicategory Tennessee musicians
22
wordnet actress 109767700 u wikicategory American film directors u wikicate-
gory American film producers u wikicategory American screenwriters u wikicate-
gory American essayists u wikicategory American novelists
23
wikicategory American film actors u wordnet singer 110599806 u wordnet actor 109765278
u wikicategory American film actors u wikicategory American male singers u word-
net soldier 110622053
24
wikicategory Languages of The Gambia u wikicategory Languages of Australia u wiki-
category Languages of Bangladesh u wikicategory Languages of Botswana u wikicate-
gory Languages of Fiji u wikicategory Languages of Ghana u wikicategory Languages of Guyana
u wikicategory Languages of Hong Kong
25
wikicategory Jazz bandleaders u wikicategory New Orleans jazz musicians u wi-
kicategory American jazz singers u wikicategory American jazz trumpeters u wi-
kicategory Swing trumpeters u wikicategory Swing bandleaders u wikicate-
gory African American brass musicians u wikicategory Decca artists
26
wordnet philosopher 110423589 u wikicategory 20th century philosophers u wiki-
category American political writers u wikicategory Jewish scientists u wikicate-
gory Fellows of the Royal Society of Canada u wikicategory Guggenheim Fellows u wikicat-
egory Jewish American writers u wikicategory American atheists
27
wordnet novelist 110363573 u wordnet critic 109979321 u wordnet composer 109947232 u word-
net poet 110444194 u wordnet dramatist 110030277 u wordnet screenwriter 110564400 u word-
net writer 110794014 u wordnet presenter 110466387
28 ∃hasWonPrize(Babe Ruth Award)
29 ∃bornIn(Alberta)
30 ∃bornIn(Moscow)
31 ∃locatedIn(Texas)
32 ∃isMarriedTo(wikicategory American film actors)
33 ∃locatedIn(wordnet village 108672738)
34 ∃happenedIn(∃locatedIn(Australia))
35 ∃bornIn(∃locatedIn(Belgium))
36 ∃bornIn(∃locatedIn(Czech Republic))
37 ∃locatedIn(∃hasOfficialLanguage(wordnet language 106282651))
38 ∃bornIn(∃locatedIn(wordnet village 108672738))
39 ∃means(∃happenedIn(∃locatedIn(Australia)))
40 ∃isMarriedTo(∃bornIn(∃hasOfficialLanguage(French language)))
41 ∃means(∃locatedIn(∃locatedIn(Missouri)))
42 ∃livesIn(∃locatedIn(∃hasOfficialLanguage(wordnet language 106282651)))
43 ∃livesIn(∃locatedIn(∃locatedIn(wordnet village 108672738)))
44 ∃means(∃happenedIn(locatedIn(Germany)))
45 ∃familyNameOf(∃bornIn(∃locatedIn(∃hasOfficialLanguage(German language))))
46 ∃isMarriedTo(∃livesIn(∃locatedIn(∃hasOfficialLanguage(wordnet language 106282651))))
47 ∃givenNameOf(∃bornIn(∃locatedIn(∃locatedIn(wordnet village 108672738))))
48 ∃politicianOf(Ukraine) u ∃hasSuccessor(Leonid Kuchma)
49 ∃bornIn(Edmonton) u ∃hasPredecessor(Piers McDonald)
50 ∃isMarriedTo(wordnet saxophonist 110554243) u ∃graduatedFrom(Yale Law School)
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51 ∃bornIn(wordnet county 108546183) u
∃diedIn(wikicategory Host cities of the Summer Olympic Games)
52 ∃locatedIn(wordnet city 108524735) u ∃locatedIn(wordnet town 108665504)
53 ∃created(Peggy Sue) u ∃created(20 Golden Greats) u ∃created(Words of Love)
54
∃hasWonPrize(Saturn Award) u ∃actedIn(The Adventures of Pluto Nash) u
∃created(wikicategory African American films)
55 ∃hasWonPrize(wikicategory Music halls of fame)
u ∃influences(wikicategory American rock musicians) u ∃influences(wikicategory American stand-
up comedians)
56
∃directed(wikicategory Short films) u ∃created(wikicategory 2003 albums) u
∃produced(wikicategory Comedy films)
57
∃created(wordnet company 108058098) u ∃bornIn(wordnet city 108524735) u
∃directed(wikicategory American films)
58
∃participatedIn(Battle of Cut Knife) u ∃hasOfficialLanguage(French language in Canada) u
∃hasCapital(Ottawa) u ∃participatedIn(Upper Canada Rebellion)
59
∃hasWonPrize(Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award) u ∃produced(Appalachian Pride) u
∃created(Ride This Train) u ∃created(Strawberry Cake)
60 ∃hasWonPrize(wikicategory Music halls of fame) u
∃influences(wikicategory American rock musicians) u ∃influences(wikicategory American stand-
up comedians) u ∃actedIn(wikicategory Television specials)
61
∃hasCapital(wordnet capital 108518505) u ∃hasOfficialLanguage(wordnet language 106282651) u
∃participatedIn(wordnet military action 100952963) u
∃participatedIn(wikicategory Conflicts in 1944)
62 ∃musicalRole(wordnet stringed instrument 104338517) u
∃hasWonPrize(wordnet award 106696483) u ∃influences(wordnet musician 110340312) u
∃actedIn(wikicategory English-language films)
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Appendix B
Proofs
B.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof: (←)
Case 1:
This case is trivial as the assertion A(e) is given explicitly as being part of K.
Case 2:
1. A1(e) ∈ A given.
2. K |= A1(e) 1. and Definition 2.
3. A1 v A2 . . . An v A ⊆ O given.
4. K |= A1 v A2 . . . An v A 3 and Definition 2.
5. K |= A1 v A 4. and transitivity of subsumption.
6. K |= A(e) 2., 5., and Definition 2.
Proof: (→)
Assume both case 1. and 2. are false for a proof by contradiction.
1. K |= A(e) given.
2. A(e) /∈ A given by assumption, case 1. is false.
3. ∀A′ s.t. A′(e) ∈ A:
3.1 A′ v A2 . . . An v A 6⊆ O 3 and assumption case 2. is false.
3.2 K |= A′(e) 3. and Definition 2.
3.3 K 2 A′ v A 3.1 and transitivity of subsumption.
3.4 K 2 A(e) 2, 3, 3.3.
4. Both case 1. and 2. are not false. Contradiction 1. and 3.4.
5. K |= A(e) 4.
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
We consider a proof by structural induction on the concept search query C. We define the
depth of the constructs {e}, f(k), and A to be 0; the depth of ∃R(C),∃R−(C) and f−(C)
to be 1 plus the depth of C; and the depth of C1 uC2 to be 1 plus the larger of the depth
of C1 and C2.
Inductive Base Cases:
Case C = “{e}”:
answer({e},K) = {e | K |= {e}(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | e ∈ ({e})I} Definition 3.
= {e} Definition 1.
= eval({e},K, index) definition of eval procedure.
Case C = “f(k)”:
answer(f(k),K) = {e | K |= (f(k))(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | (e, k) ∈ (f(k))I} Definition 3.
= {e | f(e, k) ∈ A} Definition 2.
= index(K, k, f−) Property 4.5.
= eval(f(k),K, index) definition of eval procedure.
Case C = “A”:
answer(A,K) = {e | K |= A(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | A(e) ∈ A ∨ (A1(e) ∈ A ∧ A1 v A2 . . . An v A ⊆ O)} Lemma 1.
= index(K, A, type−) ∪ {e | A1(e) ∈ A ∧ A1 v A2 . . . An v A ⊆ O} Property 4.1.
= index(K, A, type−) ∪
{e | e ∈ index(K, A1, type−) ∧ A1 v A2 . . . An v A ⊆ O} Property 4.1.
= index(K, A, type−) ∪
{e | e ∈ index(K, A1, type−) ∧ A1 ∈ closure(K, A)} Property 4.7.
= index(K, A, type−) ∪ ∀A′∈closure(K,A)index(K, A′, type−) def of eval.
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Inductive Hypothesis: Assume eval(C,K, index) = answer(C,K) for an arbitrary C of
depth n.
Inductive Step: Consider the four cases in which a concept C has depth n+ 1.
Case C = “C1 u C2”:
answer(C1 u C2,K) = {e | K |= (C1 u C2)(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | e ∈ (C1 u C2)I} Definition 3.
= {e | e ∈ (C1)I ∩ (C2)I} Definition 1.
= {e | e ∈ (C1)I ∧ e ∈ (C2)I} definition of intersection.
= {e | K |= C1(e) ∧ K |= C2(e)} Definition 3.
= {e | e ∈ answer(C1,K) ∧ e ∈ answer(C2,K)} Definition 4.
= answer(C1,K) ∩ answer(C2,K) definition of intersection.
= eval(C1,K, index) ∩ eval(C2,K, index) Inductive Hypothesis.
= eval(C1 u C2,K, index) definition of eval procedure.
Case C = “∃R(C1)”:
answer(∃R(C1),K) = {e | K |= (∃R(C1))(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | e ∈ (∃R(C1))I} Definition 3.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ (C1)I ∧ (e, e′) ∈ (R)I} Definition 1.
= {e | ∃e′ K |= C1(e′) ∧ (e, e′) ∈ (R)I} Definition 3.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ answer(C1,K) ∧ (e, e′) ∈ (R)I} Definition 4.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ (e, e′) ∈ (R)I} Inductive Hypothesis.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧R(e, e′) ∈ A} Definition 2.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ e ∈ index(K, e′, R−)} Property 4.3.
= eval(∃R(C1),K, index) definition of eval procedure.
Case C = “∃R−(C1)”:
answer(∃R−(C1),K) = {e | K |= (∃R−(C1))(e)} Definition 4.
= {e | e ∈ (∃R−(C1))I} Definition 3.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ (C1)I ∧ (e′, e) ∈ (R)I} Definition 1.
= {e | ∃e′ K |= C1(e′) ∧ (e′, e) ∈ (R)I} Definition 3.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ answer(C1,K) ∧ (e′, e) ∈ (R)I} Definition 4.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ (e′, e) ∈ (R)I} Inductive Hypothesis.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧R(e′, e) ∈ A} Definition 2.
= {e | ∃e′ ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ e ∈ index(K, e′, R)} Property 4.2.
= eval(∃R−(C1),K, index) definition of eval procedure.
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Case C = “f−(C1)”:
answer(f−(C1),K) = {k | K |= (f−(C1))(k)} Definition 4.
= {k | k ∈ (f−(C1))I} Definition 3.
= {k | ∃e ∈ (C1)I ∧ (e, k) ∈ (f)I} Definition 1.
= {k | ∃e K |= C1(e) ∧ (e, k) ∈ (f)I} Definition 3.
= {k | ∃e ∈ answer(C1,K) ∧ (e, k) ∈ (f)I} Definition 4.
= {k | ∃e ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ (e, k) ∈ (f)I} Inductive Hypothesis.
= {k | ∃e ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ f(e, k) ∈ A} Definition 2.
= {k | ∃e ∈ eval(C1,K, index) ∧ k ∈ index(K, e, f)} Property 4.4.
= eval(f−(C1),K, index) definition of eval procedure.
By induction, eval(C,K, index) = answer(C,K) for all C of depth ≥ 0.
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